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Abstract
This study explores the role of women journalists in Saudi Arabia and provides more understanding
of the challenges and barriers that working in the media presents for them. There are also a number of
opportunities that may not have been fully recognised and where these women can make a difference.
Against a background of reforms in Saudi Arabia, resulting from measures being put in place to
comply with international human rights laws as well as a need for the country to utilise the economic
benefits of a female workforce, the role of women in the media is increasing. The social changes that
are taking place may not fit well with a more conservative society but female journalists are showing
that they have been facing up to these challenges.
Using a qualitative approach, this study sought to elicit the perceptions of a range of women working
in the media and also interviewed male editors to gain their perspective on females working in their
domain. The study revealed that the women chose journalism as a career because it was an area in
which they excelled and which they very much enjoyed, despite numerous challenges they
encountered. Although they had faced disapproval from family initially, they managed to win over
parents and husbands once they started to have their work published. In more recent years the
universities have been establishing media and communication courses for women and this is giving
more support to journalism being a career choice. Nevertheless, it was clear that women were
restricted by their gender in having access to influential chief editor positions, which were reserved
for males.
It was also found that the male editors approved of women working in journalism and spoke highly of
the quality of their work. However, this may also be because the women open up the readership of
newspapers by writing articles targeting other women and thus increase sales. In addition, some
newspapers are found to be paying much lower rates to women than to their male counterparts.
Reasons for this were given as being the costs of employing women, who often need drivers, cannot
interview males, are not permitted to go unescorted, need a separate workplace environment, and who
have maternity rights.
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Chapter One – Introduction

1.0

Introduction

In today’s world, the media plays a central role in defining the way we think about gender and how this
affects our perceptions of identity (Gauntlett, 2008). In Western cultures women have managed to
penetrate and excel in the media industries. Whereas once there were no women at the forefront of media
roles, females are now finding a voice. According to Adorno (1991), the influence of media in the
engagement and functions of society should not be underestimated, although Fiske (2011) viewed people
themselves as the ultimate power in influencing the media.
In societies like the Middle East, women’s gains have been more modest (Sakr, 2004). In Saudi Arabia,
for instance, there has been a substantial increase in the number of female journalists working in
international outlets, and some of those women have managed to advance within these newsrooms.
However, the number of Arab female journalists in executive roles in the newsrooms is still rather limited
which indicates that their influence on the news agenda may also be limited (El Issawi, 2014). Some
scholars (e.g. El-Issawi, 2014), argue that the news content contributes to women’s invisibility as their
representation is either distorted, such as focusing on their sexuality not ideas, or their invisibility as news
sources and as editors.
This study aims to explore the challenges, as well as the opportunities, for Saudi female journalists who
are involved in the Saudi media sector inside the Arabian Kingdom. It is their stories that can bring more
understanding of their position in terms of feminism in the Middle East, with particular reference to Saudi
Arabia.

1.1

Background to the Study

The motivation for this study is reflected in the importance of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and
its religious and economic status in the Arab, Islamic, and international world. Saudi Arabia has recently
1

adopted a policy of openness, economic liberalisation, and the lifting of constraints on Saudi women to
enable them to participate effectively in the development of their country. The following are some of the
motivations for conducting this study.
Firstly, the development plans for the KSA have begun to pay attention to the status of Saudi women and
to believe in their social, cultural, and economic role in supporting and ensuring the success of these
government strategies for the economic development of the country. Secondly, the subject of the study is
one of the topics overlooked by many researchers, and there is consequently a limited number of
references and studies concerning Saudi women in the media. Only a few studies have addressed this
important aspect of Saudi women and their work in the media field, given the increasing number of
women's employment in the media field compared with other Arab societies. Thirdly, this study will
contribute to the knowledge on the profiling of Saudi women and their attempts to find their place in the
male dominated domain of journalism.
It is especially noticeable in Saudi Arabia that there is a wide gender gap, which makes the role of women
journalists even more challenging. The Global Economic Forum (2017) report measured the global
gender gap of 144 countries and considered three underlying concepts such as gaps versus levels,
outcomes versus inputs, and gender equality versus women’s empowerment; there were also four subindexes of economic participation and opportunity, educational attainment, health and survival and
political empowerment. Saudi Arabia held the overall rank of 138 out of 144 countries; economic
participation was ranked 142, educational attainment ranked 96, health and survival ranked 130 and
political participation ranked 124 (see table 1.1). The economic participation of Saudi women was
particularly low.
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Global Index

Economic

Educational

Participation Score

Attainment

Health and Survival

Political Empowerment

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

138

0.584

142

0.320

96

0.975

130

0.965

124

0.077

Rank

Score

Avg.

Female

Male

f/m

Economic Participation Score

142

0.320

0.585

Labour force participation

140

0.263

0.667

21.1

80.4

0.26

Wage equality for similar work (survey)

107

0.559

0.634

Estimated earned income (PPP, US$)

138

0.217

0.509

17,857

82,162

0.22

Legislators, senior officials and managers

123

0.062

0.320

5.8

94.2

0.06

Professional and technical workers

120

0.311

0.758

23.7

76.3

0.31

Educational Attainment

96

0.975

0.953

Literacy rate

93

0.947

0.883

91.4

96.5

0.95

Enrolment in primary education

1

1.000

0.979

98.4

96.9

1.02

Enrolment in secondary education

118

0.955

0.971

78.6

82.3

0.95

Enrolment in tertiary education

97

0.960

0.938

61.8

64.4

0.96

Health and Survival

130

0.965

0.956

Sex ratio at birth

1

0.944

0.920

Health life expectancy

136

1.011

1.037

Political empowerment

124

0.077

0.227

Women in parliament

82

0.248

Women in ministerial positions

139

Years with female head of state (last 50)

69

0.56

0.97
64.7

64.0

1.01

0.279

19.9

80.1

0.25

0.000

0.209

0.0

100.0

0.00

0.000

0.200

0.0

50.0

0.00

Table 1.1 Global Gender Gap Rank and Score of Saudi Arabia in 2017, p. 286,

Source: World Economic Forum (2017) available at:

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2017.pdf

Despite the fact that Saudi Arabia is positioned as one of the lowest ranking countries in terms of
women’s participation, this study explores the existence of the gender gap in the Saudi media, and the
choices and challenges that are faced by female journalists in the country.
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1.1.1

A brief history of media in the KSA

Prior to establishing the current Saudi Kingdom in 1932, media outlets, i.e. newspapers, were owned by
foreign powers. The first newspaper published in 1908 was established by a Syrian businessman (Beling,
1980); this was a weekly newspaper named Barid al Hijaz. Although some other newspapers were
introduced in KSA, they lasted no more than six months. The Second World War further hampered
establishment of other newspapers. However, after the war, King Faisal decided that more information
should be made available to the general population. This consequently became an era of mass media
publications.
It was not only newspapers such as Al Bilad, Al Madina, and al Yamama that were established in the
1950s, but this also introduced electronic media like television & radio. However, most of these electronic
forms of media were engaged in broadcasting the recitation of the holy Quran and regular news of the
Saudi royal family. It took some years before King Faisal decided to restructure the media outlets and
allow electronic media to meet the recreational purposes of the people.
Although the media infrastructure was in place, it was not permitted for women to discuss their issues as
Shariah Law did not allow this practice. In a study by Abukhalil (2004), concerning the freedom and
independence of women in the media in KSA, it was found that there were absolute constraints for
women accessing the media for political causes. The ultimate decisions on such issues are made by the
Saudi royal family, which has ruled the country by restricting freedom of speech, in order to protect the
integrity of the people and their religion.
An analysis conducted by the Oxford Business Group (2008) revealed the growth of satellite television in
the Middle East countries. Television was introduced to the region about 50 years ago, although at that
time only one channel was telecasting programmes. However, the current scenario is totally different, and
new channels are introduced each month as the satellite television market is growing day by day. Due to
the economic expansion in the Middle East region, Saudi investors have been increasing their investments
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in the media sector and this resulted in five satellite channels controlling the Middle East market; these
are the Middle East Broadcasting Company (MBC), Saudi TV, Rotana, the Lebanese Broadcasting
Company (LMC) and Dubai TV (Oxford Business Report 2008). Saudi TV is controlled and operated by
the state and follows very strict privacy rules.
All the information ministers of the Arabian countries met in Cairo in 2008, in order to reach a consensus
regarding the television policy of these countries. They concluded the meeting by signing a charter called
the Arab Satellite Television Charter (ASTC). Following this agreement, Saudi Arabia entered into a new
culture, known as a geo-cultural reality, which has significantly influenced the broadcasting of television
in the country. This marked the growing trend for the number of satellite channels accessible in the KSA.
Mansell and Raboy (2011) have estimated that there are almost 500 satellite channels in the state of Saudi
Arabia and these are focusing on programmes for women, religion, music and youth. Nevertheless, the
Saudi government is responsible for determining the absolute role of satellite televisions with regards to
Shariah law. Mansell and Raboy (2011) illustrated restricted behaviours on television channels, which are
totally banned from broadcasting such items as women dancing in skimpy clothing, drinking alcohol,
gambling, profane activities and criticism of the Saudi royal family. Currently, even in this age of satellite
television, in Saudi Arabia these practices are not allowed at all.

1.1.2

Politics and media in Saudi Arabia

The relationship between women and the media in Saudi Arabia is further influenced by the politics and
religion of the country. Sakr (2007) comments that in the Middle East any discussion about the rights of
women is heavily influenced by traditions and other regulatory boundaries, which are invariably in force.
Regulations, especially Shari’h law, are used as a token for purifying the context of politics throughout
the Middle East Muslim countries. In consideration of a male dominant society, the rights of women go
unnoticed. A study by Ginsburg, Lughod and Larkin (2002) asserted that it was a sign of their colonial
heritage that Muslim women were discriminated against and were an oppressed section of society.
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However, with the increase in social media, it has been noted that Saudi women are beginning to find a
voice.

1.2

Research Gap

There have been few studies carried out from the perspective of Saudi women. Some of these studies have
been carried out by Suraya Al Torki, whose works concentrated on the cultural stereotyping of Saudi
society in presenting women in the process of gaining submissiveness and excessive male control over
women’s decisions. Moreover, Almunajjed’s (1997) work titled ‘Women in Saudi Arabia Today’ was
published in 1997 and studied the social issues related to the status of women in Saudi Arabia and their
participation in the development of the country. Furthermore, in her book titled ‘Women and Words in
Saudi Arabia: The politics of literary discourse’, Saddeka Arebi (1994) studied the works of Saudi female
writers to identify in their writing the challenges of cultural and religious aspects of society; she proposed
different understandings to religion, gender and culture. Additionally, Maha Akeel (2010) studied Saudi
women journalists between 2004 and 2006, focusing on women’s position in Saudi media and the
challenges they face. Akeel found that women accounted for less than 8% of printed media outputs and
were still struggling to find their own identity as journalists. In many ways the Western preoccupation
with their perception of Saudi women as a segregated gender did not help Saudi professional women
trying to work alongside their male counterparts (Akeel, 2010); such stereotypical images of women
hidden behind veils tended to distort the true picture of Saudi women journalists. Shakha Alkameis
(2015) revealed from her study that one of the critical challenges faced by Saudi female journalists in TV
was the lack of education and training. Finally, Eiman Kurdi (2014) studied the experiences of women
journalists working in the Saudi Arabian press and found from her study that the Saudi culture of extreme
gender segregation impacted on the experiences of female journalists working in the press.
Altorki (1977, 1986, 1992) studied Saudi women and the status quo; Almunajjed (1997) researched Saudi
women’s contributions to the development of Saudi society; Arebi (1994) identified writing challenges
along with the culture and religious aspects of society faced by Saudi female writers; Akeel (2010) aimed
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at identifying the challenges that Saudi journalists face in the press and broadcasting media; Alkameis
(2015) focused on Saudi women and the challenge of work in the TV industry; and Kurdi (2014)
researched women in the print media.
One of the gaps identified was that these studies have aimed at providing perceptions only from the
female perspective. However, there have been no studies on how males perceive women working
alongside them. As the editorial positions in the main newspapers are always taken by males, there was a
gap in understanding how women working in the media were perceived by their employers. Despite the
fact that some of the existing studies covered women working in the Saudi press and TV, those studies
did not give perspectives of both women journalists and male editors. Moreover, none of these studies
discussed the reasons Saudi females decided to enter into journalism, specifically in the newspaper
journalism sector. Akeel’s study was carried out in 2010 and Kurdi’s in 2014, yet since then there have
been a number of changes as Saudi Arabia seeks to transition from a state dependent on oil to a more
diversified workforce in which women need to play a fuller role. Therefore, it is believed that the
originality of this study will help to fill the knowledge gap currently existing regarding Saudi female
positions in the Saudi media. In addition, as Akeel (2010) argued, reforms may be happening but it
requires a fundamental change in the way Saudi people think about women. This study also wanted to
explore how Saudi women journalists perceived themselves in a sector long-dominated by male
journalists. Women may have been empowered by these latest reforms, but this study questions whether
they are taking advantage of this empowerment to make decisions and consequently make a difference.
As Kurdi (2014) points out, there is a struggle between traditionalists in Saudi society, who do not want
change, and those who see the way forward as aligning with more Westernised approaches. By
interviewing Saudi women journalists and male editors, this study seeks to explore if there are shifts in
the way journalism reflects these different viewpoints and whether there is still an unfathomable gender
divide.
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A contribution to knowledge is that this study is applying the concept of Islamic feminism in a country
that is regarded as an Islamic state; all the legislations, including labour laws, are enshrined in the
principles of Islamic law and subject to Islamic legislation.

1.3

Research Questions, Aims and Objectives

This study has devised specific research questions to achieve the aims and objectives of this research.

1.3.1

Research Questions (RQ)

RQ1. How do women journalists perceive their role within their media organisations and society as a
whole?
RQ2. How do male editors perceive the role of women in media?
RQ3. To what extent do policies in Saudi Arabia promote women’s access to journalism?
RQ4. What are the challenges facing women in their choice of journalism as a profession?

1.3.2

Research Aims

The mission of the study is to explore the environment in which Saudi women journalists are employed

1.3.3

Research Objectives (RO)

The following are the three objectives of the study.
RO1. To review the gender and media discourse from an Islamic perspective as disseminated in the KSA.
RO2. To analyse the regulations under which Saudi female journalists are employed.
RO3. To evaluate the challenges for female journalists working in the Saudi media.
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1.4
1.4.1

Research Context
Gender and Media

Solomon (2014, 40-42) provides an overview of studies that investigated the relationship between gender
and media arguing that women journalists are still seen as the Other in the newsrooms, meaning that there
is a sense of dualism between male versus female journalists.
The Dutch media scholar, Liesbet van Zoonen (1994) investigated this relationship between media and
gender and argued that the gender positioning within newsrooms, similar to that in society as a whole,
should be placed on a continuum based on how people identify themselves. She further argues that
unpacking the relationship between media and gender should be done on the premise that this relationship
is primarily cultural i.e. it refers to meanings, symbols and values prevailing in our culture. Furthermore,
van Zoonen (1994) questions the extent of women’s influence within the newsrooms given the individual
differences among them in terms of values and social identities; this means that the increase of the
number of women journalists may not directly lead to different news output. These views then boil down
to the role of cultural differences (values, meanings and identities) as a prerequisite factor in the analysis
of gender and media. Given the specificity of the Saudi context, the following sections shed some light on
the status of women in Arab media generally and the Saudi context specifically.

1.4.2

Women and Media: the Arab Media Context

Thanks to the proliferation of satellite broadcasting channels in the Middle East since the mid-1990s, the
number of female journalists increased proportionately. The majority of such channels have been funded
by Saudi business tycoons and have been usually headquartered outside Saudi Arabia, particularly in
Dubai where local authorities set up a tax-free media city. Also, the majority of such channels, amounting
to hundreds of them, are entertainment channels which are usually regarded as “harmless” content
compared to news content (Mellor, 2010a, 152), although scores of such satellite channels are dedicated
news channels such as al-Arabiya. In both entertainment and news channels, the debate in the Middle East
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has been about the import of western-style images of gender relations such as Arabising reality television
programs (ibid.). One reality program, for instance, featured women living alone putting on display their
skills in cooking and shopping in a bid to impress male viewers who could phone in to arrange meetings
with the girls (Yaquobi, 2004).
In the news sector, the number of women journalists has also been increasing in proportion with the
increasing number of pan-Arab news channels. Women who joined such outlets did not necessarily have
the required experience but were offered on-the-job experience (Sakr, 2006). One example from Saudi
Arabia was al-Sharq weekly newspaper, based in al-Dammam, which launched a women's weekly
newspaper, Donya, in 2003, and arranged its distribution throughout other Arab countries in 2004. Donya
had a male editor-in-chief and a team of women staff writers (at the time of the research), who reported
on such issues as health, education and people working in the media sectors (Sakr, 2006).
With several Saudi businessmen setting up television channels in Dubai and London, more and more
opportunities were made available for Arab and Saudi women to work in the media sector. Beginning
with the ARA group, which launched MBC channels in London in 1991, and later the al-Mawared group
launching Orbit channels in Rome in 1994, Prince al-Waleed bin Talal, who owns shares in international
media outlets such as Twitter, has launched his Rotana channels in Dubai (Mellor, 2010b). At the
beginning of the 2000s, and particularly in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, where the majority of attackers
were Saudi citizens, the KSA found itself under pressures from the USA and Europe to introduce new
political as well as societal reforms. It followed that women were allowed to apply for governmental
positions such as board members in local and national organisations (Mellor, 2010b, 214). In 2009, for
instance, the then Saudi King Abdulla, reshuffled his government to remove ultra-conservative judges
who called for the prosecution of television stations owners because of what they saw as “immoral”
television content being broadcast in those channels (ibid.). The ruling royal family found no better
publicity of their reforms than to introduce more women in leading positions including editorial posts,
although it was debatable whether those women could really challenge the century-long patriarchal
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structure in Saudi Arabia. Ironically, many Saudi journalists, both men and women, saw the 9/11 shock as
a blessing in disguise as it provided new opportunities for them to access the journalistic field inside and
outside KSA (Mellor, 2011).

1.4.3

Women and Media: the Saudi Context

Women and Media Education
The Saudi State has invested in male education since the 1950s, and in women’s education since the
1960s, and this has led to social changes such as a delay in the age of marriage (Al-Munajjed, 2006). The
state recently announced plans to promote women in education and in the labour market (Mellor, 2011); it
also launched a one-year diploma in journalism for female journalists in 2000, and a women-only media
department was launched at King Saud University in 2006 (Al-Nasser, 2005). The problem so far,
however, has been the monopoly of religious codes in approving women’s contribution to the labour
market. The educational and health indicators in Saudi Arabia show that Saudi women are in a much
better position compared to their Arab counterparts, with a high level of female enrolments at all
educational stages (Mellor, 2010); on the other hand, the majority of women in the labour market
complain about the lack of adequate childcare arrangements (Al-Munajjed, 2006), which often restricts
their opportunities.

Television
It was in 1966 that Nawal Bakhsh became the first Saudi women to appear on screen, although she had a
very limited role mainly in children’s programmes (Al-Remlawy et al., 2005). However, in 1975 King
Khalid banned all women from television screens and it was not until 1982 that the new King Fahd
permitted women to return to children’s programmes; this was mainly due to internal pressure for
political reforms (Sakr, 2009). Since then there have been a limited number of women working in
television, generally in the satellite channels, and dealing with journalistic tasks, rather than working on
children’s programmes. In order to continue with their work, female Saudi journalists have had to make
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the most of opportunities outside their own country but the satellite channels have been attracting young
Saudi audiences; there has consequently been a demand for female reporters (Mellor, 2010). Yamani
(2000) notes that many Saudi women like the freedom that working outside Saudi Arabia gives them, and
are happy to find media opportunities in other countries.
The technological advances in the 1990s in Western cities such as London and Rome encouraged many
Saudi businessmen to launch satellite television channels. The Middle East Broadcasting Centre (MBC)
was launched in London in 1991, before later moving to Dubai, and the Arab Radio and Television
network (ART) was established in 1993 in Rome. The concentration of Saudi investments in media
outlets triggered concerns over possible Saudi monopoly and the promotion of a Saudi agenda in panArab media (Saghiya, 2006). Nowadays, there are 117 television broadcasting stations broadcasting to 5.1
million television sets in Saudi Arabia (Press Reference, 2018). According to BBC News (2015), the
major state-run television channel in the country is Saudi TV, which operates four networks, including the
news network Al-Ikhbariya. However, Saudi Arabia is a major market for pan-Arab and pay-TV,
therefore, business tycoons are investing in UAE based televisions channels such as MBC and OSN
(BBC News, 2015). Saudi television broadcasting is actively censored, especially when denoting the
portrayal of women. The portrayal of women in television is considered as a very sensitive issue due to
the Islamic opinion of the role of women (Press Reference, 2018).

Press
Women began to contribute to Saudi journalism in 1952, when Latifa Al-Khatib became a columnist with
the Al-Belad newspaper and edited the women’s section of the paper. Although a few other women
became journalists, they wrote under pseudonyms and usually worked in women’s and family magazines
(Reda, 2004, cited in Mellor, 2010). A limited number of women also joined Jeddah Radio in 1964 and
the television network in 1967. However, due to the shortage of women writers, between 1976 and 1996
male writers started adopting female pseudonyms; this added value to the newspapers and magazines as
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they appealed to female readers, who thought they were actually written by women (Al-Rayyes, 2004).
Nevertheless, it did have the advantage of placing female journalism in the public eye and facilitated the
entry of women into journalism, having made it seem more acceptable for women to write for other
women.
Saudi women now, unlike their predecessors in the 1960s and 1970s, do not have to begin in local media
or in women’s and children’s magazines, before moving to regional television channels (Al-Hamidan,
2006). The irony is that many of these channels were proactive in hiring female Saudi journalists,
particularly presenters, thereby appealing to the Saudi advertising market while satisfying viewers’
curiosity surrounding Saudi women. The veteran Saudi presenter, Mona Abu Soliman argues that this
made it possible for unqualified women to appear in the media (cited in Mellor, 2010b). There is a lack of
studies about women in journalism, however; one of the few references available is a study: ‘Saudi
women in the Media: Saudi and Egyptian perspectives’ by Amjad Reda (2011). There has been little
research conducted in neighbouring Gulf countries: Dima Nusaibah’s study (2005) is one example,
regarding Kuwaiti female journalists in magazines. These studies are mostly quantitative in nature and do
not reflect the role of women as information agents, which can be best studied using qualitative methods
such as structured and semi-structured interviews and questionnaires, in order to analyse and evaluate the
data. The shortage of studies in the field of female journalism shows that there is still a gap to fill in this
under-represented research area – hence the contribution of this project.
Saudi women in general suffer gender discrimination (Black, 2006). The prejudice against women is
evident at every level, including in media organisations (Zawawi, 2007a). Saudi Arabia scored the lowest
in the Middle East with regard to the political, social, cultural rights and civic voice of women (Nazir,
2010; Memry, 2004). The segregation policies and the guardianship rule that gave men total control over
women’s lives have affected the lives of most women in Saudi Arabia (Al-Munajjed, 1997, pp. 8, 34).
The debates on women in journalism in Saudi Arabia include significant struggles over the relationship
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between religion and the state. Al-Munajjed (1997) argues that the segregation in Saudi society is an
established control mechanism, claimed to protect the honour of men by restricting their women.

Online Journalism
Hedaya Darweesh was the first Saudi female journalist to switch from main stream media to online
journalism. She established HidayaNet in 2004 as a personal website but transformed it later into a bimonthly online magazine, focusing on ‘Saudi women’s activities’, but it did not last more than sixty days
(Al-Sagheer, 2004). She changed the title of her personal website which bore her name, ‘Hidaya’, to
Kolalwatan (‘The Entire Homeland’). She also deleted her name from the editorial information online
(Kolalwatan, 2010). The changes she made on her project reflect submission to the pressures of society
and the male-dominated media market. The new title allowed a shift from focusing on women to
addressing audiences from both genders, because media projects that bear women’s names in Saudi
Arabia ‘have little chance of survival in comparison with websites that bear classic masculine national
titles’ (Aldridge, 2001, pp. 91-108).
The above overview briefly captures important stages in Saudi women’s journey to profile themselves in
the journalistic field across different sectors: press, online and broadcasting. Although all these aspects
highlight the role of women in the media, this study focuses on women in newspaper journalism,
specifically the press.

1.5

Structure of the Thesis

Chapter Two: This chapter discusses the role of journalism, the gender gap and the female role in the
media from a Saudi perspective. It discusses different factors impacting the Saudi woman’s position in
journalism and analysed from different perspectives.

Chapter Three: Chapter three is a review carried out from the existing secondary resources in the field
of media studies, Islamic feminism, gender and media, and feminism from a theoretical perspective. It
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looks at the influence of Wahhabism in the Kingdom. Information was sourced from books, online
resources, journal articles, reports from newspaper and periodicals.

Chapter Four: Chapter four describes the methodology and methods used to collect data for this study.
It provides a detailed understanding of how this study has been carried out and the research
methodologies that have been applied. The chapter also provided justification for the adoption of the
particular research methodology, tools and techniques, and explains the data collection process as well as
the analysis process. Ethical considerations are described.

Chapter Five: In Chapter five, the policies affecting women in the workplace are explored within the
confines of the comments made by the women journalist participants. The challenges of working in the
media domain are discussed and the limitations of their role are analysed. Also in this chapter the
empowerment of women in journalism is discussed and the journalism courses now available to women
in Saudi universities are shown.

Chapter Six: In chapter six, the perceptions of the women journalists interviewed for this study are
analysed. Their experiences are discussed and opportunities they see in their role as journalists, along
with their aspirations, are explored. This chapter highlights the challenges facing women journalists in
Saudi Arabia and provides case studies of some of the participants.

Chapter Seven: This chapter presents the role of women journalists from the perspective of the male
editors. The editors discuss the characteristics required of journalists and the advantages that women may
have in the sector. They review ways of increasing numbers of women working in the domain and discuss
how women excel in the field.

Chapter Eight: Chapter eight concludes the study and shows how the research questions have been
answered. It discusses the contribution the study has made to existing literature and the limitations. It also
provides recommendations based on the study results and proposes areas for further research.
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1.6

Summary

This chapter has presented the rationale for the study and provided a brief background of the media
context in which the participants operate. It has shown how there is a gap in the literature regarding
perceptions of women journalists working in the domain alongside the male editors’ perceptions of the
position of women in the media. The research questions, aims and objectives are set out and the chapter
continues to provide more information on the research context relating to women and journalism. Finally,
this chapter has provided a plan of how this thesis has been structured.
The next chapter explores the theoretical context in which this study is set.
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Chapter Two – Journalism and Gender

2.0

Introduction

This chapter provides more context on the theories related to journalism and communication. Journalism
is regarded as a medium of transmitting aspects of current interest to the general public. It is a form of
communication and has been seen as important for social systems (Reese, 2016). There is no doubt that
the media system in general, and the press in particular, is not considered an independent entity from the
state, but rather an integral part of other systems in society, such as the economic, political, cultural, and
social system, and it affects and is affected by these systems in all countries according to their different
ideologies and doctrines (Bye, 2007). Theories of Western media emerged, which are a reflection of
social and economic ideologies and beliefs that are linked to media policies in society. According to
Kan'an (2018), "theories are related to media policies in society in terms of the extent to which the
method is controlled in terms of politics and control over it, and on the content that is published through
it. Is it controlled by the government is it absolutely free, or is it determined by some laws".
The chapter also explores the gender divide and the participation of women in journalism. Following the
end of the Second World War, the participation of women in media functions and programmes increased
noticeably, and this was supported by the establishment of the UN which upheld the empowerment of
women. In addition, greater participation of women in different sectors of the economy began to show
dividends as nations that included women in the workforce increased their economic development
(Olivetti, 2013).
Byerly and Ross (2006) focus on how the early feminist movement with its emphasis on greater
participation and equity between men and women ensured the involvement of women in the arena of
media. They suggest that the use of media was a mouthpiece for females in raising their voice to achieve
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their rights in all spheres of life. Media can also be used as a means for conveying accurate information to
a higher governmental authority about the sufferings and demands of women. However, media broadcasts
have not been given freedom in all parts of the world; there is censorship in some countries. Europe has
given the media freedom to publish and has upheld the rights of women to participate fully and was at the
forefront of this renaissance. Other countries such as in South Asia and Africa have been slower to follow
as they have not been sufficiently developed in terms of technology, but they too are including women in
their media outputs.
There are some countries where the Islamic Shariah Laws are strictly followed and this has had a
significant impact on the participation of women in media. This chapter focuses particularly on the Saudi
context, and the factors that contribute to the challenges faced by women journalists operating in Saudi
Arabia. The political and social factors are presented and provide the environmental context within which
Saudi women participate in the workforce.

2.1

The Role of Journalism

There are a number of theories relating to journalism but the most significant one which also relates to
Islamic feminism is the development theory; together these two concepts combine to provide the
framework within which this study is set. A framework allows this research work to be situated within a
certain paradigm and in this way any results can be evaluated and reviewed to identify new sources of
knowledge. However, as Kahneman and Tversky (1984) pointed out, the information will not be received
in the same way by all the audience and the information selected may highlight certain aspects whilst
omitting others. This suggests that there is power in the presentation of information. In a newspaper a
journalist may be required to work within the parameters of the editorial office and ensure that
information presented complies with the views of the editor and the overall readership; this would be
especially so in terms of political adherence. Editors can be persuaded to highlight or omit certain aspects
of information according to their political allegiance and news coverage can differ from one newspaper to
another (Entman, 1993). From this perspective, it is clear that newspapers have a significant amount of
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power in directing the way in which their readership views reality and that power is invested in the editor
who selects and makes decisions about the content.
It is argued that journalism theories can be divided into four phases: normative, empirical, sociological
and global-comparative (Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch, 2009) and all of these have influenced the way in
which journalism is perceived. The normative phase was concerned with what journalism should be and
how journalists should do their job (Steensen & Ahva, 2014);
Journalism has also been located within the theories of communication and has been viewed as a medium
for cascading information about events to a nation’s citizens (Entman, 2003) or as an instrument for
encouraging debate within a political system (Bennett, 1990). It has been given credibility by its
institutional relationship with official sources (Coddington, 2015) and is consequently firmly embedded
within local or national boundaries. However, the advances of technology have brought about changes in
the way journalistic practices have had to adapt to digitisation and the issues involved (Broersma &
Peters, 2013). These issues mean that journalists have become part of a much wider, global community,
though Reese (2016) argues that the printed press has been less likely to change from historic and
traditional styles of journalism. Nevertheless, many of the old theories are still valid across all sectors of
journalism, although they may have had to be modified, as they have evolved over time; Zelizer (2004)
argues that emerging theories have meant that journalism studies have simply increased in complexity.
Having access to online news involves more networking and sharing of information. Reese (2016) argues
that journalism organisations have been required to become more collaborative and there are no longer
the same hierarchal boundaries that once existed in such organisations, as they are all working across a
variety of digital platforms and sharing information that may be of interest to their readers. The readers
are themselves no longer confined to local or national boundaries as they can access news from all parts
of the world through online sources. However, as Reese (2016) suggests, there is still a role for
professional journalists: they are there to unpick and share the information in different narratives
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(Coddington, 2015), more appropriate to their local or national readership. Yet the very freedom of
access to news that journalists now have means they also have the opportunity to extend their own
personal brand and, consequently, may feel they are no longer a hidden voice within their organisation.
This may be a way in which women journalists can be empowered as the following section shows that
there is still a gender bias within the journalism sector.
Viewed from a Western aspect, any form of authoritarianism is seen as negative and non-democratic.
However, even within democratic societies there is still a social responsibility where journalists need to
be objective and balance viewpoints, so that the journalist maintains a neutral observer role (Schudson,
2001). Such social responsibility can also be associated with ethics, which determine how journalists
handle the stories they cover. The primary duties of the press in a democracy are seen as reporting
accurately different perspectives and to monitor the behaviours of elected officials (Benson, 2008).

2.1.1 Development Theory
Abdulhamid (2013) summarised the tasks of the media, according to the development theory, such as
shaping people's attitudes and developing their national identity, encouraging citizens to trust government
institutions, and this gives the ruling authority legitimacy; development theory highlights the positives,
ignores negatives, and criticism of the government recedes. There is a contrast between the government’s
use of journalism in the service of development and the supervisory role of the press in the government.
Under the government's control over the press, development news is transformed into political
propaganda for leadership and government (Abdulhamid, 2013).
In Saudi Arabia journalists adhere to the role of the press as serving the developmental goals of the
country. Consequently, women journalists should also contribute to these goals by ensuring they are
focusing on the positive images of the country rather than writing about more negative experiences.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the media has amazingly developed at all technical,
professional and media levels. This development has been accompanied by the issuance of international
and domestic agreements and laws that enshrine the individual's right to freedom of opinion and
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expression. Although we have entered the twenty-first century, the Arab press still occupies its place by
virtue of its creation in the arms of governments and exposes these countries to colonialism and their
arbitrary restrictions and actions against freedom of the press (Kan’an, 2018). Some studies on this aspect
have confirmed the compatibility of the press and political systems in Arab societies, because the content
published by Arab newspapers is the opinions of Arab governments.
One of those studies was the study by Abu-Zaid (1998) on the nature of Arab journalistic systems, which
contained an analysis of the content of 16 publications law in Arab countries: the study concluded, "The
overwhelming trend of Arab journalistic systems is the authoritarian press system, and there is no pure
press system for the interference of Arab publications laws with the characteristics of authoritarian,
socialist, and liberal systems, as a result of mixing Based in the economic, social and political systems in
Arab societies (Kan’an, 2018).
Buzanah (2002) conducted a study on the texts and legislations of media laws in the Arab world and the
pressures that Arab journalists are exposed to as a reflection of the type of political system that exists in
their countries and the role of media and publishing laws in limiting and restricting freedom when he
analyzed the content of media laws in six out of 22 Arab countries: Saudi Arabia., Kuwait, Algeria,
Jordan, Syria and Yemen. The researcher concluded that " Media laws in the Arab countries that were
included in the study are similar, and there is no difference between them except in a few small parts.
These laws came to limit freedom of the media and not to regulate practice in reality (Bye, 2007).
Abdul-Rahman (1984) attempted to apply theories of journalism to Arab journalism practices, she
mentioned that there is a similarity between authoritarian theory and the reality of Arab journalism, and
there are some similarities between socialist theory and Arab media practices. Abdul-Rahman (1984)
went further, "The liberal theory is not suitable to apply to Arab countries because it does not fit with the
current Arab political and economic reality, where illiteracy, poverty and social backwardness prevail
with the prevalence of authoritarian autocratic regimes".
The crisis of freedom of the press and the media in the Arab world is inseparable from the crisis of
democracy, as authoritarianism prevails that places all powers in the hands of the head of state and the
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complete absence of the role of democratic political organizations. These systems suffer from
inconsistencies between the executive, legislative and judicial authorities. In light of these regulations,
Arab newspapers have turned into government agencies that sanctify the ruler and mobilize public
opinion to support the state's policy and practices (Kan’an, 2018).
It is remarkable to note that most Arab researchers in the field of media theories agree that the media
model applied in the Arab countries is the authoritarian theory.
Saleh Al-Harbash (2017) is one of the writers for newspaper Al-Jazeera, which is published from the
Saudi capital, Riyadh. He divided journalism in the world into three types: avant-garde press, cajoling
press and careful journalism. The avant-garde press is present only in countries that believe in freedom of
opinion and the laws and civil society organisations in which freedom of expression is protected. This
press does not exist in the third world countries, including all Arab and Islamic countries. As for flattery
and cautious journalism, it is present in all Arab countries, including Saudi Arabia. The cautious press is
controlled by the editor-in-chief, some of them authorise the publishing of bold, professional, and
respectable articles, out of adulation, while others suffer from phobias and the fear of sanctions and
reprimands (Al-Harbash, 2017).
Al-Khudairi (2013) focused on the importance of the development media that supports the development
process in the country and leads to the success of development plans through the concerted efforts of
governmental systems, civil society organisations and the private sector; along with the efforts of citizens
they will bring change to society through community development and thus achieve decent livelihoods for
their citizen. Al-Khudairi added that the developmental media needed by the Kingdom is the one who
searches for shortcomings and sources of defects and discusses and puts them to the people to find
positive solutions for them that help the decision-makers adopt them and solve deficiencies and criticism
in development issues such as health, housing, education, services, security and all governmental systems
covered by development.
The development theory upholds the role of journalists as contributing to the development of the country
and this is also reflected in the editorial offices, where editors need to be more authoritarian in their
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approach with their journalists; in this way they can help to create the more positive image of the country
that is required by the government.

2.2

Gendered Inequality in Journalism

North (2009a) suggests there is generally systemic gender inequality in the journalism sector and
highlights this by her observation that women are paid less than their male counterparts, there are fewer
promotional opportunities, and the stories they are allocated tend to be gendered (North 2009b). A further
study by North (2010) was conducted in Australia, where there were concerns that journalism education
in the universities does not prepare undergraduates for the male bias in the newsroom, despite the increase
in women entering the sector. Adams and Duffield (2005) suggested this was because university
educators taught only concepts they were familiar and comfortable with, that they did not wish to go
against political and cultural norms. However, this does not deal with gender issues which is largely
ignored in media studies relating to journalism education, even though other issues such as racism are
included (North, 2010). It was suggested by North (2010) that the reason for this was that men still
dominated positions as heads of department where decisions relating to curriculum were made;
consequently, they means they may not even see gender as an issue as it is not within their experience.
The status of women in newsrooms has not changed substantially over the years and, although there are
now so many women journalists around the world, few have positions of power, such as editors or heads
of department. A recent study encompassing news outlets across four continents found that, although
women represent 40% of journalists, only 23% have top editorial positions (Andi, Selva & Nielsen,
2020). The Economist (2019) reported that men received a disproportionate two-thirds of bylines in
American media in 2017: the only areas where women overtook men were in lifestyle and leisure and in
health. The widest variation was in sports where men dominated publications. This is despite two-thirds
of graduates in journalism being women (York, 2017). It is clear that there is a gender inequality in
journalism and it is not related to specific countries; men are more likely to be promoted to top editorial
positions and earn more money.
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2.2.1 Media and Women in Saudi Context
Before assessing the status of the media in Saudi Arabia, it is important to understand the current trends
of their social and cultural domain. Saudi Arabia is a country that follows and is ruled by obeying the
shariah laws in a strict manner; it has its own tradition with regards to the role of men and women.
According to Shariah law, the role of males and females is totally different in society. Women are
confined to all in-house activities whereas men should do all the activities beyond the in-house tasks.
Traditionally this is the invisible rule in the country to be followed by all men and women. Therefore, the
two groups are separated from one another. The normal picture that this country portrays is one where
women are completely separated from the male members. They are like the shadows in society and
thereby the participation of women in education and media is negligible. They are not supposed to break
the rules levied on them over the years. This also portrays the political and cultural roles of women.
Mordechai Abir (1993) suggested that Islamic thinkers called Olamas are controlling Saudi Arabia and
are strongly guided and supervised by Islamic ideologies. This ideology does not allow the extreme
independence of women and these Olamas have defined the media as being fully controlled by men. In
their thinking they would never allow women in the media to work or play a role in the economic
development of the country. Their power sometimes overrules even the power of the government in some
cases; the Saudi government is bound to listen to their guidelines with regards to the role of media and the
participation of women in media. This shows how Saudi women may be both socially separated and
culturally isolated.
The Saudi government has no intention of disregarding the guidance of the Olamas, as the influence of
these thinkers on the population is significant; they are very much respected by the populace and the
government has no wish to upset the ideologies of the people. Saudi Arabia, however, is under
international pressure to ensure the rights of their people, especially women. Due to the political reality of
Saudi Arabia and ideological traditions, the country is restricted in its strategies for giving women similar
freedoms as in Western countries. Nevertheless, recent changes in the mindset of the government and its
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vision for the future of the country mean that certain initiatives have been taken to empower women.
Naomi Sakr (2007) argues that the government of Saudi Arabia is currently afraid of a political uprising
in favour of democracy and states this is why they do not give unlimited freedom to people, especially to
women. She also reveals that the government intends to control the Saudi media in order to stop any
chaos in the name of democracy.
The media plays a fundamental role in providing information. Rugh (2004) highlights the role of the
media with regards to their responsibilities for exposing the current condition of Saudi Arabia, including
social, economic, political, intellectual, aesthetic and cultural issues. Nevertheless, the media is not able to
focus on these arenas, as the state has imposed restrictions on exposing them. In this situation, the Saudi
government has established ultimate control over television and the printed media. Although some media
are owned by entrepreneurs, they are also funded by the government and subject to their rulings; they are
not independent.. The main aim of the government regarding is to keep their authority over the functions
of the media.
Middle East countries, including Saudi Arabia, have been undergoing a radical change following the Gulf
War and twin tower tragedy in America on 11th September, 2011. These two political issues have brought
about significant changes in the policies of the state, specifically with regards to media power and
women’s empowerment. Governments of these countries are now taking initiatives to empower their
women and, therefore, female participation is increasing day by day in the domain of the media and other
creative fields. The impact of uprisings in some Arabian countries such as Tunisia, Egypt and Syria has
had an effect on the Saudi Arabian government. In addition, the current government of Saudi Arabia does
not go against the decisions of the West. They do not want a situation where people start making demands
for change. That is why the Saudi government is taking various initiatives to encourage their women to
work in the field of media, and to drive cars. The government is even allowing people to criticise their
activities in the media, despite the editors being appointed by the government. Moreover, Western
countries are displaying their antagonism with regards to increased terrorism in Middle East countries.
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The Saudi government sees it is in its own best interests to negotiate with the Western powers to enable
them to stay in power in Saudi Arabia. As a result, they now allow their women to some extent to go out
and work with their male counterparts.
The issue that Sakr (2008) highlighted with women working in the Saudi media was that women may
have been permitted to enter the media sector and were more visible in such jobs, but they were not given
any positions of responsibility where they could make decisions. With the influence of social media,
women have become more visible and in particular have embraced the medium of blogging; Otterman
(2007) suggests this is where women can express their opinions, which would not be possible in other
public places. Indeed, de Vriese (2012) comments that 50% of all the Saudi blogs come from women.
Blogging is therefore giving Saudi women a voice and they are fully participating, seeing it as a way of
influencing others; Horner (2011) states that the internet lets Saudi women have the freedom to voice
their opinions in ways they would not be able to do in their normal daily life.

2.2.2

Cultural Values

All countries adhere to their own cultural values, which are the factors that distinguish and shape a society
(Wan & Chiu, 2009). These usually refer to factors such as education, religion, language, political and
social structure (Hill, 2007), which are the principles and ideals within which a community exists; these
social norms determine the way in which people understand the world in which they live. They define
behaviours expected of people living within a specific community and guide the actions of individuals
within that society. Saudi Arabia has a culture defined by its Islamic roots but its geographic position
meant that it had always been on trade routes and its people have long been associated with Bedouin
traditions (Ministry of Education, 2018). Its values are therefore embedded in these traditions.
Based on Bedouin tribal traditions, family is an important social structure as it gives identity and status
and demands loyalty. Allegiance is to a tribe and to an extended family, and the tribe offers the power of
protection. Within this structure, women are regarded as being empowered, in contrast to Western
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perceptions of women depicted as being submissive to male domination (Almunajjed, 1997; Altorki,
1977). However, this empowerment is confined to the family domain and women working outside the
home find they have a more lowly status. As Kurdi (2014) comments, the idealised woman in Saudi
culture is a wife and mother, her place is in the home, and men are her protectors. This presents a
dilemma to the traditionalists, wishing to uphold cultural values, as women going out to work does not fit
with their view of women at the heart of the family, nurturing future generations and maintaining the
family unit.
It also represents a dilemma for the women, who may find themselves in conflict with the family and also
with society as they break with tradition, even though they may now have the full support of the state,
which needs women to be economically active. A compromise for women was to choose careers that
were seen as essentially feminine, such as teaching or nursing or other care professions. Working in the
media has not been viewed as one of the career routes for women as it is a profession still dominated by
males. This makes it more difficult for women working in this domain to be accepted by traditionalists as
complying with the cultural expectations of society.
These cultural values can have an impact on the way women are using the internet. Given the restrictions
placed on their utterances, Saudi women bloggers are often reluctant to reveal their true identities (Guta &
Karolak, 2015), particularly as the blogs usually represent their everyday lives (Paasonen, 2002). There
are a number of Saudi women bloggers who are having an impact on others; when they use the medium
of English, they are able to reach a wider audience and provide more understanding of the role of women
in Saudi Arabia. One such blogger is Nada Al-Ghowainim (https://saudidiva.com/), who is expressing
opinions that reflect a more modern approach to the cultural values she still holds dear. Her objective in
writing blogs is to guide women to leading a lifestyle that aligns with their true self and their core values.
Another blogger is Alanoud Badr, who identifies herself as Fozaza (www.instagram.com/fozaza/) and has
630,000 followers; she is a fashion designer and it is notable that she operates out of Dubai, which is less
conservative towards women. Neither of these women is expressing any views that may be considered as
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political, rather they are promoting their interests and giving some insight into Saudi women’s lives.
Nevertheless, there are women journalists, who are having more of an impact through their writings.

2.3

Empowered by the Internet

As previously discussed, the spread of the internet has allowed Saudi women to use the power of online
writings to promote their views and opinions in ways that had never been considered before. It has opened
up new opportunities for freedom of expression and for women journalists to give their opinion on
political agendas and reforms. These opportunities are rarely available within the confines of the Saudi
media. Some of these women in Saudi media include the following profiles.
Manal Al-Sharif (https://www.manal-alsharif.com/) is a women’s rights activist but in order for her to
express her opinions through her writings, she can no longer live in Saudi Arabia. Currently she is living
in Sydney, Australia but she takes a very active part in promoting the rights of Saudi women and in
criticising the Saudi government. Al-Sharif is a firm supporter of the reforms that are being implemented
in Saudi Arabia, and she particularly likes the way Vision 2013 is focusing on raising the percentage of
women in the workforce. However, she recognises that it is not easy trying to introduce reforms into a
conservative society, and she is not afraid to criticise the Saudi regime. Her most recent writings have
been condemning the murder of Jamal Khashoggi in Turkey and she shows a keen sense of putting across
the views of women within a highly politicised arena. To indicate the support she has, her Twitter account
has nearly 300,000 followers.
Whilst Al-Sharif no longer feels the need to hide her identity when making her voice heard, others are
more cautious. Hassoun (2018) describes how a new internet radio group has been established and is
campaigning for women’s rights. There is no confirmation of where the broadcast is coming from, nor of
the real identity of the women presenters. Under the name of Nsawya FM, a Twitter account was set up at
the beginning of August 2018 and asked for volunteers to participate. Although she lives outside Saudi
Arabia, the main presenter calls herself Ashtar and is campaigning for an end to males having the
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authority to make decisions on behalf of their female relatives. Despite the campaign pushing for more
reforms, many Saudis oppose this method and believe women should wait for reforms to come gradually.
Furthermore, there are risks to being openly critical of the regime, even when bloggers do not live in
Saudi Arabia. Loujain Al-Hathloul was stopped by authorities near the university where she worked in the
United Arab Emirates and transferred back to Saudi Arabia, where she was put in jail and then released
under orders not to use social media (Harwood & Boyd, 2018). It was Loujain Al-Hathloul, who helped
initiate the online social media campaign against male guardianship, which was aligned with the new
reforms under Vision 2030; social policy was for more women in the workplace and thus, it was
reasoned, women could have a voice independent of male guardianship. The campaign became highly
visible and engaged much support from younger Saudi women who were not known as activists. Many of
the Saudi women participating in this campaign lived abroad and were not subject to the same restrictions
as those still residing in Saudi Arabia. They publicised their decisions for living in other countries and
created an awareness of women’s limitations.
The pressure of online feminist activism may not have a direct impact on decisions made by the state, but
it is campaigns such as ‘I Am My Own Guardian’ that raise the profile of women and restrictions placed
upon them. Doaiji (2017) argues that social media allows Saudi women to form alliances and work as
social networks, and that such collaboration is the most positive outcome of such campaigns. The
discourse that online media encourages provides women with a platform for discussion and interaction
that would not be available in their daily lives. Wheeler (2004) has previously identified how the internet
can offer opportunities for networking that would otherwise not be possible, and Guta and Karolak (2015)
suggest that the internet provides a space where women can overcome the cultural and political barriers
that may impede them from accessing information.
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2.3.1

Online Identity

It has been revealed by Paasonen (2002) that blogs and other online writings may be closely related to the
daily lives of women and that is why many choose to have an online persona, which does not disclose
their real offline identity. In some cases, this has meant that many women may identify as men, because
females are more likely to be exposed to negative reactions (Mayer & Cukier, 2006). Furthermore, Guta
and Karolak (2015) point out that Saudi women are still very much influenced by established social rules
that determine a women’s behaviour reflects on her family. Breaking these social rules and bringing
dishonour to the family can have a negative impact on the rest of an individual’s life, therefore every
means must be taken to avoid breaching social norms; this is more incumbent on women than on the
males in Saudi society (Shoup, 2009).
The internet can protect the privacy of women and thereby allow them to be more open in their
expressions. For Saudi women Guta and Karolan (2015) found that it allowed them to give opinions that
they felt were their real views, rather than being restricted by the cultural restrictions imposed by their
social norms. Researchers have suggested that privacy is a socially constructed concept that is culturally
bound (Altman, 1977; Nissenbaum, 2009; Palen & Dourish, 2003) but there are questions over the ways
in which privacy is interpreted by Saudi users online; this is especially with regards to the societal and
cultural expectations they need to meet (Abokhodair & Vieweg, 2016). To overcome these challenges,
Abokhodair and Viewek (2016) found that Saudi users relied on multiple accounts and pseudonyms; they
also negotiate the ways in which they manage information as to whether it can be seen by Saudi or nonSaudi friends. Miller et al. (2015) revealed that Saudi women use different social media platforms
according to how they categorise scales of privacy; for example, whereas Twitter may be regarded as a
more public site, Instagram is judged to be private; consequently the online identities of the women are
shaped by the scale of privacy afforded by the social media platform (van Dijck, 2013).
Privacy is a value that Saudis respect and it is upheld by law; individuals have the right to protect their
reputation. However, this comes from religious and cultural practices and is not a civil right (Abokhodair
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et al., 2017), but the protection of privacy is accepted by Saudi society. It has been more difficult to
sustain this right to privacy, given the advances in technology and the increase in social media usage.
However, in terms of breaching the privacy of others, this could amount to a criminal offence if it
severely damaged the reputation of an individual. This indicates how careful any online blogger must be;
they need to refrain from naming individuals but in many cases need to protect their own and their
family’s privacy and identity. Aboukhodair and Vieweg (2016) report that women do not use their own
photos online as this would show their faces to the public; instead they use profile images.
In many ways this adherence to privacy means that women journalists and bloggers may find it more
difficult to become well-known in Saudi Arabia than they would in other countries where privacy is not
so strictly addressed. Some other Arab countries, such as the United Arab Emirates, may not have the
same restrictions on women’s faces being covered. In addition, Al-Munajjed (1997) observes that it is
difficult even for interviewers in Saudi Arabia to ask for details about people’s lives as it is regarded as an
invasion of privacy. This places even more limitations on the women bloggers or journalists as they seek
to provide information or tell a story to their readers. Furthermore, the behaviour of others with whom an
individual associates reflects on the individual as well (Aboukhodair et al., 2017), which may account for
why so many choose not to use their own identity online.

2.4

Analysing the Factors impacting on Women in Saudi Media

This section analyses the factors impacting on the relationships between women and the Saudi media. The
factors include socio-cultural, political, geographical, economic, legal and ethical issues.

2.4.1

Political Factor and Women in Media

Politics have a significant influence over the intellectual and cultural sentiments of any country. As
Western countries practise liberal democracy, the media in these countries have absolute independence as
an intellectual field. However, in the case of some Asian and African countries, where governments hold
ultimate power, the media do not get independence. Some of these countries adhere to autocracy in
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governing and Saudi Arabia is such a country, where various sanctions are in place in order to restrict the
power and freedom of the media.
The Saudi government fears public awareness and this is why they restrict the freedom of the media, as
well as of the people, to express any views against their monarchical rules. For more than a century Saudi
Arabia has been ruled by monarchs. Green and Karolides (2005) affirm that the pioneers of Saudi Arabia,
who formed the status of the country, did not lay down the foundation of trust towards the media from the
very beginning. Instead they allowed the suppression of the press, although they did not impose any
sanctions against the media. More recently the kings of Saudi Arabia have established various rules and
regulations for carrying out media activities and operating the media in Saudi Arabia. The Management of
Publications Department has been formed to regulate the media with regards to verifying every single
document before officially publishing them. The main function of this department is to prevent the
publication of any news against the monarch and state; they also oppose news against the Quran and
Hadith.
The common scenario of Middle East countries is that the government has imposed sanctions over the
operation of the media. This sort of censorship is the result of the political practices of these countries.
Naomi Sakr (2007) reveals how people become helpless in terms of their freedom of expression and
creativity because of the strong restrictions imposed by the regulatory authorities of the country.
Concerning the involvement of women in the media, there is a clear-cut resolution that women should not
be involved in any way with any forms of public activities. The logic behind the resolution is that Islamic
regulations prohibit women being involved in media or public activities, in order to implement full
Shariah laws in all aspects of life. According to Shariah laws, women should always be veiled when
outside the homes and thereby a completely different way of life is being offered for women in Islam. On
the other hand, media authorities also discourage women in their field, because they want to obey Shariah
laws in Saudi Arabia. From the very beginning, this has been the established tradition in Saudi Arabia. In
this respect, Sakr (2007) says the ruling society has isolated women and thereby monopolised the spheres
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of media. Therefore, traditional state-controlled media never encourages the representation of women in
the Saudi media.
With a negative attitude towards women’s empowerment, there is little scope for working in the media.
Furthermore, women are not very conscious about their empowerment as there has been little information
about how they can participate and what they need to do. The media reports would have been a significant
contributor to their knowledge about this but the media are afraid of losing state favours and this denotes
their reluctant behaviour in allowing women to access information on their rights and also in empowering
women in Saudi Arabia.
In all areas where the media has a role to play, it enjoys absolute independence in Western countries.
Czepek, Hellwig and Nowak (2009) state that the independence and freedom of the media to inform are
taken for granted in European countries. The governments of these countries have very little intervention
in the functions and arena of the media. Anders Jerichow (1997) argues that the media in Saudi Arabia
has never been able to be free in their expressions outside the control of government. In addition, the
government never allows Western culture to be immersed with their culture through the local media.
However, it is noteworthy that the Saudi government allows foreign media like CNN & BBC to operate
their programmes in line with the Saudi Arabian media, although this is possibly due to external pressures
and lobbying from America and Britain, whom Saudi Arabia is keen to keep as allies.
Nevertheless, the Islamic sentiment of the Saudi people themselves has grown in such a way that they
would never entertain the intrusion of foreign culture into their native culture. Any external media sources
would need to separate Western and Saudi cultural views. Recently, however, the government has shown
a more liberal attitude with regards to the assimilation of Western media into their own media as well as
allowing women to work in media fields, albeit in a limited manner. The dress culture of women in Saudi
Arabia when working outside the home means they must always maintain Islamic dress code; this is
applied when presenting the news. Karolides et al. (2005) observe that women will never become
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independent, in terms of dress, while they are working in media. Therefore, it is clear that Saudi Arabia
strongly maintains its conservatism in every aspect of women’s lives.

2.4.2

Social Factors

According to Apple (2013), education plays an important role in society but from a social perspective
Casimes (2017) reveals that Saudi education is labelled as one of the world’s most restrictive
environments for women. Despite the fact that the Islamic religion has highlighted the importance of
education for human beings since the first word of the Holy Quran was revealed to the Prophet
Muhammad, the emergence of girls' education in Saudi Arabia was rejected and opposed by the majority
of clerics. They believed that the place of women is in their house and Saudi society – due to tribal
considerations, customs, and traditions - was split between opponents and supporters of the establishment
of schools to educate girls (Abukari, 2014). This opposition delayed the emergence of schools for girls for
34 years later than the schools for boys.
Almutairi (2008) confirms that girls’ education was emphasised once the government took the decision
and a royal decree was issued to establish the General Presidency for Girls' Education in 1959 and to
assign its administration to a body composed of clerics headed by the Mufti of the Kingdom. Many of the
opponents and hardliners among the clergy attempted to stop this and the State confronted them because
the prevailing belief among the general public at that time was influenced by clerics, who believed that
the education of girls was against societal values (Hamdan, 2005).
The kingdom did not make education mandatory, but made it possible for those who wanted to enrol their
daughters in schools. Finally, the hardliner clerics and opponents accepted and agreed to the opening of
schools for girls under conditions and controls, where schools should be surrounded by high walls and
panels that hide any vision of doors and windows. Seikaly et al. (2014) reveal that, although women’s
literacy is now the highest in the GCC states, compared to Egypt and other countries there is a huge skills
gap and training and development for the job market. Saudi Arabia (2017) reported that the Saudi
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government has taken initiatives to fill the skills gap by creating employment for women in the KSA,
which will be accomplished through the strategy plan of Vision 2030.

2.4.3

Male Guardianships

According to Human Rights Watch (2017), the Saudi male guardianship system is a huge barrier to the
empowerment of women; this is especially challenging for women in journalism as the system imposes
upon every woman to have a male guardian – a father, brother, husband, or even a son - who usually
makes any critical decision on behalf of the female. The decisions include getting a passport, studying
abroad, getting married, getting into employment, or even being released from prison. Perceptions of the
family regarding female education is one of the barriers to women empowerment, as the study carried out
by Hamdan (2005) found that one or two persons aged 50 to 60 years should be put as school guards to
supervise the identity of those who enter school and guard the students in the school until the arrival of
their fathers or their brothers (guardian). These perceptions and this social aspect has hindered the
emergence of the women's press and made women reluctant to join the profession. At the beginning of the
emergence of the women's press, most female journalists would sign their articles with aliases or with
their initials, fearing to write their real names due to the authority of society. It is clear that the status of
Saudi women, in terms of rights and equality with men, is very delayed compared to the status of women
in Western countries, or even in some Arab countries. The World Economic Forum (2016) reported that
the position of Saudi Arabia in 2016 is 141 out of 144 countries for gender parity, down from 134 out of
145 in 2015.
Those who follow Saudi affairs note that Saudi women have recently achieved remarkable achievements
and have become pioneers. Most of the female journalists, who have been reluctant to include their names
in the newspapers, have started to have their own accounts with their real names and sometimes with their
personal pictures on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and most social networks. Alriyadh newspaper was
the first to have presented a Saudi women as a journalist, head of the women's section, and editor upon
opening the first women's editorial section among Saudi newspapers in the Kingdom. The newspaper
reported that the section was opened in the Saudi capital of Riyadh in 1980 and comprises 17 female
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employees, of whom 11 are editorial journalists working under formal employment contracts, with the
same benefits and contracts as their fellow male journalists, in terms of salary, insurance, housing
allowance, transportation, and retirement. The Alriyadh newspaper further added that the section also
comprises 36 collaborating female editors, distributed throughout the regions of the Kingdom. The State
began to be convinced of the Saudi women's constructive and effective role in the journalism sector and
allowed the appointment of the first editor of a daily newspaper, the Saudi Gazette, in 2014. This was due
to the spread of education and knowledge and culture awareness among women, all with the help,
blessing, and conviction of the State that enabled women to obtain their political, social, and cultural
rights; this was particularly because the Kingdom is one of the countries that signed the International
Convention resulting from the World Conference on Women in 1979, to eliminate all forms of
discrimination against women and signed by 166 countries (UN, UN Women). Upon direct and clear
royal orders, especially under the reign of King Abdallah, this bold and courageous initiative was aimed
at reforming some aspects of the male-dominated regime. One of the laws issued by King Abdallah
expanded the scope of work for women so they could work in professions that were previously limited to
men and it opened new labour markets and allowed women to join the men. Al-Heis (2011) reported that
the King issued a royal decree in which he granted women the right to participate and run for municipal
elections in Saudi Arabia in 2015. The report further added that the King also ordered that 20% of the
appointed members of the Shura Council were to be women deputies in the Council.
The Kingdom began to prioritise in its future plans the focus on the status of Saudi women, so they could
become true partners alongside men in the development and building of their society. Women started to
hold high positions equal to that of the minister, deputy minister, director of a university, and senior
positions in education, health, care of youth, sports, the Shura Council, and media work across all its
fields. The Saudi Vision 2030, launched by the government in April 2016, paid great attention to women
and indicated, as one of its objectives, “increasing the participation of Saudi women in the labour market
to 30% and raising their participation to 42% in the senior service posts in the Kingdom” (Saudi Arabia,
2017).
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According to the Human Rights Watch (2017), in April 2017 King Salman issued a royal decree that
Saudi women are not required to obtain consent from their guardians for services provided to them
“unless there is a legal basis for this request in accordance with the provisions of the Islamic Shariah” and
ordered all government agencies to allow women to access any public service without any consent from
their male guardians. Following the decree, there has been some progress in the empowerment of women,
as well as in their employment. For instance, UN Watch (2017) reported that Saudi Arabia has been
elected by the United Nations Economics and Social Council to be a member in the United Nations
Commission on the status of women for 2018-2022. Additionally, BBC News (2017) reported the lifting
of Saudi Arabia’s driving ban on women that was lifted on 24th June 2018, following a royal order. BBC
News (2018) reported that Saudi Arabia now permits their women to join in their military forces. This
indicates that women are gradually becoming empowered, even though it may still be at the initial stages.
Nevertheless, there are still media reports that provide evidence of discrimination against women (Gill,
2019).

2.5

Summary

This chapter has given a background to understanding of feminism in a Saudi context and has included
factors impacting on women’s position in the Saudi media. It has revealed that women play a vital role in
Saudi media but there are many forces against them; these include religious and cultural restrictions that
are deeply embedded in the traditions of the country. Many of the restrictions are also political as the
Saudi state has tried to control anti-state sentiments. However, due to external pressures, the Saudi
government is becoming more involved in human rights and permitting more freedoms to women. The
rise of the internet has also increased opportunities for women to express their opinions in ways that could
not be done in their daily life or through conventional means.
The next chapter provides more background on Saudi women and their associations with the media.
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Chapter Three – Women and Media: A Theoretical Context

3.0

Introduction

This chapter presents a review of the literature relating to the challenges, as well as the opportunities, for
women in the media. It provides an overview of feminism by looking at the theories associated with
Western feminism and discussing women’s relationship to nation; this then leads to a review of Islamic
feminism. Feminism is not a new concept but it is basically associated with women’s rights to equality of
the sexes; it covers theories and movements that have the objective of achieving opportunities for women
that will led to a more egalitarian society. Feminism is also associated with change in the way that women
are perceived and history records that there were protests in ancient Greece and Rome about treatment of
women. It was in the late 1700s that female writers began to publish accounts calling for women to have
the same opportunities as men in society. However, it was only in the following century that notice was
taken of the precarious position of women, who were totally dependent on men. It is from this point in
time that modern feminism began to be shaped. Feminism is not just one movement, as there are different
branches that appeal to different women and in this chapter the main three are reviewed.
The positioning of women in society has long been an issue and this introduces the place that women
occupy and their relationship with their nation. Not all cultures view women in the same way but there
has been a common theme of patriarchy arising in the feminist discourse. In the light of the current debate
on Islamic feminism, this is very much a point of discussion, as Islamic nations tend to be more
patriarchal in their structure. However, it would be too simplistic to think that this was the main issue, as
this chapter explains.
There then follows a discussion on the role of women in journalism, presenting first the Western studies
and then the Arab studies, before making a comparison between these two different contexts; in this way
it reflects on lessons learned from both sides. There are many similarities, but also differences in the
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challenges that face Western and Arab female journalists. In the final section of this review, the focus is
on Saudi Arabia and the chapter presents the situation of Saudi women in general, indicating the ways in
which progress has been made in the feminist domain. Nevertheless, there are still many challenges
confronting female journalists in Saudi Arabia and this chapter discusses the women who enter the
profession and use their skills in a male-oriented environment. The first section of this review looks at
feminism in its various guises.

3.1

Understanding Feminism

Feminism has been a widely debated topic over the years. It is considered as a platform in which women
can participate with their thoughts and ideas regarding the inequality and oppression imposed on them by
their male counterparts. According to Macey (1992) the word feminisme in French was first used in the
1830s and the credit of coining this word goes to Charles Fourier, while the British began to use it in their
language from 1851, growing in popularity at the end of the same century. Macey (1992) further shows
that the term was used to refer to the rights of women from the first decade of the 20 th century and, from
then on, it has been commonly coined with a view to understanding women’s condition, the history of
their suppression, their analysis of their social, cultural, economic, and political positionalities, and above
all, the strategies they must take to overcome the obstacles on the way to their empowerment. Simone de
Beauvoir’s legendary work ‘Le Deuxieme Sexe’, published in 1949 and its English translation “The
Second Sex”, which appeared in 1953, is considered to be the first book that has portrayed women’s
oppression, mainly coming at a time when abortion and contraception were still illegal or inaccessible in
most countries. De Beauvoir (1949) rightly identified a gender segregated society throughout the history
of mankind, and examined biological, psychological, historical, and cultural explanations for the
reduction of women to a second or lesser sex.
Tolan (2006) concentrates on the multiplicity of the issues the term “feminism” covers and found it is not
just a revolution or a theory, rather a discourse in which “multiple related ideas” (p. 319) are discussed.
Tolan divided the history of feminism into two different phases: phase one dates from 1830 to 1920 and is
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best recalled for the suffragette movement, whereas the second phase is shaped around women’s
liberation dating from 1960 to the present day (Tolan, 2006). From this aspect, de Beauvoir’s
contributions to the feminist movement stand in between the end of the first phase and the beginning of
the second phase. Feminist philosophy came into force in the 1970s, when feminist writers distinguished
themselves as female writers targeting a female readership and thus differed from their male counterparts.
In line with these thoughts, Wilfred L. Guerin et el. (2005) claim that feminism is “… no longer merely
the “ism” of white, educated, bourgeois, heterosexual Anglo-American women… (p. 222), rather it
incorporates all women from different religions and geographies and cultures.

3.1.1

Definitions of Feminism

A number of definitions have been proposed to describe feminism. Beasley (1999) provides an overview
of different definitions of feminism such as defining feminism based on advocating women’s equal rights
and ending their subordination. The following sections tackle the trajectory of defining feminism in
western and Arabo-Islamic contexts.

3.2

Western Feminism

The concept of modern feminism in the Western world can be traced back to the 19th century, when a
Charles Norton prevented his wife from having access to their London home or children in 1836 and she
found she had no legal rights at all (Forster, 1984). Women were completely dependent on men for
financial support (Cruea, 2005). This highlighted the situation of women and, in campaigns led by
Caroline Norton, activities were aimed at advancing married women’s rights (Styrkarsdottir, 1999). These
activities focused on the promotion of property ownership rights for women and equality in marriage and
parenting (Anderson and Zinsser, 1999). It was believed that the way to do this was through political
power, and therefore they needed to have the same rights and access to power that would enable change
to be brought about. This then gave rise to a more political movement, which resulted in voting rights for
women, starting with New Zealand in 1893; the first wave of Western feminism can, therefore, be said to
be more concerned with suffrage (Epure, 2014).
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Although it was a victory, in some ways the struggle for women’s right to vote produced a negative
impression of feminist women. Not all women agreed that the end result was worth the struggle, with the
majority of women in Britain actually against being able to vote (Bush, 2007). Certainly, many men
found the activist, and sometime violent, strategies used by the suffragists unfeminine and unworthy of
women. There were anti-suffrage campaigns supported by many prominent women, which tended to
enhance the position of women in social reform, but not to be involved in politics (Bush, 2007). Despite
their dissimilarities, both groups of women were united in their desire for changes to be made in the ways
women were treated in society; they wanted more equality and recognition of their abilities to be involved
in more than domestic responsibilities. However, the Great War of 1914 -1918 put a stop to the women’s
movement and feminism was not high on the agenda again for a number of years.
The 1970s and 1980s saw a new kind of feminism, recorded as the second wave; now it was assessing the
situation of women as being the result of a male-dominated society (Te Velde, 2011). Equality between
men and women is seen as being central to this form of feminism, which has been criticised as being
representative solely of white, middle-class Western women (Mohanty, 1991; Russo, 1991). To many it
has also been seen as focused on a gender-related issue, rather than a feminist one (Harcourt, 2009); it is
not always men who are opposing change and the perception of inequality between the sexes.
Nevertheless, there were still debates about patriarchy and male-dominated dictatorships (Spender, 1983).
Wolf (2006) has suggested that second wave feminism is judgemental, where women are perceived as
victims of discrimination, but Ramazanoglu (1989) argues that there was evidence of widespread social
discrimination against women. During this period women were involved in civil rights campaigns, antiwar campaigns and student movements, and women’s groups emerged that recognised women had
different interests to men (Hartman, 1981). Although there were many who wanted women to have a
voice, there was not always agreement about what that voice should be saying. The recognition that
women did not share the same interests as men meant that in some fields women were actually dominant;
inequality did not necessarily encompass all social areas.
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The third wave of feminism has developed from the second wave, although it has many of the same
issues. However, it differs in that a new generation has grown up with feminist approaches being part of
their lives (Findlen, 2006). Young women feel they are entitled to equality, yet recognise there are still
injustices (Snyder, 2008). This is more the age of the celebrity and mass media, where popular culture is
perceived as a way of focusing on issues (Jervis, 2006). Young women believe they have the right to
interact with men as equals (Snyder, 2008), yet they are trying to find their own female identity. There are
strong feelings about women being in zones of exclusion, especially related to racism (Brooks, 1997).The
term ‘postfeminism’ has been used in this context of third wave feminism; to some this may seem to be a
way of women disassociating themselves from the women’s movements of the past, but to others it is a
way of reflecting on progress (Lotz, 2003). Third wave theory is looking at ways in which discourse can
be created about differences (Lotz, 2003), rather than focusing on inequalities between men and women.

3.2.1

Characteristics of Western Feminism

From the inception of feminism as a platform for speaking about women’s rights, it has been working on
determining its paradigms. Mary Wollstonecraft started writing about the inequalities women received in
society in the 18th century and, from then on, many women writers have continued with this refrain. It is
to be noted that all the Western feminists talk almost in the same way about their rights. The
characteristics of Western feminism are given below:

Discourse on Inequality: In the history of feminism, many writers have produced discourses on
inequality in the treatment of men and women. They mostly concentrate on the issue that society, along
with all its institutions, has accepted the dichotomy to treat women in a particular and partial way that
women must be secondary to men, that women must be treated as subordinated creatures. Peter Barry
(2002) analyses Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Women (1792) to show how she
reacted very severely at the beginning of the rise of feministic ideas in Europe. In this seminal text, she
diagnoses “the problem of women’s inequality in society” (p. 120). Moreover, Virginia Woolf, in her A
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Room of One’s Own (1929) raises her voice regarding inequality noticeable in the education sector. She
also advocates for women’s education and means other than “marriage and motherhood” (p.120).

Criticism of Patriarchy: The feminists provide a relentless critique of the patriarchy which has given
shape to society, culture, politics, religion, and economy. Patriarchy refers to male domination of their
female counterparts. On a broader level, it can be analysed as a concept that shapes a one-dimensional
world in which only men can dominate and whatever is done by them is the best and should be
universally accepted. Moreover, it dictates what women are, how they are, and why they are so.
According to Bennett (2006), “… patriarchy is … central to women’s history” (p. 54). The male
representatives of society introduce all the definitions for women which are made irreplaceable,
unalterable, and universal. Thus, it is a term which is considered responsible for women’s subordination
in all spheres of life. In addition, it has a constructing quality, which offers ideological support to society
and other institutions in such a way that women’s secondary position in society becomes natural and
beyond question.

3.2.2

The effect of Western Feminism on Islamic Feminism

Western feminism has had a significant influence on the Saudi Islamic Movement. Miriam Cooke (2000)
argues that women in the Islamic world should call their movement a feminist one as the term feminism is
“much more than an ideology driving an organised political movement” (p. 92). This kind of perception is
inevitably a Western one, which motivates the Saudi Islamic feminists. It motivates the feminist activists
in creating a platform, where Saudi women can come together to talk about their problems, expectations,
and strategies to implement their rights. Women in the Islamic world have become familiar with the
mainstreams of consciousness regarding feministic ideologies from their Western counterparts. They have
been introduced to the historiography of the feminist movements and borrowed the fundamental aspects
of this genre. The Western women’s ideas regarding issues such as patriarchy, equality, suffrage, social
and political rights, educational rights, rights of free movement, and above all, economic rights have been
widely absorbed by the Islamic feminists. To perceive the notion of power as a matter of consciousness,
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the Islamic Feminists have obtained the necessary ideological infrastructure for their movement from the
Western feminists. Moreover, the idea of collectivity is a very important issue in the field of feminism.
When women started their movements in the Western world, they claimed it to be the movement of all
women. In the same way, the Middle East-cantered feminism claims to be the movement for all Muslim
women’s rights, irrespective of border, culture, colour, and practice. Thus, the movement is universalised.

3.3

Branches of feminism

There are many variables within feminist theory, but they are all associated to some extent with change of
women’s position in society. Although there may be one goal, there are many different ways of achieving
this goal (Lindsey, 2010), and this is best viewed through some of these different forms. The most
moderate of branches is liberal feminism, which believes that all human beings are equal and should have
equality of opportunity, regardless of gender (Epure, 2014). Modern, professional women often ascribe to
this branch, as they accept the current social structure but just want it to be non-sexist (Lindsey, 2010); in
other words, they want to reform society but believe in gender equality (Epure, 2014). There is no gender
or class agenda: no matter what place people have in society, they are of equal dignity and worth
(Nussbaum, 1997). Nevertheless, as Nussbaum (1997) makes clear, it must be acknowledged that people
have freedom of choice and others should respect whatever choice they make, It is therefore a
conciliatory form of feminism, although its aims are rather vague. However, perhaps its attraction and
appeal is because of the vagueness of its objectives.
For those who do not feel they have the economic opportunities of educated professionals, there is more
appeal in the branch of socialist feminism. They believe that women are forced to provide unpaid
domestic labour as they are economically dependent on husbands; consequently, they want to raise
women to the higher level of males (Epure, 2014). At the same time, they declare that women are
different from men, therefore they segregate by differentiation (Goodwin, 2007). It is suggested that
socialist feminism does not really tackle the fundamental issues of equality; it is more interested in the
struggle of the working classes against the power of the capitalist class (Brenner, 2014). This is, of
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course, taking a more political stance in its aims but it is not taking into account the fact that some women
are more able than others, and that this is not always due to their social class.
The third main branch of the feminist movement is one of radical feminism, where women are considered
to be oppressed and the struggle is against male domination. The patriarchal family is a place of
domination and oppression (Shelton & Agger, 1993).This form of feminism takes the approach that focus
should be on positive aspects of values linked to women (Mukhuba, 2016). Critics of radical feminism
state that the main issue with this is that it seeks to silence the opinions of others and is too strident in its
approach, thereby excluding more liberal and different viewpoints (Sergent-Shadbolt, 2015). It is not
always men who are dominating, however, as it has also been found that women can dominate other
women; indeed, some might argue that radical feminists are trying to dominate the feminist discourse. It
is good to note the passion behind their ideology, but this can also be its downfall; as in the case of the
suffragists in the first wave of feminism, it is easy to alienate both men and women by being too focused
on one aspect. Women have different opinions and come from different cultures; nor do they operate in
isolation, as they are part of a much wider society.

3.4

Women and Nation

The importance of women and their relationship with nation is often understated, according to YuvalDavis (1997). How women are treated within their nation’s laws and legislation has a significant impact
on their place in society. As McLintock (1993) argues, there are no nations that give both men and
women equal rights and access to their resources. In order to get people to invest in the concept of
national attachment, metaphors are consistently used that associate nation with family; this then creates a
legitimacy for using a patriarchal hierarchy (Brysk, Parsons & Sandholtz, 2002). Women are, therefore,
subsumed in nation as a gendered item. They are positioned within the nation as they would be within a
family environment, often within the background as a support for the male.
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It has been suggested that women have tended to be part of a private domain and are not in the political
arena, therefore they are hidden from view (Rowbotham, 1973). However, Pateman (1988) argues that
both public and private domains need to be acknowledged, otherwise the full story is not heard. Yet
women have been determined as existing within a different social orbit from men (Yuval-Davis, 1997)
and it is this position that has excluded women from the public, or political, domain. Nonetheless, there
are many who refute this, stating that such a division is untrue and that is simply being used to exclude
women from their rights (Phillips, 1993). Others claim it is only within Western nations that such a divide
is assumed (Chatterjee, 1990).
There are also suggestions that women are identified with nature (Ortner, 1974), and are popularly
perceived as ‘earth mothers’. This links to the concept of women as the life-givers, grounded in nature,
caring for the young. It is this more domesticated role that has been applied to women, but it seems that it
is most prevalent in Western societies, where nature is regarded as being inferior to culture (Moore,
1988). It is also a reinforcement of the role of women, perpetrated by media in the post-Second World
War period, as being subordinate to men (Meyerowitz, 1994). On the other hand, men, who are identified
with culture, are the creators, who have power (Ortner, 1974), although this does not take into account the
differences in non-Western societies.
Culture and its related social constructs define the behaviours within a nation and different external
situations can have a significant impact. World wars in the 20th Century, for example, saw Western
women involved in traditional male working roles, as they were required to cover these positions while
the men were away; thus they contributed to the war effort both economically and socially. Some women
were taking more active roles that were valued, such as in engineering, construction and mining
(Braybon, 1981); however, they mainly lost their positions when the men returned, and they were once
again relegated to domestic duties or other roles seen as women’s jobs. Women tended to work in
factories, though paid much less than men (Braybon, 1981), in service, or as dressmakers, nursemaids or
schoolteachers (Wilson, 2011). There are differing views on women’s role in war; some saw it as a noble
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gesture and duty to their homeland (Capalbo, 2016), whereas others have seen it simply as a superficial
change (Braybon, 1981; Higonnet & Higonnet, 1987). In other words, as soon as the external situation is
removed, the cultural aspects return to what is well-established.
One of the theories for women being oppressed has been the notion of patriarchy, where men are
dominant, and women are controlled. This has been discredited to a certain extent, certainly as a
generalised concept. As Yuval Davis (1997) argues, it does not take into account that young men are also
controlled by a patriarchal figure, and indeed in most societies it will be found that some women have
power over men and also over other women. However, there are still many who believe that patriarchy is
the social structure that defies the values and traits of feminism (Becker, 1999). In such societies only
those women who subscribe to patriarchal values will succeed (Faludi, 1999). On the other hand, as
Epstein (1999) points out, in the hierarchal patriarchal system, only a few males will occupy those power
positions at the top; in addition, Epstein (1999) argues, women’s experiences, styles and attitudes do not
integrate exactly with those of men. It is, therefore, difficult to make valid judgements on equality and
control as not all men will be in control and not all women will be oppressed. This is clear in all cultures,
as will be shown in the next section on Islamic feminism.

3.5

Islamic Feminism

Feminism, though considered a Western venture, has gradually created interest in the Eastern nations,
particularly among the Islamic nations of the Middle Eastern countries. According to Margot Badran
(2009), the root of Islamic feminism lies in the writings of the Iranian women writers of the 1990s. This
brand of feminism refers to the feministic movement under the shadow of Islamic ideologies. The Quran
is taken as the centre of all characteristics accepted and practised by the Islamic feminists. They are not
secular like their Western counterparts. It is to be noted here that by being within the rigidity of the
Islamic ideologies, they also demand a wider space for women in all spheres of life. In their discourses,
they advocate for equal rights with their male counterparts to enjoy in social, cultural, political, religious,
and economic domains. The term Islamic feminism was popularised in Iran with the definition that it
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“represents the ideology which describes the discourse and the actions of those who protect women’s
rights within the context of authentic or well-understood Islam” (Alak, 2015). Moreover, Amal Grami
(2013), in her seminal essay entitled “Islamic Feminism: A New Feminist Movement or a Strategy by
Women for Acquiring Rights?”, defines Islamic feminism in detailed form. To her, the movement
involves the idea of bringing all Muslim women under a particular platform with a view to standardising
their position. She further mentions that the changes among women must be brought about with
consideration for the fundamental teachings of Islam.
A study by Ahmadi (2006) reveals that the changed status of women in Muslim countries means that
many are looking for ways forward and calling for equality and participation in political power, which is
not dissimilar to the Western origins. However, given the fact that Muslims are now living in many
Western societies, not just confined to their own Muslim countries, it is important to understand that this
is not an issue confined to geographic boundaries. As Badran (2002) has argued, Islamic feminism is so
much more than a protest against male-dominated, patriarchal societies. Ahmadi (2006) describes how
Iranian women are going back to Islamic sources and viewing them from a feminist perspective, which is
providing much-needed debate on the subject of the status of women in Islam. It is suggested that many
of these debates relate to parts of the early Islamic writings not being appropriate for the modern world
(Mir-Hosseini, 1996). The concept behind this thinking is that the texts of the Qu’ran are the product of
their time, written according to the culture of a specific time and place, and that societies have since
evolved (Ahmadi, 2006).
In many ways the feminist discourse emanating from Islamic feminism is not that dissimilar to many of
the debates in Western feminism. The main way it differs is in its adherence to the principles of the
Qu’ran where, according to Badran (2009), it seeks rights and justice for both men and women. It has
been suggested that this relates to a re-interpretation of the Qu’ran and other religious texts taken from a
female perspective. This approach would then fall within the domain of educated Islamic women, able to
provide such re-interpretations and thus provide legitimacy for the rights of women. Al-Rasheed (2013)
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distinguishes between two categories of feminists in Saudi Arabia: the Islamic feminists and liberal
feminists. The first includes those who believe that the plight of women is caused by the wrong
interpretation of Islamic laws and practices, and the second includes those who believe that the cause lies
in the rigid interpretation of Islam; both groups agree, however, that the state is on the side of the woman
and see the King as the rescuer. These groups hardly challenge the political status quo but confine their
criticism to the religious authorities (Ulama).
Believing in the wrong interpretation of Islamic laws and practices may be more in keeping with the
traditions of Islam as a religion that supports women. There are indeed examples of many of the Islamic
practices not being in the Qu’ran: it is stated that women should dress modestly but does not specify that
they should wear a veil (Hasan, 2011). In addition, in certain circumstances a woman is permitted to
divorce her husband (Jawad, 1998). However, rigidity in applying Islamic laws is often applied, ignoring
developments in interpretations that might favour women (Krivenko, 2009).
In the light of more recent events, which have seen the rise of Islamic movements across the Middle East,
the feminist movement needs to be positioned. Many of the Islamic movements have a fundamentalist
agenda but care must be taken not to align Islamic feminism too closely with such approaches. It can be
regarded as a form of activism, which aims to eliminate injustice against women, but without challenging
the foundations of Islam (Moghadam, 2002). Religion is not in dispute; secular feminism may see the
way to securing women’s rights as being to break away from male-oriented religions, but Islamic
feminism does not reject Islamic religious concepts. Islamic feminism is still deeply embedded in the
Qu’ran and Islamic values; however, it suggests that many of the interpretations within the Qu’ran have
evolved from a purely male perspective (Moghadam, 2003).
There have been a number of debates and discourses in the past few years on the role of feminism in
Islamic culture. This can be seen in media outputs as well as in academic contributions. Boland (2014)
reports that Islamic feminists are wanting legislative reforms that show an understanding of the modern
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world and the role of women in society today; they seek to do this, for example, by putting in place laws
that protect women. A recent example of this was the law that criminalises domestic abuse in Saudi
Arabia (Butler, 2015). As Lardhi (2016) explains, many of these laws related to domestic abuse are in
progress and this is a positive sign of change, enshrining of the rights of women within Islamic
legislation.
Islamic feminism is not attempting to overturn the structure of Islamic society and replace men with
women at the top of the hierarchy; rather it is seeking to restructure on the basis of inclusivity and seek
justice and equality for both men and women (Fawcett, 2013). It is because of this that Islamic feminism
may be misconstrued by Western feminists, who may see it as a reinforcement of male dominance.
However, in the Islamic approach, there is no underlying belief in the concept of equality in all things for
women; instead there is acceptance for the different roles of men and women in society. The difficulties
in ensuring that women are provided with inclusive opportunities are shown in some of the literature.

3.5.1

Trajectory in the Arab World

With the emergence of new technology, a new wave of politics, and a new economic reality, many
fundamental Islamic countries are trying to change their conventional outlooks on women. This has paved
the way of the emergence of new perceptions in this field which constantly take the ideas forward to its
destination. Many countries including Saudi Arabia are changing their time-old ideologies about women,
but this is subject to a very gradual change in Arabic countries.
Islamic feminism, to some extent, has been a common subject for many years in different Arabian
countries. Alhareth et al (2015) discussed the real condition of Saudi women. To them, Saudi women are
controlled by their male guardians and make very little contribution to politics and economics. Moreover,
they “lack access to the justice system and thus rely on their male counterparts to represent them”
(Alhareth et el. p. 123). However Islamic feminism, though very implicitly, works in Saudi Arabia as
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women have been fighting for their gender equality, identity, education, and economic rights for many
years under the existing social, political, and religious phenomena.
Although Egypt has a long history of foreign rule, the country retained its patriarchal attitudes to their
female citizens. However, the first women’s organisation was formed in the country in the 1923 under the
political structure of The Egyptian Feminist Union. The activists within the group focused on education
and development of the women of the country. During the Second World War, the Egyptian Feminist
Party was formed, highlighting the question of equality for both men and women, but the political
condition of the country was never in favour of the feminist movement. Following the rise of Islamic
fundamentalists, the feminist activists are fighting constantly to raise consciousness about the equality of
women.
Similar to all the other fundamental Islamic countries, the UAE is also very conservative about their
women. No civil society is permitted to form any organisation for the protection, preservation, and
development of the people. Whatever is done is officially carried out by the state. Kraus (2009) observes
that Western feminism is very welcome in the country and there is an elitist feminism in the country,
which works for the welfare of women. Usually the Sheikhs’ wives form the organisation and Sabbagh
(2005) describes it as an organisation of women in a patriarchal shape.

3.5.2

Political manipulations

There have been criticisms of the ways in which Muslim women are manipulated for political purposes. A
recent study by Madawi Al-Rasheed (2013) argues that the relationship between Wahhabiyya (a strict
interpretation of Islam) and the regime, which resulted in the manipulation of the image of women for
political reasons, represents a picture of female piety. This is illustrated in the power of the Mutawween
(religious police) and girls’ education policies, both managed by the Ulama (religious clerics). The result
was the reproduction of the discourse of pious women, educated in an Islamic way, conforming to their
role in society as supporters and followers of ‘the man’, whether that be father, husband or brother (Al-
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Rasheed, 2013: 90). However, the success of this was that Saudi Arabia was able to promote itself as a
pious Islamic country, which was the message the Saudi government wished to send. However, it is not
just the government that wants to use women as a manifestation of their behaviour and attitudes.
According to Karima Bennoune (The Guardian, 2013), fundamentalists are trying to manipulate women
by enforcing such strictures as dress codes; not every Muslim woman wishes to change their lived
experiences into something ordained by Islamist parties. Women wearing burkas and veils are perceived
as representative of the oppression of Islamic women and this further adds fuel to the debates on religion
not having a place in feminism. Additionally, it provides further evidence of the wider struggle that
Islamic feminists may have; in seeking to show that feminism is embedded in Islamic values, such visual
reminders of the power that Islamic fundamentalists have may deter many from thinking that Islam and
feminism can be integrated. The influence of Saudi Arabia in the Islamic world stretches far outside its
own domain.
Alaa Murabit (ImanWire, 2014), the Libyan founder of a women’s empowerment group, argues that the
involvement of women is regarded as essential for the future of her country; she abhors the manipulation
of Islam for political advantage, being used to create a society where men are dominant. In Murabit’s
(2014) view, a fuller understanding of Islam is needed to ensure women are regarded as partners and to be
included in the drafting of legislation that meets the demands of modern societies. This is closely aligned
with the ways in which Islamic feminists believe is the way forward, that there is space for men and
women to work together for the common good. There is no indication that this will exclude Islam, and
every reason to believe that women’s voices may enhance the values that are already inherent in Islamic
culture.
It is the influence of terrorist groups that provide further evidence of the way in which women are used as
political tools. The revelation that many of the attackers in the 9/11 events in 2001 were Saudi citizens put
the Kingdom under pressure from the West to prove its reformist agenda: it chose to use women as a
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political tool to document this reform. The government encouraged many women to take part in
international debates, thus reflecting a new image of Saudi women as successful and educated (Mellor,
2015). They also allowed Saudi women to participate in international sport, as athletes were allowed to
compete in the Olympic Games (Salih, 2014). Some have regarded these exercises as a cynical ploy, but
there are also benefits that come from such political manipulations; although the employment
opportunities may be limited, women are now better educated.
Furthermore, the terrorist group known as Islamic State or Daesh has been manipulating women for its
own purposes. This group has used propaganda as an excuse for the exploitation of women, by promoting
women as powerful forces in fighting with males for a common cause (Ali, 2015). Their recruitment
tactics have been very successful, yet their Arabic manifesto states very clearly that men and women are
not equal and that women should remain hidden in society (Ali, 2015). Social media has been used as a
very powerful recruitment tool, visualising Islamic State as a utopian Islamic society, where men and
women live in harmony; however, the reality, as Cockburn (2015) reports, is far from the ideal state it
purports to have created.
It is the political manipulation of women in Islam that causes much of the confusion in the way Islamic
feminism is portrayed. On the one hand, there are women who are seen to be oppressed by Western
standards and who need to be emancipated from that suppression by liberation; whereas, on the other
hand, there are many women who are satisfied that the answers lie in better interpretations of existing
provisions. It is often the perception of Islamic women from an outsider’s viewpoint that focuses on
feminism as being given a voice in areas that matter. This, however, did happen in recent events. Langohr
(2016) explains how women were highly visible in the political uprisings of 2011, participating in
demonstrations and being given a voice; however, the political scene after those uprisings resulted in
more conservative Islamic parties coming to power and has caused concern among the women, who saw
their struggles being eroded. This indicates that slow progress may be better than trying to change a
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system overnight; however, there are some fields where women can be more influential and journalism is
one of these.

3.6

Wahhabism and its impact on Saudi women’s rights

There is a significant difference between women’s rights as emblematic of Islamic dogma and the highly
theocratic ideology of Wahhabism. Mohammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab (1703-1792) was a religious leader
from Najd of Saudi Arabia, who founded Wahhabiyya and led the Wahhabism movement in Saudi Arabia
(Commins, 2006; DeLong-Bas, 2007). Firro (2013) studied the political context of early Wahhabi
discourse and found that Wahhabism has been influencing Saudi politics up until the present day.
Morocco World News (2013) distinguished between traditional Islam and Wahhabism and noted that
Islam is a religion, which emphasises a relationship between man and God and, hence, is in the realm of
piety. In this belief, there can be no pressure applied to individuals within the religion of Islam.
In contrast, Wahhabism is encompassed of the political enforcement of religious beliefs, thus negating
any variations in faith. According to Nevo (1998), Muhammad Ibn Saud (1726-1765) was a founder of
the first Saudi State and the Saud dynasty first included Wahhabism in state affairs, patronising
Mohammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab. Al Atawneh (2009) attempted to identify the relationship between
religion and government in contemporary Saudi Arabia and found that the Saudi government can be best
described as a theo-monarchy, meaning power derives from long-standing religion-cultural norms, and
Wahhabi Islam appears to authorise a distinctive government paradigm, which is mostly rejected in
Islamic literature. Savage (2007) reported that King Abdullah’s Saudi regime spent billions of pounds
each year to promote Wahhabism. Hence, the notion of women rights differs between religious scholars
called ‘ulama’ and rulers or ‘umara’. The concept of Wahhabism rule from 1950 neither supported
women’s education nor media in the country. Trial and Winder (1950:123) mentioned that ‘there (were)
no institutions of higher learning in the country’ and the education system was reserved for males.
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Wahhabism is a Salafi religious call that has sought to restore the initial Islamic state model and adhere to
the Quran and the Sunnah of the Prophet (Desouki, 2020). Among the goals of this call are promotion of
virtue and prevention of vice, denying polytheism and calling for monotheism, combating pleading and
blessing with messengers, prophets, and saints, asking rulers to destroy shrines, domes, and tombstones
on the graves of the saints and equating their graves with lefts and not distinguishing them from any other
grave, fighting against heresies and superstitions such as building on graves and making them Mosques
(Ibrahim, 2017).
The Wahhabi call was based on three pillars, the first of which is monotheism, i.e. worshiping God alone
without a partner according to the Qur’an and Sunnah, the second is jihad in spreading this call, and the
third is diligence provided that it is not contrary to the Qur’anic texts and the Sunnah of the Prophet
(Desouki, 2020). Al Kathiri (2008), stated that "The researcher cannot study the history and development
of the Wahhabi movement in isolation from the Saudi state and its men, especially in the political field
and vice versa, as is true. The Saudi state would not be in this presence and geographical expansion if it
were not for the Wahhabi movement and this last one would not be able to spread without the support and
support provided by the Saudi state to it". One of the results of the Sheikh’s agreement with Prince
Muhammad was that the Sheikh obtained the power that protects him and disseminates the principles of
his call, and the Prince obtained a canopy of legal and religious support, and this led to the stability,
strength, and expansion of the Islamic Emirate.
The year 1902 became engraved in the memory of the Saudis when King Abdulaziz bin Abdul Rahman
founded the third Saudi state, which is considered the real beginning of the emergence of the modern
state, which now has an economic, political and religious influence on an international level. King
Abdulaziz is described as the founder, the unifier and the Imam, because he was the one who unified the
kingdom and called it the “Saudi Arabia Kingdom”. King Abdulaziz appeared to revive the previous
religious alliance with scholars and clerics and expressed his faith, conviction, and defence of Wahhabism
(Sultan Bin AbdulAziz, 2020).
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However, religious militancy is one of the characteristics of the Wahhabi movement, and one of the
manifestations of this militancy was the establishment of the General Presidency of the Commission for
Promotion of virtue and prevention of vice (religious police) in 1940. It is an independent Saudi
organisation that reports directly to the Prime Minister (the King) and has been granted a lot of powers
and works under the slogan of caring for virtue and protecting the morals of society; its employees
conduct car patrols in markets, streets and public places to ensure the application of Islamic behaviour in
these places, complete separation between the sexes and the commitment of women to the veil and
Islamic dress. The call to prayer and the closing of commercial stores at the time of the prayer are
paramount, and the body has the right to arrest, seize, investigate, chase and verify identity of citizens and
residents (Abdul Hamid, 2017).
Despite the fact that the country was controlled by Wahhabism in the name of Islamic Shariah, it is
evident from the studies carried out by researchers such as Al Sudairy (2017) and Al Sharif (2017) that
the first private school was for highly privileged girls in Saudi Arabia; this was called the Dar al-Hanan
School and it was opened in 1956. According to Yizraeli (2012), the first girls’ school run by the Saudi
government was opened in 1960/61 under the rule of King Saud of Saudi Arabia (September 9, 1953 –
November 2, 1964). However, the major development in girls’ education occurred under the rule of King
Faisal (November 2, 1964 – March 25, 1975), as the King emphasised that education should be available
for all girls, although under different rules for male education and female education. Sasson (2012)
commented on this contribution to women’s education in Saudi Arabia that “without King Faisal,
education for Saudi Arabian women would not be what it is today, a country where more women are
educated than men, and the setback would have cost Saudi women twenty years or more.” Until 2002,
male and female education was regulated by two different government bodies, the Department of
Religious Guidance for women’s education and The Ministry of Education for male education. According
to Hamdan (2005), the justification for operating female education under a different government entity
was to ensure the principles of Islam, as interpreted in Saudi Arabia, were in line with male guardianship.
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There was a significant breakthrough immediately after the 9/11 attack, in order to provide evidence of
good regulation, as the country was accused of being a haven and breeding ground for extremists
(Pompusporcupines, 2017). The Saudi government changed its policy towards women through
“Saudisation”, where women were placed next to men for democratic and economic purposes. According
to AlGhamdi et al (2014), Saudisation takes women’s empowerment in Saudi Arabia to a topmost
position and it seems politics and religion have embraced each other, merged together by the power of the
Saudi government and the official state endorsement of Wahhabi doctrine. There are, however, many
sceptical voices: lifting the ban on women’s driving, for example, is seen as one of the steps towards
fulfilling economic needs, not women’s rights in the country (Hvidt, 2018).
It was under Mohammed bin Salman, that many social and economic reforms began and he became the
representative of the aspirations and hopes of Saudi youth, receiving the full support of these young
people (60% of the Kingdom's population is young). His reform project began with the adoption of the
Kingdom's Vision 2030. One of the vision's ambitions is to limit the influence of the religious
establishment and fight extremism. His Highness promised to move forward to a moderate Islam and
said, “We will return to moderate, moderate Islam open to the world and to all religions. And we will not
waste 30 years of our lives dealing with destructive ideas, we will destroy them today and immediately,
and we will eliminate extremism in the near future.” (Jabo, 2017). The first action taken by the
government to reduce religious incursion and limit the powers of Wahhabism gave more powers to the
police, rather than the religious police. According to Al-jalal (2017), the Saudis and the Kingdom have
severe cultural problems, and there is a trend from the state to get out of hard-line thoughts; this, however,
is a difficult process that requires joint efforts from the state and society, as the state is the one that
initiated such hard-line thoughts (Jabo, 2017).
In terms of journalism and women in journalism, it can be an indication that women generally may have
more freedoms to express their thoughts; this appears to be what a young society wants. Nevertheless,
there are still many who cling to the traditions of Wahhabism, which was indeed promoted by the state
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and the al-Saud family. It is likely that there will be a disparity between the desires of women journalists
for gender equality and the doubts of conservative society.

3.7

Western and Arab Cultural Contexts

It is clear that there are wide differences in the way Arab and Western journalists operate, as they are
working under systems that are applicable to their own country. In different countries there are different
norms and behaviours which dictate the way in which people live their lives. These partly explain what
culture means but there are many meanings to describe the concept (Stroh, Northcraft & Neale, 2002). As
Obeidat et al (2012) comment, culture is what gives people a sense of identity, of belonging, and dictates
how people relate to each other. There have also been a number of attempts at defining national culture,
and perhaps the most popular and widely used definition is the one proposed by Hofstede.
Hofstede (2011) developed a model for measuring dimensions of national culture, which he categorised
as power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, long/short
orientation, and indulgence/restraint. These dimensions are in opposition with each other and provide
statistical data about generalised national cultures, therefore they will not always apply to individuals.
Power distance measures the acceptance of how power is distributed within societies and these tend to be
higher for Asian countries but lower for Western countries (Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov, 2010). This
means that Asian countries, such as Arab countries, have a more hierarchal society requiring obedience,
whereas in Western societies there is more equality across the spectrum. Subordinates in a high power
distance culture would expect to be told what to do (Hofstede, 2011), whereas those in a low power
distance country would more likely be proactive (Ourfali, 2015).
Uncertainty avoiding cultures prefer structure and strict rules of behaviour and their members are often
emotional and full of nervous energy, whereas the uncertainty accepting cultures are more contemplative
and tolerant (Hofstede, 2011). The Arab countries scored low in this uncertainty avoidance dimension, a
result which Parnell and Hatem (1999) attributed to the influence of religion. Muslims believe that God is
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in control and determines what will happen (Herbig & Dunphy, 1998). Religion is one of the most
distinctive factors in the Arab culture and it has been identified as a predominant variable affecting most
parts of Arab culture (Kalliny & Gentry, 2007). Indeed, Islam is arguably the main factor that has shaped
Arab culture (Frigui, Rouibah & Marzocchi, 2013) and is regarded as a way of life (Kavoossi, 2000).
There is much to be said about the differences between collectivist cultures like the Middle East and
Western individualist cultures; collectivism protects individuals through group loyalties, such as extended
families, but individualist societies are responsible only for their own close family. Masculine cultures are
less likely to show emotion, prefer assertiveness and are more competitive, but feminine have a more
caring side and are more cooperative (Ourfali, 2015). Muslim countries are determined as being shortterm oriented, maintaining traditional values and considering that the present is more important than the
future. In the Muslim countries there is a more restrained culture, where there is a perception of events
being outside one’s control; the Western Europe countries tend to be more indulgent, happier and having
more control over their personal lives (Hofstede, 2011).
However, there are critics of the Hofstede dimensions as they believe national cultures are more dynamic
and they need to be updated. The original data for these dimensions were collected between 1968 and
1973, so a lot of changes have happened in the world since then. Nevertheless, other more recent research
studies tend to validate these dimensions; for example, Tayeb (1988) replicated Hofstede’s results in a
study of UK and Iranian organisations.
Characteristics of Arab culture are related to oral communications and social relationships; priority is
given to face-to-face communications (Frigui et al, 2013). In terms of communication, Hall and Hall
(1987) defined countries according to their processes of communication. Arab cultures are reported as
having high context communication processes, where most of the information being communicated is
implicit (Hall & Hall, 1987). Western cultures tend to keep their communications low context, but this
means they need more information when interacting with others, and this can cause some confusion when
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individuals from Arab and Western cultures interact (Hall & Hall, 1987). Arabs may be sparse on detail
as they believe that those they are communicating with are already aware of the situation and do not need
unnecessary details, whereas Westerners may overload others with nuanced detail, believing everything
needs to be spelt out.

3.8

Summary

Feminist theory is often regarded as being applicable only to women from the industrialised Western
nations. It can be seen, however, that feminist theories have differed but they are essentially the same.
First of all, feminist theory is centred around women and their position in a gendered environment;
secondly, it is characterised by the way in which is it seeking to identify strategies that make social
worlds more just for both women and men (Ritzer & Goodman, 2004). The various strands of feminism
show that there is diversity enough in these approaches for aspects of feminism to deal with many of the
challenges women face in the world today.
Islamic feminism is particularly suited to the Islamic environment in which Arab journalists are operating.
It is not so much a struggle against the environment, but a struggle within the environment. There are
answers for Islamic women’s situation to be found in the cultural context of their lives, even though these
may not fit with the ideals of other feminist movements. However, women need to be satisfied with their
position in their own world and cannot look to Western approaches that may be contrary to their beliefs.
It is clear that change is an ongoing process and that small changes make a big difference. Progress is
being made with laws that recognise the plight of women in the Arab world, as has been evidenced by the
criminalisation of domestic abuse. Women are being educated to a higher level, although the employment
opportunities are not currently available. This is an issue that is also related to males, therefore it is a
challenge for the authorities to deal with the growing numbers of young people out of work. It is,
therefore, possible to see Islamic feminism in its context as being a movement that needs a voice, but
which, eventually, may be determined more by an appreciation of women’s values.
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This review of the literature shows that there are gaps in qualitative reports about the impact of working
in a male-dominated media environment within a male-focused cultural context. It shows the need for
more studies that record the experiences of Saudi women as they try to position themselves in the modern
world.
The next chapter provides details of the methodology and methods used in this study to explore the role
of women journalists in Saudi Arabia.
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Chapter Four - Research Methods

4.0

Introduction

This chapter describes the methods and methodology used in this study. It explains why the particular
methods were selected and justifies these. The objective of the study was to investigate female Saudi
journalists and their outputs. This required qualitative and documentary research as this chapter explains.
The benefits of using a mixed methods approach are discussed and the justification is placed in a
theoretical methodological context. The chapter provides information about the research methods,
including philosophical assumptions, research philosophy, approaches to theory development, research
methodological choice, research strategies, technique and procedures, and ethical consideration are
applied to carry out primary research of this study. Advantages and disadvantages and the rationale for
adopting specific techniques in this study are discussed explicitly in this chapter.
Moreover, the chapter presents the different phases of the research, including the selection of the sample,
the design of the questionnaire, the distribution of this, and how the interviews were conducted. It then
discusses the collection of data, the coding process and its analysis into themes. Furthermore, it is
believed that the detailed explanation of the tools and techniques employed in this chapter will increase
the validity and reliability of the study. Finally, ethical consideration and the process applied to collect
data from the field study is explained.

4.1

Research Design

The aim of this study was to explore the reality of women working in the Saudi media. In order to do this
a background study needed to be carried out to identify specific Saudi female journalists and investigate
the media they used to get their message across, the impact these messages may have, and then to
compare with the outputs of male journalists working in the same field. The background information
required documentary research, which was the most suitable for gaining the necessary data; as Crotty
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(1998) argues, it is important to select an approach that will enable the research questions to be answered
and it is the research methodology that defines the research approach (Bryman, 2012).
The research questions that determined how this study was to be conducted and which approaches to use
in order to collect data that would answer these questions, were as follows:.
RQ1. How do women journalists perceive their role within their media organisations and society as a
whole?
RQ2. How do male editors perceive the role of women in media?
RQ3. To what extent do policies in Saudi Arabia promote women’s access to journalism?
RQ4. What are the challenges facing women in their choice of journalism as a profession?
Two main approaches are used in social science research; these are qualitative and quantitative. Each of
these approaches has a number of different methods that can be used to collect data, therefore the
approaches need to be carefully considered. Although quantitative methodologies measure phenomena,
qualitative approaches focus on the meanings that people attach to phenomena (Creswell, 2003).
Qualitative approaches tend to be best for answering research questions that are trying to understand how
people make sense of their world and how they interpret that (Merriam, 2009). For the first research
question, it was clear that the perceptions of women journalists needed to be collected and the most
appropriate way of doing this would be by interviewing. In order to elicit views from males, a qualitative
approach would also be needed. To explore the policies would require documentary research.
To achieve the objectives of the study a critical literature review has been produced for this study.
According to Saunders et al. (2016:714), a critical literature review is a “detailed and justified analysis
and commentary of the merits and faults of the literature within a chosen area, which demonstrates
familiarity with what is already known about the research topic”. Throughout the critical literature review
this study tried to understand the research topic of women and the media from a different philosophical
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context Furthermore, it was necessary to analyse Saudi government policy, rules and regulations for the
media and the promotion of female journalism in KSA.
As explained above, the rationale for this study relates to finding the best way to carry out the research in
order to investigate the problem. Using both qualitative and quantitative methods allows data collected
from each to inform the other (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Where there may be some weakness in the
one method, the other method will compensate for this; it allows triangulation where results from one
method can be checked against the other (McMurray et al, 2004) and this also serves to provide more
validity to the research (Mingers, 2003). This study considered the implications and whether it would be
better to have a quantitative approach to validate the interviews. However, after careful consideration, it
was decided that it would not fit the purpose of this research as perceptions from participants were
required and these needed to provide qualitative responses.
Nevertheless, the data was being collected from different perspectives and Denzin (1978) and Patton
(1999) state that triangulation can also be applied when using different data sources and comparing these
perspectives. In this study, therefore, it was the sources of information that would allow a form of
comparison, which would not only provide a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon, but
also enable the data to be verified. The interviews with the women journalists were all presenting their
different perspectives but they would also allow stories to be checked against each other. Furthermore, the
data sourced from the male editors could be used to substantiate any findings from the journalists.
Being a female researcher in Saudi Arabia presents specific problems when attempting to interview males
as it is a gendered society. This means that women and men do not mix in public places and a woman
may not approach the males directly. Although I would be able to interview the women journalists once I
had the required permissions, I would not be able to interview the male editors. This required me to find a
solution and I decided that I would call upon my father to facilitate the contacts but then I would send a
survey with open-ended questions to gain responses from the male editors. Although it was a
compromise, this also allowed the editors to respond in their own time, as they can be very busy. I was
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able to obtain responses from seven of the ten editors I approached in this indirect way, with the help of
my father.
The data for this study was therefore collected through interviews with the women journalists and by a
qualitative questionnaire sent to the male editors. Further data was collected from online sources and from
contact with selected Saudi universities to gain statistical information to support the experiences of the
journalists. Analysis of all the data was best approached using a narrative based on the identification of
any patterns emerging from the data. The study has followed an exploratory method as it has been open to
the perceptions of the participants and has sought to discover emerging patterns in the data (Walsh et al.,
2015). These patterns have been categorised into themes to explain the experiences of the participants.

4.2

Philosophical Considerations

As Guba and Lincoln (1985) suggest, the world exists according to our understanding and therefore the
perceptions of the participants in this study will help to provide more understanding of the phenomenon
under investigation. It is not to be regarded as a single reality as the knowledge about women journalists
in Saudi Arabia will be gained by their interpretations; such interpretations are likely to be different, as
individuals all attach different meanings to reality (Robson, 2002). The differing meanings also come
from the various experiences the participants have had and ways in which they have constructed and
perceived events.
From an epistemological aspect, the research is, consequently, based on an interpretative approach to the
phenomenon. Knowledge is subjective as it is socially constructed. This means that people’s experiences
determine the knowledge they acquire and every individual will have a different experience, resulting in a
different perception of events. It also means that the researcher has a particular connection with the
phenomenon under investigation, as they must interpret the experiences of the interviewees; this is what
Walsham (1995) identifies as the principle of interaction. Kvale (1996) reports that data collection based
on a qualitative approach is likely to take the form of a social interaction or discussion between the
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researcher and the participant. This means that the questions being asked are of a type that allows
participants to provide their own views on the phenomenon (Bryman, 2012).
Meaning is constructed by individuals by the way they interpret the world around them and this is through
the observation and consideration of specific behaviours and events; as Mack (2010) argues, knowledge
can be attained about a phenomenon by interpreting the experiences and perceptions of individuals in that
research context. By interviewing women journalists in a Saudi setting, the research objectives can be met
as they will generate the knowledge needed for investigation of the phenomenon. An interpretivist stance
enables a deeper understanding of social reality through interaction with the participants (Black, 2006). It
allows women journalists to explain and describe their own experiences.
However, it must be noted that the underlying meanings elicited through these interpretations are
dependent on context and time (Wimmer & Dominick, 2011). The knowledge acquired by this study is
relevant only in a Saudi context and within the time limits of these Saudi women journalists’ experiences;
they are the ones who are providing the meaning based on their own perceptions. It is taking an inductive
approach as the explanations from this research are based on what is discovered through these
interpretations. Furthermore, the study is viewing the phenomenon through a feminist lens as it seeks to
reflect on the hierarchies that exist between males and females and it reviews how gender has an impact
on social behaviours (Rubin & Rubin, 2012); this is within the media sector in Saudi Arabia.
In order to conduct the research and collect data, it was important to have the research design and the
philosophy behind the study in mind so that the participants I selected would be the ones most likely to be
able to help me meet the research objectives..

4.3

Selection of Participants

According to Bryman (2016:694), the population of a study is “the universe of units from which a sample
is to be selected.” Broadly, the population of this study is the individuals, professionals, and practitioners
currently working in the field of Saudi media. I needed to find participants who would enable me to
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answer the research questions. As the questions related to both women journalists and male editors, two
different sample populations were selected for this study. The first sample focused on Saudi female
journalists working for Saudi newspapers published in the city of Jeddah (Okaz, Medina, Saudi Gazette,
Arab News), as well as in Al-Sharq Al-Awsat, through its office in Jeddah. They consisted of nineteen
female journalists. The second sample entailed a group of male editors in the Saudi media, and comprised
seven participants.
For the selection of the journalists, purposeful sampling was used. Patton (2015: 264) describes
purposeful sampling as such: ‘The logic and power of purposeful sampling lie in selecting informationrich cases for in-depth study. Information-rich cases are those from which one can learn a great deal about
issues of central importance to the purpose of the inquiry’. To me this indicated that I needed female
journalists who were actively carrying out the role. Initially, I contacted the female journalists by Twitter,
but very few replied and they showed little interest in participating in a research project. I then decided to
target the newspapers and that was more successful as I found the journalists working there more helpful.
This was a better decision as I could then investigate their real-life experiences in the workplace. I was
able to arrange days and times for the interviews to take place, although these did not always go to plan.
Altogether I approached twenty-five women journalists and managed to interview nineteen, which I
decided was a reasonable number for the study. My aim was to collect information that would be useful in
understanding the experiences of women journalists operating in Saudi Arabia, and it was not for
generalising a wider population, for which a larger number would be required.
The table below (4.1) gives details of the women journalists interviewed. The interviews with the women
journalists took place between April 2015 and August 2016.
Name

Age

Experience

Status

Journalism area

Date interviewed

Newspaper

Interview

1

AG

37

5 years

Married

Economy, real estates, local

6-6-2015

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Phone

2

BH

42

13 years

Married

News

1-8-2016

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Face to face
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3

CI

40

5 years

Married

Female issues

12-7-2016

Okaz

Face to face

4

DJ

25

6 years

Single

All domains

21-7-2016

Okaz

Face to face

5

EK

40

20 years

Married

Feminine issues

15-8-2016

Medina

Face to face

6

FL

38

12 years

Married

All topics

4-8-2016

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Face to face

7

GM

31

8 years

Married

Citizen issues, sport

6-5-2015

AL HAYAT

Phone

8

HN

41

15 years

Married

Economics, health, social issues,

15-7-2016

Okaz

Face to face

8-5-2015

AL Riyadh

Phone

criminal situations

9

IO

27

6 years

Single

Social, international, political, field
events

10

JP

26

4 years

Married

Culture, economy

27-4-2015

AL HAYAT

Phone

11

KQ

26

12 years

Married

Humanitarian

27-4-2015

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Phone

12

LR

47

30 years

Married

Women’s issues, social, court cases

26-4-2015

AL Riyadh

Phone

13

MS

30

3 years

Married

Investigations, local

9-8-2016

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Face to face

14

NT

30

5 years

Single

Economics

18-8-2016

Medina

Face to face

15

OU

38

6 years

Married

Investigations,

7-6-2015

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Phone

22-8-2016

Medina

Face to Face

family,

children,

lifestyle

16

PV

55

19 years

Divorced,

Photographer for conferences and
local

single

17

QW

26

2 years

Married

Electronic issue on social media

12-8-2016

Al-sharq Al-Awsat

Face to face

18

RX

37

5 years

Married

Politics

30-5-2015

Okaz

phone

19

SZ

28

7 years

Single

All events

26-7-2016

Okaz

face to face

Table 4.1 Interviewees

All the women journalists work in all-female environments. At the Okaz newspaper they share an
entrance with the male journalists but they have their own office some distance from where the males
work. Medina and Alsharq al Awsat have a separate building for females. As can be seen by the table, the
women cover a variety of topics, although mainly related to female interest. Fourteen of the journalists
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were married, one was divorced and four were single. Eleven interviews were conducted face-to-face and
eight were carried out by telephone.
It was my father who initially contacted the newspapers for me and requested the permission of the
editors. The editor of one of those papers gave me the contact details of the editor of a third newspaper,
therefore I was able to use a snowballing recruitment strategy. By using the editors to refer me to others
was useful as they were the ones most likely to know others in the same position who, as Van Manen
(2014: 353) states, ‘are selected on the basis of their knowledge and verbal eloquence to describe a group
or sub(culture) to which they belong’. It was more problematic getting responses from the male editors
but I did manage to get seven survey completions. Overall, there were twenty-six participants in this
study, a number which Charmaz (2014) and Yin (2011) both agree is within an acceptable range for a
small-scale study such as this.
The reason for selecting the locations of Jeddah and Riyadh in Saudi Arabia to conduct the study was
because over 70% of Saudi daily newspapers are printed and issued in these two cities. Jeddah and
Riyadh are the largest cities in the Kingdom in terms of population density, but journalists in Saudi
Arabia have similar characteristics. However, it is more likely that female journalists can be found in
larger cities, where they have more access to resources such as transport. It is also more likely that there
will be female sections within the national newspapers or journals published in the larger cities.
In the next section the ways in which information was collected from the participants is described.

4.4

Data Collection

Data collection refers to a process through which data are collected from a particular group of subjects
with a view to getting authentic information through which ideas about them can be easily formed. The
process helps the researchers to anticipate ongoing trends about the intended issues and provides a future
platform for forming propositions and decisions. This study applies a qualitative data collection method
based on interviews, specifically semi-structured interviews. Using qualitative methods enables more
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understanding of the phenomenon and gives more insight, and it is common for interviews to be used to
elicit the information required. Although face-to-face interviews are mostly carried out, there are also
other ways of interviews being conducted; these can be by telephone or, given the advances of
technology, by Skype. This reduces barriers due to geographic limitations.

4.4.1

Semi-structured interview

There are three types of interviews: structured; semi-structured; and unstructured. A structured interview
requires set questions to be asked, with no deviation; there is no flexibility but it is an approach that
ensures an efficient way of comparing the responses of the interviewees (Ryan et al., 2009). The
unstructured interview may start with a general question related to the study to initiate the discussion, and
then the following questions may depend on the response of the participant (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010).
When the purpose of the interview is to elicit personalised experiences of the participants, then
unstructured interviews can be effective (Cohen et al, 2011). The disadvantage of this open interview is
that the participant may provide much information that is not directly related to the study (Doody &
Noonan, 2013). A semi-structured interview is conducted keeping the options open for the researchers to
add or deduct questions, considering the direction of the interview. If questions are available as a
guideline, the interaction between the participant and the researcher becomes easier. Semi-structured
interviews, as commented by Alshenqeeti (2014) in his analysis of Rubin and Rubin (2005), “allows
depth to be achieved by providing the opportunity on the part of the interviewer to probe and respond to
the interviewee’s responses” (p. 88). In this process, it is imperative that the researcher should carry a
checklist with the information that needs to be covered.
For the purposes of this study, a semi-structured interview was more appropriate as it enabled me to keep
the interview related to the responses I needed; in addition, it also gave me some scope to ask more
probing questions. Bryman (2012) suggests this is the best way to gain access to the personal experiences
of participants; they are guided to respond to questions that are appropriate for meeting the research
objectives. Such semi-structured interviews gave me flexibility to ask more questions where necessary.
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As qualitative data collection and interviewing is not a common way of conducting research in Saudi
Arabia, I was unsure that I asked the right questions at first, given that this was a new experience for me.
In Saudi Arabia the use of more scientific methods are usual, and it is common to find research being
through use of quantitative surveys that can be effectively measured.
A purposeful or purposive sampling strategy was used for this study, in that the participants were selected
as they were directly related to the research objectives. They were Saudi journalists; whose experiences
were fundamental to being able to answer the research questions. Although purposive sampling can be
criticized as being a very narrow approach, it was nevertheless essential for this study, which was not to
generalise the studies, but to investigate and gain more insight into the experiences of women journalists
in Saudi Arabia. Their responses would enable me to be able to study the phenomenon in depth. I carried
out the nineteen interviews in two ways. The first eight were interviewed via the medium of Skype and
telephone, after they had been sent the interview questions in advance. With the other eleven female
journalists, who were interviewed and recorded in the newspaper offices, no advance questions were seen
by them.
Through using qualitative interviews, the study seized the opportunity to explore the views from a
number of different perspectives (Robson, 2002) as I had a direct discussion with participants. As
Coleman (2012) indicates, this provides a unique opportunity of exploring the views of others and
understanding the world as they see it. There are many advantages of using the semi-structured interview
process in data collection as, in this process, the researchers can directly interact with the interviewees as
the targets are particularised in advance. After that, this process helps the researchers to collect authentic
information about the target subject. Moreover, they can do a comparative study with the collected data.
Finally, this process can be used for collecting data regarding very confidential issues. The women
journalists were providing me with demographic information and other information about their families
that was private, especially when in a Saudi context. I was therefore mindful of this.
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The interview guide had a number of questions for conducting the interviews. These began with simple
demographics, which was a good way to settle down as these questions were easy to answer. The
questions then continued, as shown in Table 4.2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

What made you decide to become a journalist?
Were your parents journalists?
What is your professional experience so far?
Is this a financially rewarding profession?
Would you recommend this profession to your children? Why/why not?
If you left this profession, what would you rather do? Which field and why?
Are there any advantages to being a woman in journalism? Can women get better deals because
of their gender?
Have women changed the kind of news that is being presented?
Which areas have women excelled in most?
What can women do better than men in journalism?
What is the highest achievement for women in print, TV or radio?
Who has helped you in your career so far?
Who is your role model?
Would you rather work with male or female editors?
What story are you most proud of writing?
What is your ambition in the profession?
What have you learned in your career so far?
Do you think challenges are important? Why?
What is the attitude of your family and friends?
Do you regret being a journalist?
What difficulties do you face with your colleagues?
Should women be tough? If so, give some examples.
How can a woman balance her life as a mother and a journalist?
What do you cover in your organisation? Do you enjoy that?

Table 4.2

Interview guide for women journalists

The disadvantages of this process of data collection can also not be ignored. In this method, the
interviewers must be very competent to deal with the interviewees and the questionnaire. Moreover, the
process requires a good number of participants so that a comparative study can authentically be
conducted. In addition, the subjects must be selected properly, considering the alignment with the
questions. It takes long time to collect the data, analyse them, and to synthesise them properly in a goaloriented process. Finally, for maintaining the authenticity of the collected data, the researchers must take
proper steps to keep them confidential and anonymised. I do not believe I started being as confident and
competent as I would have liked, but this did improve with practice. At first I was nervous, as clearly
these women journalists were much more proficient at interviewing than I was; after all, this was their
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job. However, I am pleased that I managed to obtain the information I required for this study. The
interviews were all recorded, kept securely on a password-protected laptop and were then ready to be
transcribed.

4.4.2

Structured Interview

Due to the gender restrictions, it was not possible for me, as a Saudi female, to interview the male editors
directly. I therefore had to find another way of collecting the required information from these participants.
The compromise was to provide the participants with a set of written questions for them to answer. This
meant that it was a carefully planned exercise and that all respondents would be answering the same set of
questions. Nine open questions were given and these questions were:
1. How do you hire journalists?
2. What are the most important characteristics of a good woman journalist?
3. Is there any advantage for women journalists to stay in Saudi Arabia or would it be better for
them to move to Dubai, for instance?
4. What is your strategy to increase the number of women journalists?
5. Are there advantages to hiring women? What are these?
6. Have women changed the kind of news that is being presented?
7. In which area have women excelled the most?
8. What can women do better than men in journalism?
9. Are the obstacles facing male journalists different from those facing women? How?
Structured interviews have an advantage as they ask specific questions in order and these are in place to
facilitate analysis. They are clearly not as in-depth as the semi-structured interviews but they did produce
standardised responses. The pre-determined questions of a structured interview often require simple
yes/no responses, which offer little opportunity to deviate from the topic (Berg, 2007). This means that it
can be very similar to a quantitative questionnaire. However, in this case I used more open questions,
which enabled the respondents to provide more detail.
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Although these interviews were conducted indirectly, I do not feel they were any less beneficial to the
study than they would have been had a male interviewer faced the editors. The editors were able to see the
questions in advance and make a decision on whether they would be able to participate or not. They may
not have been so willing to be interviewed face-to-face, had they not known what they would have been
asked. In addition, editors are always very busy and taking the time out for an interview may not have
been possible for them. I believe that I gained more from these indirect, structured interviews than I
would have if I had tried to find someone else to interview in my place. This is one of the disadvantages
of a gendered society, where it is not possible to face those of the opposite sex and carry out an interview.
However, it also gave me an indication of one of the great difficulties women journalists have in being
able to generate stories for their newspapers as they need to depend on others to conduct the interviews
with males.

4.4.3

Challenges of Interviewing

The interviewing process during this study was not without its challenges. This was found with the
telephone interviews as well as the face-to-face interviews. One of the phone interviewees kept trying to
interview me instead and was asking me about my opinions. Perhaps this should have been anticipated, as
these were women more used to conducting interviews than being interviewed themselves. During one of
the face-to-face interviews, the press girl present asked me to cut short the interview and come back in
one hour. I am not sure whether this was to discuss the content of what was being recorded, as I did feel
that some of the journalists were careful about what they told me. Another journalist recorded the
interview and deleted some of it when she listened to it afterwards.
On one occasion a journalist was smoking sheesha during the actual interview, so I could not be sure she
was focusing on my questions or her answers. However, the main problem I encountered was the failure
to attend the interview at the arranged time. I waited for three hours for one journalist to attend and
eventually had to postpone the interview. Although I can appreciate the nature of journalism means that
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people may be called upon at short notice to carry out their work duties, it was nonetheless difficult to
spend so long waiting around and not knowing if the participants would attend.
Nevertheless, I succeeded in gaining the required data on women journalists for this study, although it
took longer than anticipated. As the questions for the interviews were originally designed in English, I
had to ensure that they could be translated into Arabic, as the participants would be using their native
language. I checked with the experts at King Abdulaziz University that the Arabic version was the one
which would elicit the right responses. A further challenge was that I had to record all the interviews and
I then had to transcribe them into Arabia, then into English. This was also time-consuming as it required
the language to be checked for accuracy in translation.

4.5

Data Analysis

Analysing qualitative data involves transcribing and trying to put the data into categories that can be used
for generating themes. However, as Gerring (2007) states, there are no set procedures and there is much
flexibility in analysing qualitative data. Braun and Clarke (2006) suggest that qualitative data is analysed
using a thematic approach, as this is a way of arranging the key aspects coming from the data, which can
be used for answering the research questions. However, analysing qualitative data can be a very slow
process as it means reading through the transcriptions a number of times to be able to interpret the data
and put into categories.
It is possible to be descriptive when analysing data, or it can be a more interpretative approach. An
interpretative approach means that the researcher has to try and infer meanings from the data, rather than
simply describing or presenting what has been said (Hancock, Ockleford & Windridge, 2009). However,
it is more difficult to try and interpret such data and it requires a certain amount of knowledge of the
phenomenon. It also requires more knowledge of the literature, and this was also helpful that a literature
search had also been carried out.
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Transcribing the data may take some time but it is very useful for allowing the researcher to get closer to
the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Through this process, Hancock et al (2007) argue that a researcher
becomes immersed in the data and becomes very familiar with it. I therefore decided to transcribe the data
myself, so this gave me the opportunity to become more familiar with the content. It did, however, take
me many hours to do this as I needed to do twice: once was in Arabic and the second time it was in
English. Nevertheless, I can confirm that it did give me more knowledge of the responses and I did
become more familiar with the data.
The sorting of the responses from the editors were reasonable straightforward as they had answered the
questions in a logical order. However, all the responses were different and required an understanding and
interpretation of what they were meaning. It would be naïve to think that the editors were revealing their
real attitudes to women journalists, as they are professionals at highlighting a story to give it the focus
they want. I had to be aware that they may not have valued women journalists in the workplace, even
though their responses stated otherwise. The reason I believed this was because the editors came from an
older generation, who were more traditional in their outlook. Although they may have had to accept
women journalists in the workplace, they may have had more pragmatic reasons for doing so than simply
wanting to accept females because they were equally as good as male journalists. This required me to try
and understand if there could be some underlying, hidden meaning in what they were saying.
With the semi-structured interviews it was different as I had to analyse nineteen responses and the
responses meant that coding of the data then had to take place for the women journalists’ responses; this
is a process for reducing and organising the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). I grouped all the codes
relating to a specific area together and, in this way, I began to see patterns in the data; I paid special
attention to the patterns that I identified as relating to my research objectives and questions. Coding is
often carried out with the help of computer software such as NVivo, but I found that this software did not
cover Arabic transcriptions. Therefore, I worked manually on the data coding, as the next section
explains.
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4.5.1

Thematic Analysis

A thematic approach is used in this study to analyse and synthesise the data collected from the subjects.
Lapadat (2010:2) views that there are five particular ways which are followed in thematic analysis such as
seeing, determining relationships, analysing, systematically observing a case, and quantifying qualitative
data. This method also uses coding for analysing the data, which is inductive in approach; this means
there are no preconceived assumptions and the data form their own theories. Data analysis is regarded as
one of the most challenging aspects of a qualitative approach (Thorne, 2000), but it also requires a
systematic approach that is transparent to others who may be conducting similar research in future
(Malterud, 2001). As Braun and Clarke (2006) argue, any researcher needs to give clear evidence of what
they are doing, why they are doing it and describe the methods used.
Braun and Clarke (2006) devised a six step process for carrying out thematic analysis:
1. Familiarise yourself with the data
2. Generate initial codes
3. Search for themes
4. Review themes
5. Define and name themes
6. Produce the report
I found this useful when it came to working with the data. As explained earlier, I became very familiar
with the data as I had to transcribe twice, and Riessman (1993) agrees that this is an excellent way of
familiarising oneself with the data; in addition, I started taking down some notes to help me and this
allowed me to visualise each interviewee. It was time-consuming but I began to understand more of the
women journalists’ situation.
The first stage of coding started after I had completed some initial interviews as I started to write down
some of the content that seemed to be coming from these discussions. It was a way of organising the data
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to some extent as I picked out what seemed interesting to me. This all had to be carried out manually and
I was trying to identify aspects that might eventually be transformed into themes. By the time I had
started on the next stage of interviewing, I had some idea of what patterns I should be listening for and it
became slightly easier to identify familiar patterns that were beginning to appear. The actual task of
manually coding entailed my reading all the interview data and trying to find relationships. I started to use
sub-coding, where there appeared to be a relationship with other content, by identifying similar phrases.
In this way I could organise the data with similar concepts into specific combinations to form codes.
Charmaz (2006) describes coding as being a process whereby pieces of data are labelled in a way that
categorises and summarises them. This subsequently makes it easier to see the patterns and identify
themes.
In order to identify potential themes, I was looking at the different codes; as Saldana (2016) argues, the
themes are in essence phrases that can identify what the unit of data means. This meant that I had to go
back and look at all the codes and identify any recurring patterns. The themes that I decided to work with,
based on the coding, were as follows:
1.

Women’s experiences in journalism and their hopes for the future

2.

Reasons to access the media sector

3.

Types of obstacles they face: social or institutional

4.

Support systems available for women: family or state

5.

Opportunities and alternatives available to women

These themes then gave me a structure on which I could start to analyse the findings. Their stories were
different, yet I could see some similarities in the patterns that were coming through. This resonated with
King’s (2004) argument that thematic analysis is useful when it comes to looking at the perspectives of
participants and being able to compare similarities and differences in their responses, as well as finding
out more about the phenomenon under investigation. Nevertheless, there are also some disadvantages in
that it does depend on the interpretation of the researcher and the flexibility of the approach can lead to
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inconsistency and a lack of coherence in the way themes are developed (Holloway & Todres, 2003). This
is why it is important to have a clear description of what is done, but also the underpinning reasons for it.
I took an interpretivist approach in order to have more understanding of the situation of women journalists
in Saudi Arabia. It was an inductive approach giving the experiences of women working in this field, and
I accept that their experiences were within a specific context; in addition it was subjective as the women
all gave their views and opinions, which were personal to them.
Once I had the themes identified, all the coded data were put into sub-themes that could be loosely
connected with these themes. I then needed to review all the themes and to work out which had enough
data to support them and which could be transferred to another theme. This was a way of ensuring that
themes did not overlap to such an extent that they merged into each other. It was at this stage that I started
to reformulate the themes and check if I had missed anything in the data. I went back to the original
interview transcripts and looked very carefully at what had been said and how I was interpreting it.
The next stage I worked on was being able to define the themes I would be using to tell the story of the
journalists. Whereas previously I had been looking at themes that were related more to the questions
being asked, at this stage I was more aware of their responses. The themes I defined and named,
according to Braun and Clarke’s (2006) fifth phase, allowed me to collate the information and analyse,
and were as shown in Table 4.3:
Theme

Sub-theme

Women in the workplace

Limitation of gender

Value in the workplace

Empowerment of women

Role models

Educating women

Journalism as a female profession

Difficulties in joining

Experiences
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Opportunities for female journalists

Support

Aspirations

Challenges in being female journalist

Table 4.3

Workplace issues

Themes

These themes aligned more with my overall framework of Islamic feminism and I was much happier
working with these themes. I had refined them in a way that was cohesive and yet also coherent, as Braun
and Clarke (2006) advised. Furthermore, I was now convinced that a story was coming together that
related to the data and also could be linked to the research questions. The final stage of the process then
involved the writing up of the thematic analysis. For this I decided to divide into two chapters. One would
be related to the Saudi environment in which the women were working and would encompass the first
two themes of women in the workplace and the empowerment of women. The second chapter would
focus more on the personal experiences of the women journalists and tell the story of their progression
within the profession.
Such qualitative data needs to demonstrate that it can be trusted, so that it shows the research is worthy of
attention (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In the next section I attempt to demonstrate that the experiences of
women journalists in Saudi Arabia provide an acceptable and useful exposure of the realities of working
in this domain.

4.6

Trustworthiness of the Research

It is important that any research study provides transparent information about what has been done to
collect the data; this is in order for another researcher to be able to carry out a similar study and gain
similar results. The aim of this research was to explore the experiences of female Saudi journalists and the
findings may be relevant to other female journalists in other Islamic countries. The study tried to provide
details of the research process so that a similar study could be carried out in another context. Furthermore,
I have kept a record of all the interviews, which can be verified.
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Quantitative data can be regarded as trustworthy by the reliability and validity of its findings. This is
normally by ensuring the study sets out to measure what it intends, and that the instrument being used to
measure should have similar responses when used again by another researcher (Heale and Twycross,
2015). However, qualitative data cannot be deemed trustworthy applying these same measures. Leung
(2015) suggests that validity in qualitative data is related to how appropriate the tools, processes and data
are for the desired research outcome. In addition, Leung (2015) argues that reliability for qualitative data
is its consistency; if the methods being used consistently provide data that may differ in their detail but
are ultimately similar. By using a semi-structured interview, I was able to collect data that could be coded
into themes that were consistent in their message.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested that qualitative research should demonstrate specific criteria to fulfil
the trustworthiness of such methods; these were credibility, transferability, dependability and
confirmability. In order to ascertain credibility in this study, I used the triangulation of data, and checked
the stories coming from different participants to ensure there were references available to substantiate
what was contributed through the interviews. I have also provided a detailed description of the methods I
have used so that the same kind of study can be transferred to another context, if so wished. The research
has been carried out in a logical way and is clearly documented (Tobin & Begley, 2004), so that readers
are able to judge its dependability. Tobin and Begley (2004) also suggest that confirmability is showing
that the interpretations and the findings are seen to be coming from the data that has been collected; I
have used quotes from the interviewees and have explained the decisions I have made, therefore
achieving the criteria for trustworthiness of this research.

4.7

Ethical Considerations

According to Bryman (2016), in today’s research ethics issues pay an important role to ensure the quality
of the research. The Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) have designed six ethical principles
to carry out any research in the UK. The core of the ESRC’s framework for research ethics is as follows:
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-

“Research should aim to maximise benefit for individuals and society and minimise risk and harm

-

The rights and dignity of individuals and groups should be respected

-

Wherever possible, participation should be voluntary and appropriately informed

-

Research should be conducted with integrity and transparency

-

Lines of responsibility and accountability should be clearly defined

-

Independence of research should be maintained and where conflicts of interest cannot be avoided
they should be made explicit.” (ESRC, 2016)

The study considered the ESRC’s six research ethics and written consent was obtained from the
participants. This was informed consent as they had been provided with full details of the study in the
Participant Information Sheet (See Appendices 2 and 3). Participants were assured of anonymity and
confidentiality of the gathered data, which was kept on a password-protected computer. The interviewees
were also informed they could withdraw from the research at any time and all their contribution would be
deleted. The journalists agreed to this once they had been given full details of the nature of the research.
In addition, permissions needed to be sought from other sources. I successfully obtained ethical
permission from the University of Bedfordshire, although I had to clarify how I would meet any health
and safety risks while collecting data from different entities in Saudi Arabia. Furthermore I had to gain
permissions from the Saudi newspapers in order to conduct interviews with their female journalists.

4.8

Summary

In summary, this chapter has provided a detailed explanation and analysis of the approaches that were
taken for this research and justified their selection accordingly. A qualitative approach has been shown as
the most appropriate for this research study as it enables perceptions to be explored. These can then be
analysed and coded into themes that are relevant to the research objectives. Furthermore, the chapter has
explained the objectives of the study and shown how these objectives are best met by the methods used.
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Upon reflection, there have been certain challenges in collecting the data; the main one of these was the
time spent in waiting for journalists to attend meetings and finding that they did not appear. However, the
semi-structured interviews provided rich data and depth to the findings.
The next chapters in this thesis present the findings of the study and the conclusions drawn from these
results. The next chapter provides the findings from the qualitative data and explores the perceptions of
the Saudi journalists.
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Chapter 5 - Policies affecting Women at Work

5.0

Introduction

This chapter presents the findings of women working in the media in Saudi Arabia and the policies by
which they are governed. It is clear that policies are underpinned by religion and Saudi society is
interconnected with the customs and traditions associated with Islam. To a certain extent this has an
impact on the way women lead their lives and why there are specific challenges in the role of women
working as journalists. This chapter discusses those challenges mentioned by the participants in this
study.
There are specific role models that the participants mention and the chapter provides a brief overview of
the way in which these role models have dealt with the challenges facing them in a media role in Saudi
Arabia. Surprisingly, many of the role models are male as the participants focus on quality and talent in
their writings and leadership skills. Nevertheless, there is discrimination and much of this is directed at
the women by males, who may see women as a threat to them. As the participants show, many of the
male journalists do not work as hard as the women, despite their higher salaries.
In this chapter it will be seen that the women journalists are striving to make their choice of career
acceptable within their society. It is also seen that they have overcome many challenges in order to
continue in their role as journalists and many of these challenges are linked to cultural norms and policies.
Saudi laws and policies are all under Sharia law, which is a description of the legal system in the country,
based on religious texts; the Quran and Sunnah are regarded as the primary sources of Saudi law. The
Quran is the word of God as given to the Prophet Mohammed by the angel Gabriel. Interpretation of these
words is in Sunnah, which provides explanations and details on behaviours, principles and rules in the
Quran. These are the main sources of law but there are also royal decrees, which are issued by the King
and can clarify legislation; all comply with Islamic principles. Such laws underpin the Islamic tenets and
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provide a framework for the Saudi way of life. They are therefore significant in understanding the context
in which Saudi women journalists work.
Indeed it has been estimated that up to 70% of the Saudi population are conservative and are against any
reforms that may influence the cultural traditions, which have provided a stable framework for them to
practise their Islamic principles (Montagu, 2015). Change is not welcomed by the majority of the
population and most are satisfied with the country’s jurisdiction system of Basic Law underpinned by
Islamic law. Nevertheless, there is a sizeable minority who express their political dissatisfaction through
petitions, and among these will be found petitions for women to have full rights as citizens (Montagu,
2015). The restrictions that are imposed upon women in Saudi society are seen in the ways in which
working women, specifically women working in the media, face these challenges.

5.1

Challenges Faced in Role

One of the biggest obstacles confronting the women journalists occurred with the gender division. The
concept of segregation exists because of the different roles that men and women have in life; men may not
be able to control their behaviour when confronted with temptation and this would go against the
religious, ethical and virtuous constructs of Islamic law (Gorney, 2016). This means that many
opportunities may be lost to women in certain media roles. Although Saudi Arabia has a female
population of about half the total population, access to employment for women has been restricted. One
example of this, as AG explains, means radio is the best outlet for women due to Saudi society keeping
women’s faces covered:
The best achievements for female journalists are in radio, where faces are not shown. You know,
our society is conservative, it prefers not to see women with their faces uncovered on TV. (AG)
This does not factor in the contribution that women may make to television, where their presence may
have a positive impact on younger people, showing that females are an asset in the workplace. Such
women presenters on television can be role models for girls, showing that they too can aspire to an
influential position. However, the gender policies within Saudi Arabia are based on Sharia law and
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generally do not favour women. Although there are attempts being made to update the status of Saudi
women, all policies must still respect the traditional values of Saudi society (Latif, nd). It may, therefore,
be more difficult to change the mindset of conservative Saudi society than to change the law.
This may be of more significance in the next few years. Saudi Arabia needs to utilise its female workforce
in its attempts to become part of the global knowledge economy as it can no longer depend on its oil
revenues alone. In its Saudi Vision 2030 strategy the aim is to increase the female workforce to 30% in
2030 and this is a significant increase, even despite the growing numbers since 2011; in 2011 there were
just 90,000 Saudi women working in the private sector but by 2018 this had grown to 600,000 (Hassan,
2018). This has been partly due to changes in law; the Labour Code of 2016 made a number of
amendments and Part1X deals with the employment of women. Article 149 states that women can be
employed in all fields that are considered compatible with their nature. Whereas this may be taken as
protecting women from risks, it also states that a Minister can identify the professions where women are
to be barred or restricted. As it does not state categorically which professions these are, it means that the
job availability may change and there is no security for women seeking a career in a particular field; the
Ministerial decision may be influenced by a number of variables.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that gradual steps are being taken to modernise, despite the opposition from
conservative society. This is reflected in the reforms that are being put in place; one of these concerns
transport. Going out to interview or on field visits is problematic for women; as AG states: ‘it’s a tough
job with field visits and mixing societies’. Although the recent policy on women being allowed to drive
has just been updated, it may take more time for this societal change to be accepted by Saudi society in
general. However, the Saudi government has also invested heavily in Uber taxis and sees this as a way of
circumventing the reality of women driving on roads previously regarded as a male domain. Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman is determined to push forward with his reforms, not only to get women
back into employment, but also to modernise the country. If women are able to drive, then they have
independence and can be more readily available for employment.
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It may take time for women to obtain their driving licence, and there may be resistance from the males in
the family, but there is every likelihood that this will soon be accepted by Saudi society, even if it takes a
further generation for it to be regarded as commonplace. Surprisingly, there is no actual law that says
women should or should not drive in Saudi Arabia; but the royal decree ensures that women may be freed
from the social pressure that has prevented them from doing so; the decree was signed by King Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud in September 2017, stating that women would be permitted to drive ‘in accordance
with the Islamic laws’ (Aljazeera, 2017). There is still resistance from many though, and numbers of
women driving were still extremely low a few weeks after the ban was lifted (Nugali, 2018). It is still
early days but many will be following this as it is important for the Labour Code of 2016 to be
implemented and facilitate the employment of women in line with Saudi Vision 2030. A further
development from the driving ban being lifted is that is has also opened up new opportunities for Saudi
women journalists; the Ford Middle East motor company invited women journalists to be trained in
evaluating and test driving cars so that they could be prepared for automotive writing from a female
perspective (Ford Media Centre, 2018). This enables women journalists to participate in a previously
male domain and it also shows the ways in which reforms are changing social perceptions. The Ford
motor company clearly sees a potential market in Saudi female drivers and it is using female journalists to
target this market for them.
Although this may seem to be a small victory for Saudi women, the wider implications have not yet been
realised. There is no doubt that there are still many challenges ahead and that currently women journalists
are limited in their role.

5.2

Limitations of Gender

Although restrictions placed on women journalists can be challenging, they are not necessarily that
different from many of the restrictions placed on their male counterparts, as E1 states: Males cannot cover
stories in feminine places and can’t conduct interviews with females. It is therefore a balancing act for
editors making decisions on whether a male or female journalist should be sent to cover a story. In some
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situations factors such as distance or time may determine this; distance may require a journalist to drive to
a less accessible location and time may mean that a journalist needs to be working late into the night.
Both of these situations would most likely mean that an editor would select a male. Female journalists are
not allowed to work night shifts: unlike doctors and dormitory supervisors (LR). This is written into
Article 150 of the Labour Code, where it is prohibited for women to work during the night time for a
period of eleven hours. This can be allowed if the Minister permits it, as in the case of hospital workers.
Nevertheless, it does limit the women journalists, who may be following a particular interesting story, as
they then need to go home and give the story to a male colleague instead.
In addition, for the women, there is also the factor of parental disapproval on their daughters mixing with
males. Many parents also disapprove of the fact that their daughter’s name will be in print: At first my
family refused to have my name published (CI). EK also relates how her parents reacted to their daughter
going into journalism: My parents, especially my mother, refused the idea of engaging in the world of
media. We live in a society restricted to customs and traditions (EK). In a tribal society such as Saudi
Arabia, there can be shame placed on the family where there is the possibility that the females may be
making themselves visible in public. In most cases women will seek to hide their image but, as can be
seen in CI’s example, this may also relate to the name. Privacy is highly respected and the disapproval is
not limited to parents: I am from a conservative tribe and my husband refused to allow me to do this kind
of work (FL). Yet against all such disapprovals, these women managed to find a way through and
continue with their preferred career. This reflects the determination of these women to follow their chosen
path, as it is difficult in a conservative society such as Saudi Arabia’s to go against what is expected of
women. The disapproval stretches further than the close family environment, it also reflects on the wider
family or tribe.
Even the determination of these women does not help them gain positions that are worthy of their talents.
The so-called ‘glass ceiling’ is clearly evident in Saudi media roles, where males dominate the senior
positions: ‘we don’t have females in senior important posts’ (AG). Males get paid more and this can
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create a feeling of injustice among the women: I once worked on a topic with my male colleague. He got
20%, but I got 10 %. Male salaries are always double ours (EK). Men are regarded as being worth more
in a financial aspect than women but much is due to traditional roles in a conservative society; men are
the ones who traditionally support families whereas women are supported by the males in their family.
Article 8 of the Saudi Basic Law declares that there is equality for both men and women, although
sometimes this is not seen to be so, and interpretations of the law can vary. Saudi Arabia is also a
hierarchal society and, as Nazir and Tomppert (2005: 258) argue, there may not be gender equality in law
but there is ‘gender equivalence’. Indeed there are many instances of this related to the specific roles that
men and women have in Saudi society.
However, this gender equivalence is not always seen when it comes to ability and position, as LR argues:
At a journal level, there are no female chief editors; at magazine level there are some but as far as
I am concerned, there are no female chief editors in this masculine dominated society. They just
implement the strategy and agenda of the male chief editor of the paper.(LR)
On LR’s part, there is some resentment that women, although talented, are denied positions where they
are the decision-makers. She asserts women are simply there to carry out the work that men allow them to
do. On the other hand, MS suggests that perhaps women are not always using their skills to best avail as
she says ‘the habit of copy-paste is widely spread in this domain.’ This indicates that the women are not
taking advantage of putting their own message across in journalism. They are, instead, using the easy
option of copying the work of others. It may be because they do not have the confidence in their own
abilities and they are too used to deferring to others that they do not showcase their own abilities.
There is also the limitation that there are few opportunities for interacting with others, especially for
women, and lone voices do not have the authority to be heard. Outside the workplace it is illegal to form
certain kinds of associations (Montagu, 2015), which would facilitate the process of ensuring women had
a role in the wider process of decision-making. In this way the women editors would be able to gather and
discuss ways forward, how they could improve their positions in the workplace and act as a beacon for
women’s rights to have an influential voice. Montagu (2015) described this as encouraging a civil society,
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which one of the journalists she interviewed said was much needed in Saudi Arabia as it was a tribal and
not a homogenous society. This means that there are many different views that are hidden under the
pretext of unanimity; people are not given the opportunity to exchange ideas. At the moment even groups
of like-minded professionals must be registered and under government control; yet these groups are often
not permitted to apply for registration, or find the costs are excessive and beyond their means (Montagu,
2015).
However, benefits may come in different ways. One of the advantages of working in media, according to
RX, is that you get to know many people in higher positions and posts. This then facilitates promotion to
better jobs. It is one of the codes that is embedded in Saudi Arabia culture; loyalties are more important
than ability. Nepotism, or the social practice of wasta, demonstrating loyalty to the tribe is one of the
main reasons that individuals are often in positions that do not reflect their abilities; it is regarded as one
of the facts of life within Saudi society, even though it may block the passage to promotion and
demotivate ambitious employees (AbdulCalder, 2015). Abalkhail and Allan (2016) found that women
depend on connections, notably those made through male family members, for opportunities at work. If
these are not available, the realistic way to advance is through connections made through mixing with
people in good positions, as RX argues. Nevertheless, it is still likely there will be tribal or family
influences involved and this may simply be a way of initiating interpersonal contacts in a more direct way
instead of using a male mediator.
Although the women journalists had the perception that a mediator could help them find a good job, it
was made clear that women could not expect to be given a job in media unless they were regarded as
suitable for the position. Ed 4 said that it was rare for a woman journalist to get a job through a mediator
because this job relies on good writing, on productivity and the mediator is not applicable when the
candidate has zero experience.
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It must be noted, however, that there are restrictions placed on women that make certain tasks difficult for
them, whatever their position. There is not always access to government institutions, for example, as
women may need to get permission from males to enter. Nor can they travel to desert areas to take
pictures, or cover the occasion of Haj (Ed3). Much of this is because they need to be accompanied by
their mahram or male guardian. A mahram is a legal escort for a Saudi woman and is usually a family
member; if not her husband, the male member must be someone with whom she would be forbidden in
law to marry. Under the reforms it is no longer required for women to have permission from their
mahram to be allowed to work, but there are still many ways in which this system for a male guardian can
have an impact on women in the workplace. Employers, for example, can still demand permission from a
mahram and this is not discouraged by the government (Beckerle, 2016)
On the whole, these restrictions were accepted by the participants and were not seen as limitations.
Indeed, LR considered that both genders are treated equally. This indicates that women in Saudi Arabia
view their place in society in a different way from the way in which Western women regard equality. LR
points out that females are protected from going out to report from dangerous locations, thus showing that
more attention has been given to risk assessments and women are regarded as more vulnerable. Equality
is a dynamic concept and it may be that Western women have had more experience of looking after
themselves and being self-reliant, whereas the Arabic culture has been more protective of its women folk;
Saudi women do not have a background of being independent in the way this has developed in Western
societies over the past decades. In Islamic law it makes it clear that both men and women should be
treated equally; it is written in the Quran: ‘If a daughter is born to a man and he brings her up
affectionately, shows her no disrespect and treats her in the same manner as he treats his sons, the Lord
will reward him with paradise.’1
Furthermore, LR argues that women are better at reporting in certain fields because of their knowledge;
although this may be related to family and children, Saudi women have the opportunity to discuss and
1

JAWAD, Supra note 47, at 12
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debate aspects that would not be appropriate for male journalists. Nevertheless, there are still some
women who have good qualifications in sports or politics but these are still regarded as male domains.
One thing that is clear is that it is important for journalists to be able to engage with their readers, and this
may not be possible at this stage. The general public interest in sports or politics in Saudi Arabia comes
mainly from the male population; they want to know that newspaper reports are written by male
journalists, who can reflect their point of view. They are not yet ready to accept women journalists in
these fields. The challenges, therefore, come from Saudi society’s acceptance of women in media, not
from the editors of the journals or newspapers, who are simply trying to meet the demands of their
readers.

5.2.1

Value in the workplace

Women in media is a relatively new phenomenon. Latif (nd) indicates that a survey carried out in 2005
showed that only 8% of women were employed in the newspaper or magazine industry; most of these
worked part-time, in women’s departments, and they were on low salaries and often were working
without contracts. They were clearly not regarded as important to the industry. There was clearly seen to
be discrimination in the way women were paid, compared to the males. However, this was also shown to
be variable between newspapers. Some newspaper editors valued the work that women did, but this also
came at a price: when I was only 22 many male journalists tried to destroy me, one way or another,
mainly because of my high salary (IO). It may be because of the specialist area that IO was covering,
being human resources, but her salary was much higher than others. She declared that her salary was
17,900 Saudi riyals (approx. £3600), compared with the usual 4000 to 5000 Saudi riyals (approx. £800 –
£900) offered by other newspapers.
Other participants also commented on the low wages, although most said that money was not a factor;
however HN stated that her salary had increased only very slightly on three occasions over the past fifteen
years. Annual increases and other incentives are not available. Furthermore, overtime was not allowed
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and women journalists, even on low pay, have to cover their own expenses when going on field trips,
according to GM.
This study reveals, however, that one of the most important problems facing Saudi women journalists is
their low wages and unequal salaries with male colleagues. Not only are the wages of Saudi women
workers low in press organisations, but also in the private sectors in general, such as companies,
commercial and industrial establishments. In a study conducted by the King Khalid Foundation in 2016,
they found out that the wage gap between males and females in the Saudi Labor market during a two
years period was tripled. In 2014, the wage gap was 324 Riyals in favor of men its rose in 2016 to reach
1077 Saudi Riyals, an increase of 332%. In spite of the ministerial decrees and compulsory decisions
issued by the Ministry of Labor, which stipulate equality in salaries of men and women workers, the fifth
paragraph of the first article of the "Guide to working women in the Private Sector", issued by the
Ministry, states that " Any wage discrimination shall be prohibited between male and female workers in
work of equal value". Despite these decisions, which have not been implemented by the private sector,
there has been a large gap in the wage rates between male and female workers in Saudi Arabia. According
to the report of the World Economic Forum in 2014, the working woman receives a salary equivalent to
56% of the salary of her male colleague and both perform a work of equal value. In other words, the
salary of male employees is 44% higher than that of female employees.
For the importance of this subject, which has become a concern and obsession for many women
employees, it was recommended that the Ministry of Labour “oblige all institutions and private sector
companies to fill the wage gap between male and female workers for work with equal values”. However,
some women’s rights groups believe that one of the reasons for this disparity in wages is that women’s
labour costs the commercial and industrial companies a significant amount of money to create and equip
special places for their work. Nawaf Aldabbib (2014) believes that the employment of women has
become expensive for employers in the private sector, because of the need to provide special places for
women to work, under conditions to fit the place of work with facilities that support the need not to mix
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men with women; Aldabbib (2014) also highlighted that the labour policies issued by the Ministry of
Labour granted women more holidays than the men, and encompassed other benefits such as paid
maternity leave.
According to the Guide to Working Women in the Private Sector, the Ministry of Labour stressed that the
place of women’s work must be characterised by privacy and independence under the following
conditions: if the building where the women work is separate from the male building, it is excluded from
the conditions. However, if women work in the same building as men, the employer must equip a
women’s section that is completely separate from the men. This section must contain a special place for
prayers and another special place for comfort and rest. Men are prohibited from entering the section.
These operating costs, which strain the budget of the private sector, are likely to be one of the reasons for
the unequal pay of men and women. The government regulations and policies, directed at the private
sector, stipulate that there must be “equal wages between male and female workers for work with equal
values”.
However, private sector enterprises are challenging these policies and have not implemented them. As for
the government sector, it is completely different. Men and women employees are equal in salary in all
ministries and government departments. According to the vision and mission of the Ministry of Civil
Service, which supervises and manages the employment sector in Saudi, employers must “ensure equal
opportunities for all citizens in the selection and recruitment process as well as promotions, qualifications,
training and other areas of the Civil Services”. Ministers, deputy ministers, director of government
departments, engineers, doctors in hospitals, teachers in government schools, faculty members in
universities and every employee in the government, whether man or woman, is paid the same wages,
given the same number of holidays, and annual allowances; this is in accordance with the list of rights and
financial benefits that have been approved by the Royal Order no. A/28, issued in 2010.
In the media world the women feel they are lucky to have jobs, whereas the male bosses feel no need to
pay them more money to stay in the job; they are aware that the women will stay regardless of money.
However, this is not restricted to male bosses, as Ed1 admits to selecting women journalists as they
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increase profits. There is definitely an extra financial cost borne by editors employing women; Ed2
argues that the costs of private drivers taking women journalists to where they need to be, plus the
medical insurance, all has to be taken into account.
The way in which work is distributed to female journalists can, nevertheless, be another bone of
contention; NT is unhappy about difficult missions being allocated to male journalists. Despite the laws
relating to women working at night, she accompanied the police to a poultry farm at 2am, investigating a
story. She was then reprimanded the next day by her supervisor, although she had clearly been expecting
praise for covering the story. There are some women who are prepared to take risks in order to show that
they are the equal of men; however, this participant was only 30 years old, and this is an indication of
how a younger generation is pushing the boundaries.
Nevertheless, GM describes working relationships as being difficult; she suggests that colleagues
harming your personal reputation is a high risk in working in media offices. She also feels that women
journalists are over-monitored and this prevents them from writing down their own views; they are
excluded from writing anything controversial or about important issues. It is clear that there is a lot of
frustration at not having the freedom to practise their journalism skills in the way they would want.
Males in Saudi society have a sense of entitlement; according to IO: When I started to write, my father
told me not to write my name. But when I began to have my writings known, he wanted to write his name
with my name. As Saudi Arabia is a patriarchal society, it is not surprising that males want to take credit
for the achievements of their womenfolk. Some may view this as unfair or even claim that it is
discrimination. In addition, the media world is very competitive and male colleagues are not cooperative
with females because they have strict ideas and do not accept jobs for females, as Ed 5 affirms. This was
also supported by Ed 6, who agreed that women journalists may be generally accepted by society but not
by strict men of religion. This indicates that the cultural traditions are still deeply entrenched in Saudi
society.
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On the other hand, NT suggests that discrimination or bias may work in the favour of women: Some
employers may feel embarrassed to fire a female employee. It is therefore too simplistic to think that the
Saudi laws are unfair to women. Such laws and restrictions are also mainly viewed from a Western
perspective, where freedoms of women from similar limitations have taken many years to evolve. Saudi
policies must, therefore, be viewed from a cultural perspective and weighed up in terms of societal
preferences.

5.3

Role Models

There were certain role models, for example, that the participants mentioned, who were clearly excelling
in their field. This showed the participants that they could aspire to greater things in their chosen
profession, and that being female should not prevent them from pursuing their dreams. Good work was
seen as being more important than gender and there was a feeling that talent would prevail.
Our colleague, Haifa Al Zahrani, is a remarkable journalist who went to the Southern border,
joined the army, and wore the military outfit. Being a female did not stop her at all. (FL)
The participants all valued the power of the word and talent as a journalist: She is not only a successful
journalist, she is also a brilliant leader (GM). The qualities that GM sees in her colleague are those of a
strong woman, who is empowered. Yet it is not easy being an empowered woman in Saudi media: women
have to be tough, especially in our society, where women are mostly misunderstood in the domain of
media (HN).
Role models were selected because of their ability to encourage participants. LR told how her male
example taught her to be a proper journalist and not just a writer; he gave her the tools to help others and
showed her how to use her words to show readers she understood their situation. This enabled LR to win
a prize for Arab journalism, by producing an article on stopping violence against women. Domestic
violence has long been a problem in Saudi society as it is a hidden topic; families keep secrets within their
family. However, it did bring the topic into the public domain; although that was nearly 20 years ago,
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changes have since been made to improve cases of domestic violence. In 2013 a law was brought in
making domestic violence a criminal offence; this was the Protection from Abuse Act (Alhabdan, 2015).
In many cases the ones who offered the most support were the fathers of these aspiring journalists. They
are the ones who can also be identified as role models for their daughters. Even when there was no
experience of journalism in the family, it can be seen that there was an influence there that encouraged the
girls. This is seen in LR’s comments: My father was very interested in reading. He supported me a lot.
Every time we travelled to London or to Egypt, he got me books from the library.
It was also interesting to note that PV had selected her father as a special example for her, commenting
that he liked the media and the newspaper she works for. She was impressed that he was not influenced
by social pressures, especially the comments from people about her being a photographer. This was
clearly not a profession for women as she was the first woman to be a photographer in Saudi Arabia.
Approval from her father definitely meant a lot to her and helped her to overcome any societal prejudices.
It was how her father reacted to his daughter undertaking a job in media that determined her behaviour.
However, IO suggested that the women in media at the moment are the role models for a future
generation – we are paving the way for the next generation in the domain of media – in recognition that
change is happening in Saudi Arabia and that there may be improvements for women journalists in the
future. Yet there are still many obstacles on the way; for example, despite the reforms aimed at women
being permitted to drive cars and attend sports events, a recent film shows some of the difficulties that are
encountered. The film aimed at highlighting the progress that was being made on women’s rights and to
challenge some stereotypes of Saudi women being oppressed by Saudi men (McVeigh, 2018). It caused
much international controversy, however, and was branded as propaganda, patronising and discriminatory
as it showed men encouraging women to drive and participate in sports, using the words: “Next to every
great woman, a man believing in her” (McVeigh, 2018). It is likely that the expectations of the West are
set at a much higher level than the gradual process of change that is taking place within Saudi Arabia; in
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this case, it is more probable that IO’s prediction of the current women journalists being role models for
future generations is more realistic.

5.3.1

Journalists as Role Models

The named journalists that participants in this study suggested were role models for them include the
following women. Halima Mozafar is a Saudi writer and activist, who actively encourages the
empowerment of women and has recently applauded the decision to allow women to drive; she states she
is looking forward to the day when a female will be appointed as a Saudi minister (Saudi Gazette, 2017).
In 2009 Mozafar presented herself on Al-Arabiya television without a veil, stating that Islam was a liberal
religion that did not impose on personal choices; at the time she was highly condemned by traditionalists.
Mona Siraj was the managing editor of a women’s magazine for 4 years, previously having been an
anchor on Lebanese television. She is now involved as a content manager in a media group dealing with
content and rights; these are both positions that she has earned on merit through her journalism skills.
Haifa al-Zahrani was photographed in military vest and helmet next to a tank on the borders of the war
zone with Yemen, showing that women could be feminists, fight alongside men and fulfil their duty to the
nation. This helped to affirm the concept that women were very much part of a nation that valued both
men and women, promoting women’s rights although only in the context of war. Nevertheless, this was
welcomed by many feminists particularly when al-Zahrani was publicly arguing to be treated like a man.
Others regarded as important to some of the women journalists had more feminist profiles, although not
all the participants in this study regarded themselves as having a feminist agenda. However, the female
journalists have a certain amount of interest in the movement as they can be regarded as employing their
rights to be recognised for their skills and abilities, not disregarded because of their misfortune to be born
a woman instead of a man. There are some prolific bloggers using social media to get their views out to a
wider audience and they are influencing women in defending their right to choose. Manal al-Sharif
claimed feminist approval when she was imprisoned for driving a car when it was banned, and then
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publicly uploading on YouTube. She has been praised for her stand against patriarchy (MacFarquar,
2011) and there is some debate as to whether her writings influenced the withdrawal of the ban on Saudi
women driving.

5.4

Empowerment of Women in the Workplace

The Labour Code of 2016 is not all against limiting the place of women in the workplace. It also shows
that thought has been given to the particular issues that women have, namely their role as mothers.
Provision is made for women to have paid maternity leave (Article 152), for her medical expenses to be
covered by her employer (Article 153) and, once she returns to work, for one hour per day to be allowed
for nursing (Article 154); this is regarded as part of her working hours. In many ways this is more
generous than in other countries and it shows the way in which cultural traditions are being immersed
with modern workplace practices.
Further to the way in which the role of women is being upheld, the law states that a workplace with more
than fifty working women employed must provide childcare and, if more than one hundred female
employees, must provide a nursery (Article 159). However, where there are such large numbers of female
employees, it is likely that the workplaces will be traditional spaces, such as schools or hospitals. There is
also reason to believe that such provision may already have been provided to enable women in such
professions to take up employment. There is no such provision where smaller numbers of women are
employed, yet it may be that less traditional professions such as working in the media may not be so well
looked after.
There is no longer a requirement for segregation in the workplace and employers can have women
working alongside men as long as they have separate toilets and a private lunch room. This seems logical
but in most companies there has been no provision logistically for this and the employers do not want the
added expense of restructuring their office space to accommodate a few women (Al Omran, 2017). It
means in reality that employers will not choose women on the basis of ability to carry out the job, but
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rather select a male to fit in with their working practices. Demand for women employees is much lower
than for males and in 2017 the unemployment rate for Saudi women was 31%, compared to 7.5% for
Saudi males (General Authority for Statistics, 2018). However, this has shown how the female workforce
is having an impact, albeit at the expense of Saudi men, as in 2016 the unemployment rates for women
were 34.5% and 5.9% for men.
Nevertheless, there are clear signs of progress being made to facilitate the empowerment of women in the
workplace. As Fatany (2007) argues, the role of women journalists is very important in raising awareness
and developing the potential of other women; she suggests that the media has the power to influence and
inform and this should be used in the interests of Saudi women being offered the same opportunities as
Saudi men. In Fatany’s view, this is needed for Saudi Arabia, as a nation, to take its place in the global
community; she believes that Saudi leaders have started their reforms and initiated a national dialogue,
but that it is now the responsibility of Saudi journalists to play their role. However, it was noted that,
although women in media was a very small percentage of the overall number working in this sector, they
still needed training to ensure they had a professional approach. Some of this training has been noted by
participants, although it is often more in the form of nurturing or mentoring. EK says: I was trained by
BS, a political journalist at the same paper; and NT states: I was trained by the founder of the newspaper
for 16 days. This is more on-the-job training, which was likely to be more beneficial for the newspaper in
terms of costs and of ensuring that journalists produced the materials they wanted.
There are areas that still need more attention if women are to be seen as empowered, as the participation
of women in management roles is very low. As the participants in this study indicated, there were few
opportunities for women to be promoted to leadership roles and, in the media, these were mainly limited
to women’s magazines. Even where women were in management roles, they were often not the decisionmakers, needing to defer to male colleagues. According to a report by AccountAbility and Glowork
(2017), there is strong social pressure for women to take up employment in specific sectors, namely
healthcare and education; outside these domains, women are more likely to be judged and it is not the
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norm for them to be employed, certainly not in any kind of management position. Whilst the policy of
employing women to fulfil the needs of Vision 2013 is well-publicised and is determined a legal
requirement, it seems that few employers are bothered about following such statutory requirements; only
1 in 7 Saudi companies are making efforts to comply (AccountAbility & Glowork, 2017). Because of
traditional values, it appears that many companies still resist employing females; additionally, as
mentioned earlier, it may be that many companies cannot afford the logistics of preparing a workplace to
accommodate the needs of a female workforce.

5.4.1

Educating women for the workplace

Education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has developed significantly in recent years, both for men and
for women. The Government has given this aspect a great deal of attention as it has laid a full focus on the
Kingdom’s Vision 2030. In order to bridge the gap between the outputs of higher education and the
requirements of the labour market and as a result of this unlimited governmental support, Saudi Arabia
has the highest ranking in the Arab world and 37th in the world in terms of quality of education in 2016
(Alwafd, 2016). This was reported in a report by the US News Ranking for countries, in terms of the
quality of their educational systems, based on three main criteria, namely the quality of universities, the
level of development of the educational system and readiness of students to receive university education
in the country (US News Rankings, 2016). One of the results of these policies and educational plans that
the state went through was to get Saudi universities to the status of advanced among the top 500
universities in the world. According to the classification of QS world university rankings for 2018, King
Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals in Dhahran ranked 189. King Abdul-Aziz University in
Jeddah received the rank of 231 and King Saud University in Riyadh ranked 256 (QS World University
Rankings, 2018). These three universities ranked second, third and fourth among the top 100 universities
in the Arab world. Nine universities were listed in the top 50 Arab universities (QS World University
Rankings, 2018).
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There is no doubt that the progress and the achievement of Saudi universities is due to the unlimited
efforts and financial support provided by the Saudi government to the education sector. According to the
statistics of the Saudi Ministry of Finance, the budget of the education sector in 2017 was more than 200
billion Saudi Riyals, which is equivalent to more than £41 billion (Ministry of Education, 2017). The
government’s firm belief in the importance of education, especially girls’ education, is one of the most
important branches of the development process, driving the economy, developing society and the success
of the 2030 vision. According to the statistics of the Saudi Ministry of Education, Saudi women
accounted for 51% of university education places (Alarabiya, 2015). Education in its various stages of
primary, intermediate, secondary and undergraduate level is free; the government provides free transport
and textbooks for both male and female students. The government also pays undergraduate students a
monthly cash reward of 1000 Saudi Riyals, equivalent to £200 (Nouf, 2016).
Over the last five years the Kingdom has expanded education facilities by opening more public
universities and a large number of professional institutes and specialised colleges. There are now 27
governmental universities and each university has two campuses, one for male students and the second for
female students, following the teaching of Islam which called for the non-mixing of men and women
(King Abdulaziz University, 2018).
Upon running a search on the official website for each of the 27 governmental universities to find out if
any of them has a programme in Journalism or Media in general, it was found that 10 out of the 27
universities have communication and media departments. All of these departments are under the umbrella
of a College of Arts and Humanities or a Social Sciences College. Two out of the ten communication
departments have been converted to independent colleges. Because the lack of information and data about
communication departments that teach female students, an email was sent to these departments’ chairmen
to find out when these departments were opened, the number of female students enrolled in each major
and the number of student graduates up until the end of the second semester of 2018. The following is a
brief summary of the ten communication and media departments in Saudi universities:
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1- Communication Department in the College of Arts and Humanities at King Saud University in
Riyadh opened in 1972. This department was the first to open in the Kingdom of Saudi and the
Gulf States (GCC), granting a Bachelor of Communication degree for male students only,
specialising in Journalism or Radio and TV or Public Relations (King Saud University, 2018). In
2010 the department opened admissions for female students for a Master’s degree, 19 students
were enrolled on the programme and they graduated in 2012 (Alsudairi, 2012). Eleven of these
students specialised in Digital Media and eight specialised in Electronic Journalism. In 2012, the
Department of Communication for female students was opened, awarding the Bachelor degree in
three divisions: Journalism and electronic publishing; Audiovisual and strategic communication;
and Public relations and advertising2.
2- The College of Media and Communication at Imam Mohammed Bin Saud University in Riyadh
was established in 1974 under the name of the Communication Department; at that time
admission to the department was limited to male students only. In 2011, it was converted to an
independent college, named the College of Media and Communication, consisting of 6
departments which are: Department of Journalism and Electronic Publishing; Radio and
Television; Advertising and Marketing Communication; Public Relations Department; Graphic
and Multimedia; and Specialised Media Department. The Faculty of Media and Communication
is the first and only college in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to award a PhD in the field of Media.
In 2014, Imam Mohammed Bin Saud University opened the Faculty of Media and
Communication for female students in field of Public Relations Department and Journalism and
Electronic Publishing. Two hundred female students were accepted for admission in the Public
Relations Department and forty were accepted in Department of Journalism and Electronic
Publishing. The college offers a Bachelor’s degree in 4 departments, which are the Department of
Journalism, Department of Public Relations, Department of Advertising and Marketing
Communication and Graphic and Multimedia Department. The college is expected to announce
2

Dr Ali Dabkl Alenezi, Chairman of Communications Dept, King Saud University, by email September 19, 2018
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the graduation of the first batch of female student at the end of the first semester of 2019. In 2017
a PhD programme was opened for female students majoring in Advertising and Marketing
Communication. The latest PhD programme was also opened in 2018 in the field of Journalism
and Electronic Publishing3.
3- The Faculty of Communication and Media at King Abdulaziz University in Jeddah, was
established in 1976 under the name of Communication Department in the College of Arts and
Humanities and admission to the department at that time was limited to male students only. The
department awards a Bachelor’s degree in four majors: Journalism Department; Public Relations
Department; Marketing Communication Department ( Advertising); and Design and Director
Department (Radio and TV) (King Abdulaziz University, 2018). The Department of
Communication at King Abdulaziz University was considered to be the first Communication
Department in Saudi Arabia to open the doors for female students in 2006. Forty-one students
were admitted to the programme at that time, majoring in Journalism. Forty students graduated in
2010. In 2012, the Department opened a Public Relations department. The number of female
students enrolled in the college at the second semester of 2018 totalled 564 students, specialising
in two fields: 353 students in the field of Public Relations and 61 students in the Journalism field,
with 150 students not yet specialising4.
4- The Department of Media at the Faculty of Social Sciences at Umm Al-Qura University in the
holy city of Makkah was opened in 1981. Admission to this department was limited to male
students only, similar to most of the media and communication departments in Saudi. In 2006, the
department began to open admission to female students for Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in
Journalism and Public Relations. The number of female students enrolled in the department at the
time of its opening was 89 female students in the field of Public Relations and 10 female students
in Journalism. This has since expanded and the number of female students enrolled in the
3

Dr Nasser Albaraq, Chairman, Journalism Dept, Imam Mohammed bin Saud University, by email July 31 st, 2018
Dr Abdulrahman Alhabib, Vice Dean Of Communication and Media, King Abdulaziz University, by email 13 th
August 2018
4
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department for the Bachelor’s degree up until the second academic term of 2018 was1025
students. Of these, 318 have not yet specialised, 626 have specialized in the field of Public
Relations and 81 students in Journalism. In 2014, the Master’s programme was opened in two
majors: Public Relations and Journalism. Thirty students were enrolled in the programme up until
the end of the second semester of 2018, with 24 in the Public Relations field and 6 female
students in Journalism. The number of female graduates from the department has been 160
students up until 20185.
5- The Department of Communication and Media at the College of Arts and Humanities at King
Faisal University in Alhasia city opened in 2011 for both male and female students and granted a
Bachelor’s degree in three majors: Journalism and Electronic Publishing, Strategic
Communication and Radio and TV (King Faisal University, 2018).
6- The Department of Communication and Media at the College of Arts at the University of Taiba in
Medina was also opened to male and female students in 2011, granting a Bachelor’s degree in
Journalism only. The first batch of female students enrolled in the department at the time of its
opening was fifty-three. The department now has 377 students, with 75 student expected to
graduate in 2018. The total number of female student who have graduated from this department,
majoring in Journalism, has been 211 students6.

7- The Department of Media and Communication Sciences at the Faculty of Arts at Taif University
in Taif opened admissions for male and female students at the same time in 2016, awarding a
Bachelor’s degree in the new field of Media. It is a relatively new programme. The number of
female students enrolled in the first semester of opening was 62 students and the total number of

5
6

Dr Enam Shuaibi, Deputy of Media Dept, Umm Al-Qura University, by email 12th August 2018
Dr Issa AlQaidi, Chairman Communications & Media Dept, University of Taiba, by email 30 th June 2018
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students in the department up until the second semester of 2018 was 138 students. The first batch
of students is expected to graduate in 2019/20207.
8- The Department of Media and Communication in the Faculty of Human Sciences at King Khalid
University in Abha opened admissions for both male and female student at the same time in 2014.
The department awards a Bachelor’s degree in three major: Strategic Communication, Radio and
Television and Journalism and Electronic Publishing. Twenty-six female students were accepted
when the department opened and the number of female students who have studied there is 600 up
until the end of the second semester of 2018. The total number of female students graduating
from this department has been: Strategic Communication, 70 students; Radio and Television, 9
students; and Journalism and Electronic Publishing, 6 students8.
9- The Department of Communication and Media Technology in the Faculty of Arts at Imam
Abdulrahman bin Faisal University in Dammam was established in 2013. Admission to the
department is limited to female students only. Initially it awarded a Bachelor’s degree in
Communication and Media Technology. In 2014 it opened a programme in the field of
Journalism and Electronic Publishing. In 2016, thirty-two students graduated and in 2017, fiftythree students graduated, majoring in Communication and Media Technology. In 2018, sixtythree students were the first batch graduating in Journalism and Electronic Publishing (Imam
Abdulrahman bin Faisal University, 2018).
10 – The Journalism and Media Department at the Faculty of Arts and Humans Sciences at Jazan
University was opened in 2009 for both male and female students, and the department awarded a
bachelor’s degree in Journalism and Media. The first batch of 101 students graduated from the department
in the year 2012 and the number of female graduates of the department, since its opening, has been 1159

7
8

Dr Ali Dhomian Alenezi, Chariman Media & Communications Dept, Taif University, 15 th August, 2018
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students. The number of female students enrolled in the department at the end of the 2nd semester 2018
was 1384 students, with 258 students graduating in 20189.
This indicates that the universities are expanding their provision for women in the media and it is
becoming more accepted by society as it is regarded as a desired career route for females, judging from
the numbers of women signing up to such courses.

5.5

Summary

This chapter has introduced some of the policies by which Saudi women are shaped and shows some of
the challenges confronting them in the workplace. Women journalists find it particularly difficult in
accessing stories they would like to cover as there are many societal restrictions. Although the issue of
gender segregation is one of the most significant challenges in terms of working on television, or covering
breaking stories at night-time, or of being permitted to interview celebrities, the participants in this study
found other ways they could make a difference. They were not unduly upset that there were restrictions
placed on them at work, although they were unhappy that their work was not valued financially in the
same way as for the males. Nonetheless, this was not an impediment to their satisfaction and enjoyment
of the job.
Parental disapproval was one of the issues that the women journalists had to face as media was not an
accepted profession for their daughters; they would have been happier with healthcare or education.
However, there were a significant number of parents, especially fathers, who encouraged their daughters
to pursue their dream and were fully supportive. Role models for the women were not always other
women, as they tended to see the worthiness of the work produced as being more important than the
gender of the author. These women journalists may be the role models for a future generation.
Although there are reforms that are gradually being implemented, these will all take time to be accepted
by Saudi society, which has its own rich culture and is defined by its Islamic religion. All policies are
9
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underpinned by Islam and this has created a conservative society that needs time to adjust to change. The
Saudi government needs women to enter employment to support the knowledge economy that is replacing
the oil economy and to realise the Saudi Vision 2030; the women journalists are showing how they are
helping to address this by being employed in a sector that can influence other women and show that
working in the media is possible for talented women as well as men. As the universities are opening their
doors to women, they are also introducing media and communications programmes that will raise the
profile of future women in the media.
The next chapter provides the stories of some of the women journalists and their perceptions of how their
lives have been shaped by choosing journalism as a career.
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Chapter 6 - Perceptions of Women Journalists

6.0

Introduction

This chapter presents the perceptions of women journalists working in the media in Saudi Arabia. From
the interviews conducted with the journalists, there were certain themes that were identified and it is these
themes that form the basis of this chapter. Exploring why women wanted to join the profession is one of
the first themes to be presented. This explains how these women came to be journalists and the
background they have come from, providing some of the experiences they have had working in Saudi
Arabia. The opportunities they have had as women working in the field show various aspects of the job
that have been open to them and the support they have had in developing these opportunities for
themselves. The participants then reveal their aspirations and ambitions as journalists. However, there
have been many challenges that the women have encountered and these are presented in this chapter. The
participants explain the difficulties they have had in the workplace and in reconciling their work life with
their family life.

6.1

Joining the Profession

Most of the participants in this study were aged between 26 and 30 years (35%), but the age demographic
covers a wide range of ages, from 20 to 55 years; their education range was from high school certificate
level to a Master’s degree in Psychology (see Appendix X). Interviewees were asked for their reasons for
choosing this profession and there were four main explanations for this choice; these reasons are in Table
6.1 below. From the number of responses, it can be seen that personal interest was the main motivation.
Reason

Number

Accidental

5

Encouragement from family and teachers

4

Personal interest

7

Talent

3

Table 6.1

Becoming a Journalist
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The desire to be a journalist evolved from a childhood interest in writing for some participants, such as DJ
and IO:
When I was young, I had a remarkable talent in drafting. I had an extreme admiration of reading
and skimming magazines and papers. (DJ, aged 25)
I always liked to write, since I was a kid. I have that gift of writing. (IO, aged 27)
whilst others, such as CI and GM, had developed an interest in writing when at university.
Since I was a Bachelor student, I had that love of reading and writing. I used to read and translate
articles from English to Arabic. I started with electronic papers. (CI, aged 40)
When I was still a student, I always liked to write prose thoughts, then I began to correspond with
some magazines, sharing with them my thoughts.(GM, aged 31)
Others told of their desire to be on television. However, KQ (aged 26) revealed ‘I have a passion in the
career of journalism, I love adventure as well.’ JP (aged 26) stated that she was ‘very interested in
following up on the news and all the events around me’, indicating that there was a clear vocational aspect
to her career choice.
The second main reason was that it was an accidental and not an informed choice. Two participants
declared that it was a complete coincidence that they had become involved in journalism, while another
was simply interested in the human stories she had read in a magazine. OU (38), who had studied interior
design, responded to an advertisement in a newspaper for female writers to write about design and décor.
Once she had submitted some articles, she was offered training to write about other topics and really liked
the job. However, EK (40) said ‘I didn’t choose this job, this job chose me. I was the best student and my
professor recommended I develop my talent of analysis by writing in economics journals’. Journalism was
simply an outlet for developing her ability in economics and finance.
There was some encouragement from family and teachers, which encouraged participants to become
journalists. One had her father’s encouragement as this was his area of work: ‘My father was one of
Okath employees; he encouraged me to join this nice climate of work’ (HN, aged 41), while another was
encouraged by a family contact. Praise from teachers was motivating and was based on the knowledge
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that these young women showed during their studies: ‘The head of the department noticed how
knowledgeable I was in politics’ (AG, 37). Journalism was regarded as a way of sharing their knowledge.
Alongside knowledge came another attribute demonstrated by these women; this was their talent. Skills,
such as their ability to write, were leading them towards a career in journalism. However, they also
demonstrated other skills, such as PV (55), who declared ‘I am gifted in photography’ and DJ (25), who
said she had ‘a remarkable talent in drafting’.

6.1.1

Experiences in journalism

The majority of the women did not come from a journalism background, with 84% stating that their
parents were not involved in journalism. Nonetheless, 16% of the participants had a journalist parent;
AG’s (37) mother was a writer. From their current experience working as a journalist twelve participants
had up to 10 years of experience, and one had more than 26 years of experience working in the field.
They therefore brought a wide range of experience to these interviews.
Journalism was not regarded as a financially rewarding profession by 78% of the women, although 11%
believed it was and another 11% agreed that it depended on the person’s skills. They were equally divided
about whether their own children should be encouraged to join the profession with 35% agreeing that they
would look positively on this, 30% saying they would not want their children to follow in their footsteps,
and a further 35% leaving it to their children to make their own choices. This indicates that the choice of
career for their children may depend on how much their mother has enjoyed her own career; however, it
may also be associated with the financial rewards that are clearly not as good as in other professions and
where the majority of the women felt they were not adequately paid for the job they were doing. This was
confirmed by AG (37), who told of the low wages:
You hardly earn anything in the first 2-3 years. You can post 4-5 pieces of writing, 100-150 Riyal
each at the beginning. When you develop your skills, you can post 10 pieces of writing. The
driver’s salary is more than the reward you get. (AG)
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AG said her son wanted to be a journalist like her but she would not recommend it unless the situation
improved. As FL responded, ‘If I was after the money, I would have left this job a long time ago’. It is
clearly a job that provides much satisfaction, rather than financial prospects; ‘my work is a hobby to me. I
don’t care for a high salary, instead I care for my success in this career’ reports PV (55).
It is not just the money that is an issue when recommending the profession to their children. Interviewees
spoke of how tough the environment was and consequently it was not one they would wish for their own
family to be involved with. SZ (28) said she would not recommend as it was ‘a very difficult job’ and RX
(37) agreed the job was ‘exhausting’. On the other hand, QW (26) confirmed she would encourage her
children as ‘it is an important job’. There is recognition in these responses that journalism is important,
yet at the same time it is low paid and very demanding.
In addition, there is not always much security of tenure, as that depends on the contract the female
journalist has. EK (40) explains that there are three main forms of contracting:
-

-

-

Piece cooperation: no work relationship between the paper and the journalist; there is a freelancer
who presents a material and gets paid. This regime is followed all over the world, almost most of
the journalist mainly in Europe and America afford living from it, and it’s fragmented for them
compared to the situation here. Because the value of material and picture presented by the
freelancer abroad is higher than that here. Here the value is little, that’s why they all don’t go on
with it.
Non-committed contracting: the paper contracts with the journalist without any financial
commitment concerning the social security or medical insurance. A certain salary is given such as
10000 or 8000 for males, and 4000 or 5000 for females, social security is excluded.
Formal job: that has insurance, fixed salary, incentives. Since I began this domain, I undergo this
form, except for the period when I was a university student. (EK)

As EK states, a journalist can be paid as a freelancer for each piece of work accepted by the paper.
Although this may be a high rate in Europe and America, the materials and pictures presented by Saudi
journalists is of low value. The second form of contracting is without any commitment on the part of the
paper; this means that males may be paid 8000-10,000 Saudi riyals and females 4000-5000 Saudi riyals,
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but the paper does not cover any social security. It is the third option that most would prefer: this is a
formal position with a fixed salary, insurance and other benefits of employment.
If they were not able to work in the journalist field, however, participants revealed the jobs they would
prefer as an alternative (Table 6.2). Nevertheless, many were adamant that they would not even consider
an alternative career, saying they had no choice but to stay as a journalist, or that they would just move to
a different newspaper. Others said they would simply retire and stay at home.
Human rights activist

Businesswoman

Fashion & design

Interior design

Human Resources

News channel/TV

Photography

Researcher

Writer

Table 6.2

Alternative career choices

From the alternative careers given, joining a news channel was very similar to the journalist job, apart
from having more oral rather than written content. The options shown in Table 6.2 also indicate the
specialist topics that the journalists have. EK (40) said that, although she would never consider quitting
her job except for early retirement,
‘I may go for private business. It’s hard to work with my specialisation of banking and business
administration but my previous colleagues are now executives’. (EK)
HN (41) would choose photography, but appreciates that her job as a journal photographer broadens her
scope, whereas JP (26) specialised in the field of human resources and that field still interests her.
However, RX (37) took a more pragmatic view, stating that ‘In the domain of media, you get to know
many people of higher positions and posts, so a journalist can get promotion to better jobs, rather than
clerical and routine office work’, indicating there were benefits despite the other challenges.There were
clearly a number of options open for these women and they had the skills to take up other occupations if
necessary.
Some of the participants would keep working at expressing their opinions through their writing or
increasing their knowledge on topics. KQ (26) said that she would never leave journalism as ‘it’s in my
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soul and spirit but if I had to leave I would resort to writing a monthly column to express my opinions’.
The quest for knowledge was strong in LR (47), who said she would like to work as a researcher because
‘I love to look for information, mainly in the domain of women’. This indicates that the quest for
knowledge and the need to express opinions, fundamental to the work of a good journalist, have been
very much part of the reason for choosing to work in the profession.

6.2

Opportunities for women journalists

Two thirds of the participants believed that there were few advantages for women in the journalism field.
Yet there were divided views as to the reason why they believed this, with some feeling there were
prejudices against their gender, whereas others thought they now lived in a more equal society and both
men and women faced the same challenges.
The participants who felt they were discriminated against, because they were women, included SZ (28),
who said: ‘we are still living in a male dominated society’ and OU (38), who declared:
If I wasn’t a female, I would have been given better chances, mainly in my domain, the interior
design, where you need to go for houses. Some women could prove themselves better than I
could, but in case of my environment, people are afraid of mixed societies.(OU)
JP (26) tried to find an answer for why men and women were treated differently, especially in terms of
pay: ‘it might be because he is the one to afford the family’. Although SZ still sees women as being in an
inferior position due to their gender, most of the other participants strongly refuted this and were adamant
that it was now a more equal environment and dependent on merit: ‘I think that having knowledge,
etiquette and culture are keys to good performance in journalism’, stated AG. Additionally, CI
confirmed: ‘
Previously, there were challenges, however, in the meantime, I don’t think so. Especially, here in
Jeddah, it’s an open society; female journalists can go everywhere and cover all events. There
might be some challenges in cooperation with sources, but they are under control. (CI)
Based on the age group and the number of years working in the industry, SZ, who has worked for 7 years
in the media, can be compared with IO (27), who has been in journalism for 6 years. IO feels that she and
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her female colleagues are chosen to cover important events because they are regarded as doing a better
job than their male colleagues:
I am asked to cover certain important occasions in the newspaper, not because of my gender, but
because females are more committed to attend the occasion from beginning to end, unlike the
males, who prefer the LBR news received on their emails. Based on that, the important coverings
are given to me or to my female colleagues. (IO)
Equally, DJ (25) has 6 years of experience and she also does not agree that there is any discrimination at
work: ‘I think that better opportunities go for efficient individuals. I don’t think there is any sort of
discrimination in this domain’. There is a sense of change in these women’s perceptions, and that
journalism is now a more equal playing field. RX (37) acknowledged that ‘in the past, men had the
priority in having better positions, unlike nowadays, both sexes could promote equally’.
The third of participants who believed there were advantages for women tended to think that tradition and
good manners meant that perhaps women were treated better than men in some cases, perhaps more in the
way of trying to protect them. This is clear in LR’s explanation:
Well, our society is separated, which has advantages as well as disadvantages. Sometimes, you
ask males kindly for getting the permission to get into a governmental institution. However,
female journalists cannot be sent to dangerous locations, so you may get some privileges, and you
may not. Generally, both genders are treated equally. (LR)
Overall, there were no women journalists who felt that men were presented with more opportunities than
they were; as DJ (25) noted, ‘I think that better opportunities go for efficient individuals. I don’t think
there is a sort of discrimination in this domain.’
Some issues are handled by males only, other issues are handles by females only. But
generally speaking, there is no differentiation between both sexes. Sometimes, I go and
handle a certain occasion of mixed people, other times a male colleague would do that. No
difference. (HN)
Yet not all interviewees agreed as can be noted by KQ’s (26) response:
I contradict the idea in our society that women may get better positions because of their gender.
On the contrary, being a woman might add some obstacles to you in our society, because a lot of
people would not prefer to see women moving forward, defeating difficulties and earning higher
positions. (KQ)
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Nevertheless, interviewees did feel that women had made a difference to the news that was being
presented. The majority of participants (79%) agreed that women have changed the news, although DJ
(25) still believed men and women worked on the same level of news. However, CI (40) thought that ‘for
female announcers it could be a matter of showing off, but for female journalists, it depends on the
personality of the individual’. Generally, the consensus was that women were much better at topics that
related to other women; these were regarded as being feminine and children issues. The reasons given for
this were because women understood the needs of women and paid more attention to detail, as IO (27)
elaborated:
Indeed, a woman can understand well the needs of women, and elicit their cases logically and
authentically. Unlike men, women give so much attention to tiny details, when such details are
raised; they widen the scope of knowledge. (IO)
Understanding other women was repeated by many of the journalists, although they were careful to
qualify this by stating they were professional and gave a neutral opinion. Yet they were clear that they
could write about certain issues better than men, because they were able to handle such cases ‘deeper and
more profound than a man’ (HN, 41). They mentioned this was especially so in cases dealing with
women’s interests and concerns relating to justice and the law: ‘Women can care better in the family and
child affairs, which is not wrong at all. Since our society is conservative, so women can discuss and talk
about their rights much better than men’. (LR, 47)
It was noted that women dealt better with humanitarian issues: ‘Women have changed a lot because they
handle topics from a humanitarian point of view in which the viewer and listener is closely touched’
(KQ). This was explained by some that a woman saw things from a more emotional perspective, although
any good journalist should still be able to distance herself from her emotions and present the news
objectively:
‘Women could be more emotional when handling humane issues. However, with self and
professional development, a good journalist should exclude him/herself from emotions and
sentiments and present the news objectively (FL, 38).
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The areas in which women journalists had the most involvement were not always their specialist topics
but they were seen by participants to be where women excelled. Having already given their views on the
areas in which women dealt best, the topics they actually were asked to deal with covered a wide range.
Feminine topics were only one of many areas where the participants believed women journalists were
particularly prominent and outperformed men; other topics included those in Table 6.3 below.
Economics

Education

Investigations

Politics

Social

Health

Sports

Current affairs

Local issues

Table 6.3

Topics where women excel

GM (31) said that ‘women outperform men in handling investigations because women love detail and pay
more attention to tiny points’ and a similar view was given by IO (27), who added that this was ‘in the
nature of women as they like to ask a lot and look for details’. Investigations were also said to be a good
way of being noticed as they were given important columns in the papers. However, the wide range of
topics shows that the women journalists are confident in their approach to work and are prepared to take
on all issues. According to OU (38), the only way in which men had an advantage over women was that
they could move faster to the scenes unlike women, who had to wait for permissions that could delay
them. There are opposing views, where the majority of participants agree that women can do better than
men in journalism (90%), and others feel that there is complete equality with men and women both
working together on the same topics and with the same responsibilities. Perhaps the response from OU
(38) sums up the views of the majority:
In journalism, women use their emotions and passion, unlike men who rely on their logic and
rationale. Women could outperform men in all domains. Women could write about feminine,
childhood and family issues, but men couldn’t. Men can’t write profoundly. (OU)
It was suggested that the areas where women excelled were likely to be in domains where men had no
interest, such as fashion and design (DJ, 25). In addition, there were still signs that the cultural traditions
of Saudi Arabia were not far beneath the surface as AG (37) commented that ‘the best achievements for
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female journalists are in radio, where faces are not shown. You know, our society is conservative, it
doesn’t prefer to see women with their faces uncovered on TV’.

6.2.1

Support

The support that came from others was an important aspect of opportunities opening up for women
journalists. Without initial support, they would not have been able to start their career, but once they had
embarked on their career, they clearly valued the support they received. Much of this support came from
colleagues at work but there was also acknowledgement that male chief editors, who were their bosses,
had been very supportive and encouraging; DJ (25) said her boss offered her ‘many opportunities to
excel’, FL (38) stated that her chief editor supported her ‘with his experience and orientations’, and IO
(27) declared she would never forget her chief editor, ‘who has great value in my life’.
It was also clear that there had been much ongoing support coming from families. Encouragement came
from fathers, mothers, husbands and children, even when they had their own concerns; IO (27) says her
father ‘helped me most despite all the life pressures he faced’. Fathers play an important role in the
support offered to their daughters, and this is even when their daughters are married. GM (31) reveals that
her father ‘discusses with me my achievements, he guides me’. There is recognition that journalism is a
career that has an impact on the family and this requires an understanding of the situation from those
around them, as HN (41) confirms ‘my children and husband played an important role in understanding
my situation’.
A number of participants noted that they had not received any support from others and they stated that
support came from themselves. JP (26) said ‘the first supporter is my own self, because workers in this
domain don’t have enough time to teach or train other new employees. The idea of godfather doesn’t exist
anymore.’ Other interviewees believed that it was their own hard work that had helped them most in their
career.:’Take it as a role; no one helps you, only your perseverance and determinations to succeed help
you.’ (LR).
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As mentioned above, there was recognition that male editors had helped young women journalists and
their experience and support was welcomed. The participants were asked if they preferred working with
male or female editors and the response rate can be seen in Table 6.4 below.
Working with editors
Either male or female

70%

Female

10%

Male

20%

Table 6.4

Working with editors

The women journalists who preferred working with a female editor was only a small percentage (10%) of
the total participants. CI (40) declared that she would ‘prefer working only with wome’n and HN (41) said
that she enjoyed ‘more privacy when dealing with female editors’. A slightly higher percentage stated
their preference was to work with male editors and GM (31) explained this was because they had a ‘more
comfortable attitude, unlike females who sometimes compete as enemies’. However, most participants did
not mind working with either male of female editors.
Various comments were made about editors, with LR (47) saying that she did not mind which gender she
worked with, ‘as long as they were intelligent and could help me develop my skills’. PV (55), one of the
eldest and most experienced participants, said she had found both male and female editors to ‘have a
similar level of thinking and good manners’. Having a professional and intelligent editor, regardless of
gender, was clearly the main objective, although IO (27) said she ‘preferred working with committed
people.’

6.2.2

Aspirations and achievements

Despite their low preference for working with female editors, the aspiration of many of the women
journalists was to be a chief editor. LR, aged 47 and with 30 years of experience in the profession, aspired
to be a chief editor and ‘be in a place where I could make the decisions, change the professional situation
of female journalists, and help them develop’. EK (40) with 20 years of experience had a dream of being a
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chief editor ‘setting my policy, ideas and ambitions without hesitation or reluctance’. This aspiration of
being a female chief editor may not align with the small percentage of women journalists preferring to
work with a female editor.
The experiences of the participants was shown in their aspirations to ‘see journalism in a better developed
position’ (NT, 30), or to ‘be equal to a male journalist in salary and position’ (FL, 38). At the same time
there were others with high ambitions: ‘I aspire to be the Minister of Information’ (GM, 31), and some
with more humility: ‘I aspire to be more talented in this domain’ (MS, 30). Others spoke of being a
famous journalist with their own column and being editor of a top-ranked paper so they could make
positive changes in society.
There were other ambitions as well, all related to their work as a journalist. Launching a new magazine
was one desire expressed by two participants (DJ and OU), whereas MS (30) wanted to gain her doctorate
so she would ‘be in a position to train other journalists’. JP (26) aspired to having her ‘news stories
disseminated widely’ but KQ (26) wanted to ‘write about a large number of humanitarian cases every
week’.
In their careers the women journalists had learnt a number of different values and these all helped them to
develop on their learning trajectory, bringing them closer to their ambitions and aspirations. The most
quoted learning was of the virtue of patience, which LR (47) said was ‘the most important lesson’ she had
learned and both RX (37) and OU (38) agreed with her. BH (42) added ‘perseverance’ to patience, whilst
EK (40) proposed ‘neutrality and tolerance’ in addition.
CI (40) had learned to be ‘diplomatic’ and PV (55) was proud of learning ‘the skill of decision-making’.
Other attributes were those of honesty and good communication skills to get the message delivered
accurately. Being able to keep to deadlines, good preparation, awareness and working on one’s own
initiative were further lessons that had been learnt, along with respecting the privacy of others. A number
of participants spoke of the challenges they had learnt to deal with, such as being strong and never giving
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up; GM (31) said she had learnt how ‘to deal with obstacles in my personal life in a more rational way,
instead of emotionally’, thanks to her journalism work. These were all lessons learnt through their
journalist career that had an impact on their personal development. However, KQ (26) admitted that she
had learned that in her country of Saudi Arabia ‘there are some very poor people who are deprived of
their human rights’.
In addition to the lessons they had learned that helped them, the women journalists told of role models
they aspired to emulate. Table 6.5 indicates that the majority have a male role model in mind, which is
possibly because the media has mainly been a male domain and there have been fewer females in
prominence. In addition, some of the women had earlier told of the support they had received from chief
editors, and they clearly valued this support.
Either male or female

29%

Female

21%

Male

43%

None

7%

Table 6.5

Role models

The participants were asked to tell of any story they were particularly proud of covering or any
achievement they had gained in their career. Winning an award for journalism was a way of being
recognised; LR (47) told of her pride in being awarded the Arabic Journalism award and said that after
winning this prize ‘people got to know this young 28 year old, successful journalist’. For most of the
others there were defining stories that stood out in their minds and made them realise they had covered
something special.
IO (27) told of how she had been covering a summer activities festival, which ‘everyone had thought was
a waste of time to be reporting’. However, she was attacked by a lion and her ‘report ended up being
headline news on the first and last page of the newspaper’. Recognition was important to these
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participants. HN (41) found comments about her photograph of children at the seaside both ‘amazing and
motivating’.
However, there were other interviewees who were clearly moved by the stories they had covered. MS
(30) told of how proud she was of a social case she had reported about ‘children who were dying because
of digging internal sewage channels’. AG (37) cannot forget writing about ‘the third Jeddah floods; a
young child was playing near a gas station that had a leak of oil and the combination of the rainwater
damage and the fuel caused a fire, in which the child was completely burned’. Covering stories that
involved young children was difficult for these participants, possibly because many of them were mothers
themselves. EK (40) told of her memorable experience:
I’m proud and honoured to have participated in covering the events of Intifada when the child
Mohamed Al Dora was killed in cold blood. The custodian of the two Holy Mosques ordered the
injured people to be transferred from Gaza to Jeddah by army aircraft at his expense. I was in the
hospital covering the event, talking to the mother and grandmother of Mohamed Al Dora; that
was unforgettable. We worked on collecting donations for them. Of course there are a lot of
interviews which I am proud of, but I consider this personal pride. (EK)
Events that involved doing something out of the ordinary also stayed in people’s minds. GM (31) spoke
of her pride in being ‘the first female journalist to share a helicopter tour with the civil defence ‘and PV
(55) also spoke of her experiences with the civil defence, when she insisted on ‘going down into a hole to
take photos following a firefighting incident’. These were clearly momentous events and these
participants were aware they had covered stories that were important. This was also shown in RX’s (37)
proudest moment, when she went into a jail to cover a story.
When the warden of the jail knew that we were journalists, she treated us badly and attacked our
coverage. However, when we explained to her that we are here not to criticize or harm any of
you, instead we are here to show the realities and disseminate to the public, she was convinced
and showed us how developed the jail was, we got to know about the orientation sessions, salaries
for prisoners, purchasing courses and many other remarkable points. Later on, the warden kept on
communicating with us to highlight other activities they do. (RX)
This shows that there is pride in being able to change people’s perceptions and to present stories that
indicate the progress women are making in the media. Reporting eventful stories, taking memorable
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photographs and being accepted as journalists were all achievements that made these participants proud.
However, it can also be seen that there have been many challenges these women have had to face.

6.3

Challenges in being a female journalist

Every one of the participants agreed that challenges were important, indicating that these women are
resilient as well as resourceful; as NT (30) noted, ‘I am the sort of person who likes to work under
pressure’. They were all positive about the challenges and spoke of them as being achievements, saying
that if you did not face up to challenges, you cannot achieve your goals.. There was special mention of the
cultural limitations for women in the media and AG (37) had a very feminist viewpoint.
There are many challenges especially for those female journalists who have their faces uncovered
on TV. It’s a male and Eastern society. Anything unfamiliar in society will be attacked at the
beginning. Imagine that a woman is driving her car in the street; there will be floods of criticism
for her action. Women in our society were shaped by a certain style and conduct, and any change
in this shaping will cause a noise. Once you fight and proceed, you will be like a warrior. (AG)
Particular challenges encountered tended to be quite diverse as all these participants were individuals
dealing with issues within their own domain. Relating to journalism, it was suggested that
‘communication with sources and checking the validity and accuracy of a topic were often challenging’
(CI, 40). However, FL (38) found that social media made this much easier, although she suggested that
‘sources gave their opinions on Twitter first so I then need to check that before asking for clarification’.
At the same time as social media tends to make sources more accessible, the downside is that it invades
privacy. AG (37) wanted to keep her private life private: ‘we have our own private life, so people don’t
have to know about it. Once you keep your privacy respected, you will also learn to respect the privacy of
others’. Yet this is in contrast to what journalists are doing when they carry out their research on people
and topics. Social media may have made this privacy into a public domain, as that is where FL goes first
to find out about her sources of information and, as she also states: ‘I don’t have private life anymore,
because wherever I exist, there is an important issue to handle’. She recognises that privacy is no longer
available: people make their private lives open to inspection by using social media and she, as a
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journalist, must be ready to accept this lack of privacy, which may well go against her traditional
instincts: ‘I’m from a conservative tribe’ (FL).
The attitude of family towards this lack of privacy was also noted: ‘My family refused to have my name
published’ (CI). Although they were wanting and needing recognition for their work, this was being
denied to journalists such as CI, due to family values and the culture of privacy. This was also clear in
DJ’s statement ‘I prefer to have those limits when dealing with others, mainly males to respect privacy’. It
is therefore evident that there are deep-held and traditional beliefs in these women journalists that cannot
be set aside when carrying out their duties as journalists.
Challenges were, however, seen as pertinent to personal development. JP (26) believed they were to
‘transfer individuals from one stage to another’ and OU (38) stated they were ‘important because they
directed and motivated people to do their best’: her own challenge was to progress and she was thus
motivated by challenges to get better and move forward. PV (55) spoke of challenging oneself at the very
beginning and she said this was what enabled her to compete with a large number of female media staff:
‘I was a lady with kids and responsibilities but I challenged myself to be a successful photographer and I
could do it’. Challenges were regarded as something to overcome and thereby help individuals become
more able to face other challenges in the future, both at work and in life in general: ‘overcome them and
enjoy the self-accomplishment’ (BH). KQ also agrees that ‘defeating challenges is such a great feeling.’
Nevertheless, there was acknowledgement that challenges could be difficult to overcome. GM (31) told of
the ‘misconception that when a female journalist succeeds, this means to gossipers that she is flattered by
the chief editor she works with’. Others noted that it was easy to be depressed and negative when faced
‘
with challenges: The most important thing is to order her life reasonably. I was confused and lost. With

time, I used to better organize my life and make that balance between personal and career life’ (OU) and
it was important to try and ignore the frustrating comments.
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One of the most difficult challenges for women journalists was the combination of a demanding job with
raising a family. However, these participants were very positive on the work-life balance, despite RX (37)
saying that it could ‘rarely happen and that one or other side would suffer’. Others felt that if you wanted
something, you were more likely to work hard and adapt to get it, although it did help if you had an
understanding and cooperative husband. IO (27) explained that it was not easy unless ‘you have an
understanding partner’:
Frankly speaking, a married journalist needs to marry a very understanding man. Unlike a teacher
or a regular employee, a journalist has to work sometimes during weekends, and extra hours…
sometimes I may leave home in the early morning and come back at midnight. That’s a fact, in
this exhausting domain; we are paving the way for the next generation in the domain of media.
(IO)
Family understanding was central to the women journalists in being able to fulfil their role and it was
acknowledged that working in the media meant you probably had no time for a social life as you were
always on alert, waiting for the next story. As soon as a story broke, ‘you had to be there as there was no
way you could wait until the next day to publish as it would then be stale news’ (FL, 38). There was
recognition that in many cases the family missed out at the expense of the job as ‘a journalist doesn’t own
his or her own time’ (GM, 31). This indicates that the challenges come from within the woman journalist
herself, as she may also be feeling guilty at putting her own career ahead of her family’s needs.

6.3.1 Difficulties in the workplace
The conflict with males in the workplace was one of the areas that prompted some responses from the
participants, given the cultural aspect of working in a gendered society. There was regret and frustration
in many cases and this was not only from the female perspective; CI (40) argued that it ‘was the male
journalists who felt uneasy at having a female journalist with them’. Even when there appeared to be
some form of equality between the sexes, there were still conflicts:
Concerning the salaries, there is no difference for similar posts. However, males are promoted
and given opportunities to travel and excel better compared to females in this domain. Female
journalists might work on themselves, continue their higher studies, masters and PhD, but in vain.
(AG, 37)
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AG’s comments reveal the difficulties that women have in trying to prove that they are just as good as
their male counterparts. When missions that were likely to be seen as more challenging came up, the
males were given priority. This was possibly in an attempt to protect the women, but that was not the way
they saw it; to them it was depriving them of their opportunity to show they could cover all stories.
Negativity came from all colleagues, however, as it was mentioned that there was a lot of jealousy
involved, especially from other women. KQ (26) acknowledged this: ‘As for female colleagues, I notice
their jealousy when I get promotion or motivation’.
Salaries were another point that participants found difficult reconciling themselves with. There was a
mixture of opinion on the level of salaries; some said these were almost equal (JP) for men and women in
‘

the same job: Concerning the salaries, there is no difference for similar posts’ (AG), others stated that
salaries were ‘very low’ (SZ) overall, whilst others declared that they received much less than their male
colleagues. ‘Unluckily, there is no annual increase or incentives… males have higher salaries and better
uniforms’ (HN). It was also pointed out that there was a salary differential between cities, even when
working in the same organisation:
Males in Al Riyadh have higher salaries that in Jeddah, and those in Al Sharqiya have lower
salaries than those in Jeddah, knowing that it is the same organisation. I know that work is more
and ministries are present in Al Riyadh. (NT)
Most of the participants were clear that they had taken the job knowing there were low salaries involved,
but they stayed in journalism because they loved the job, not because of the money: ‘I love this job, so I
don’t care about salary and incentives’ (DJ).
The social or cultural side of working in the media in Saudi Arabia was considered difficult as there was
nevertheless some prejudice applied to women in journalism: ‘Sometimes, female journalists are asked to
prepare a developmental plan. When it’s delivered to the next boss, he paraphrases then raises it to the
chief as if he prepared it himself. What happened to my efforts in planning?’ (EK). Barriers could limit
the work that women could do: ‘a female journalist is not allowed to work night shifts, unlike the doctors
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and dormitory supervisors’ (LR). The restrictions placed on women, not allowing them to enter specific
areas, or to cover certain events, or to interview males, were all mentioned as challenges the participants
had to face: ‘you ask males kindly for getting the permission to get into a governmental institution’ (LR).
These social traditions prevented the women from carrying out their job, in many cases, especially when
they were not permitted to be in mixed places. It was a point of frustration for some: ‘I mind for difficult
missions that are given to males, not to me. One time, I went with police to a poultry farm at 2 am, the
next day supervisor insulted me for this’ (NT).
This meant that women needed to be tough to survive in journalism, according to 88% of the participants.
GM (31) said that it was ‘very rare to find true friends in the workplace, so to be on the safe side, you
should stay an equal distance from all other colleagues’, and AG (37) agreed that women needed to show
their ‘serious and practical’ side at work, not the softer side they presented to their family and friends.
As EK (40) said: ‘People tell me that I’m different inside the workplace. That’s true, you need to be
serious, professional and very alert in your job. This domain is about responsibility and validity’. They
clearly take their role as women journalists seriously; it is more than just a job to these participants, it is a
way of life.
It was understandable, according to JP (26), that women had to be tough as they had to ‘cover events in
dangerous or threatening fields’. A woman should, therefore, ‘leave her personal issues at home or take
a day off’ (NT, 30). It was not possible for women to show weakness at work as the domain was so
competitive, but as IO (27) said, ‘you need to separate your career from your personal life’ and this,
according to QW (26) was in order for women journalists ‘to protect themselves in a masculine society’.
From their observations, they needed to be tough in their job because it was a highly competitive domain,
yet they had to separate their role as a wife or mother where cultural expectations were that they were
more amenable.
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Regardless of the challenges and difficulties they faced, 94% of the participants had no regrets about
being a journalist. They told of how proud they were of their achievements and the thrill of seeing their
name in the paper, of the support they had received over the years and how hard they had worked to get
where they were. As HN (41) commented: ‘I’ve been doing this for 15 years. Every year I say this will be
my last year; however, I don’t quit and every year I learn something new’. From their comments it is
clear that the women participants had encountered many challenges and yet they had continued in their
chosen career as they were doing a job they loved.

6.4

Case Studies

To gain more insight into the stories these women journalists tell of their struggles to become accepted as
professionals in their own right, a profile of some of the women adds to the understanding of their
situation. The first of these profiles is that of AG, a 37 year old with a Bachelors’ degree in Literature.
She describes her training as being on-the-job, working for a Saudi newspaper for one year and a further
four years for another Middle Eastern newspaper. Her selection of journalism came through accident, as
she was initially ‘working in the administrative section of the newspaper’. However, the head of the
department noticed how knowledgeable she was about politics, therefore suggested she might like to
work in journalism. AG wrote a piece and was praised for the quality of the work, and that was how she
started her new career.
It is clear that AG did have an advantage; first of all, she had a flair for writing as her degree shows. In
addition, her mother ‘was a writer for a paper and her uncle was a journalist for the newspaper’, where
AG had found a job. Her knowledge on politics, which had singled her out for attention, came from her
father, ‘who was a diplomat’. Nevertheless, AG would not recommend a journalism career for her own
children, mainly because the financial situation is precarious: ‘Financially speaking, this job is not
rewarding. You can hardly earn anything in the first 2-3 years’. That may not stop her son from
following in her footsteps though, as ‘he wants to be a journalist like me’. In many ways it is a family
tradition, with AG acknowledging the encouragement she had from her parents, especially her mother,
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and from others at the first newspaper where she worked. This would also be because of the family link to
her uncle who worked there, although, as AG says, ‘my father for sure is my role model’. One of the
stories that AG covered is clearly uppermost in her mind, even after 20 years.
When I was in Okath, I was in charge of human issues. Now in the Middle East paper, despite
working in the economics and politics department, yet I still care for the humane aspect. I can’t
forget when I wrote about Third Jeddah floods. There was a kid was playing next to a gas station
whose covers were broken. When the rain fell down, the rainwater mixed with the fuel causing a
fire. The kid was totally burned. I wrote about him with my tears without seeing him, wishing I
could get him some donations to go outside KSA for recovery. The next day his father called to
tell that the kid has died. I was very sad then, I went to console his family. His name was not
among the list of floods victims, because the government considered he died because of rain not
flood, so that was an accident in their perspective. When the news was posted, Prince Khaled Al
Faysal read it and ordered to pay one million Riyal to Omran, the kid. I then felt that I did
something for this family. That’s something unforgettable, that’s one of my success stories. (AG)

Another of the women to be profiled is LR, at 47 years of age she is one of the oldest and most
experienced, having worked in journalism for thirty years. LR has a Master’s degree in Psychology and a
Doctorate in Writing from Stanford University. When she was a student, ‘25 years ago, there were no
female departments except for Al Riyadh newspaper’. However, this newspaper did have a readers’ page,
where they welcomed comments from readers and this is what LR did. She came to the attention of the
editor, ‘who gave me a column to write’, specialising in investigations. She would never discourage her
daughter from being a journalist:
If my daughter has the skills and qualifications required for journalism, I would never stop her.
Instead, I will encourage her to go forward and achieve her goals. I am optimistic that the
situation of journalism is going to be better than nowadays in KSA. I will tell my daughter also
that journalism is much more fun than writing, even if I am a writer. But, in journalism, you deal
with people, the tools are more available.
Seven years ago LR had set up a media centre to train female journalists but ‘unluckily; trainees were not
very interested in the importance of training’. However, she has hopes that the universities opening up
degrees in journalism for females will make it into a more acceptable profession for young women in
future. She has noted the changes that have happened in the years since she first started ‘but this is
changing with time’. Her only concern is that some newspapers may give front page space to women
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simply because they are women, not because of the value of their contribution: ‘Are the topics written by
female journalists published in the first page? Is that done because the topic is worthy or because the
editor want to show that his newspaper have open and supporting attitudes towards women?’
LR would like women to be able to specialise in areas where they have expertise or interest:
Because we don’t have specializations, we end up with women of different inclinations. Women
who like the political domain are not given the chance to excel in it, just as the domain of sports.
Even that, some women had high qualifications from abroad the country, so they just need to
begin the job straightforward with no prior training. I am sure that in the next period, we will find
prominent female journalists in the domain of sports, social and youth issues too. I believe that
women should excel in their job, and get the necessary qualifications before handling any new
topic.
She is happy to be recognised for her journalism work, and enjoys investigating topics related to women’s
situations. One day she would like to be a consultant to the Ministry of Information, or even ‘be a chief
editor, I aspire to be in a place where I could take the decisions, change the professional situations of
female journalists’.
The third woman to be profiled is JP; being younger than the others at the age of 26, she has had a slightly
different route. JP gained a Bachelor in Journalism from King Abd Al Aziz University in Jeddah. Both
her parents were uneducated, so this represents a real achievement in terms, not just of being a female, but
also of aspirations within the family. She was always ‘very interested in following up the news and events
around me’. JP believes TV is the highest achievement for women, ‘because of the audio-visual features
and publicity compared to other means of media’. Surprisingly, she prefers ‘working with male editors’,
but this may be because she sees herself as equal and not limited to a career solely in a female domain. As
she says: ‘I don’t aspire to get the prizes as much as I aspire to have my news disseminated widely’. She
wants to be judged solely on her abilities as a journalist.
KQ shows that aspirations can be achieved, even though she too is only 26 years old. She has a
Bachelors’ degree in Sciences and Literature plus has attended a number of courses in Information and
other domains. Her interest has been in electronic newspapers and she helped to establish an online paper.
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In addition, she has established an electronic journal for the Ministry of Health and she works as chief
editor for this magazine. She also has other positions, being head of the female department for another
electronic paper, as well as head of department for internal communication management at the Ministry of
Health. KQ’s passion is in journalism and ‘I love adventure as well;’ however, she describes her
profession to be ‘in my soul and spirit’, which indicates why she is prepared to put so much of herself into
it.
This adherence to journalism is even more inspiring, given the background of KQ; she comes from one of
the southern tribes of Saudi Arabia, which is very conservative: ‘I belong to a southern tribe which
considers the women’s appearance in a mixed place shameful, and looks then at her family in a
humiliating way’.
However, she agrees that she could not have done all of this without her family and acknowledges the
support she has had from her ‘father, mother, siblings and husband’ in overcoming the prejudices of her
society. She also says that, although she deals with humanitarian cases, she has learned not to be too
.
emotional in her job: ‘you need to be hard and formal in your career ’. This clearly enables her to face up

to the jealousy she often encounters from female colleagues, who resent her promotion: ‘As for female
colleagues, I notice their jealousy when I get promotion or motivation. As for male colleagues, they may
misunderstand my courage and cross the red lines, that’s why I lost some of them in my career.’
There can be no denying her motivation and she declares her ambition to highlight humanitarian cases
‘My ambition is to perform 10 humanitarian cases every week. My prize is the prayers of those needy
people; their love to me facilitates all my obstacles.’
The final woman, whose story is told here, is 38 year old FL, who gained a Bachelor’s degree in
economics and home management, a very traditional area of study for females. Following her graduation,
FL went to work for a magazine where she had a clerical job and she has stayed with the same magazine
for seventeen years. When she was offered the opportunity of becoming a journalist, her job required her
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‘to receive and deliver materials, review only’. However, she was fortunate to be trained on the job by
some well-known female journalists, whom she regarded as role models. FL’s interests lay in
humanitarian topics such as women’s rights and ways of helping women understand these rights.
When searching for my name, you’ll find most of my topics humane, about helping women,
women rights. I was eager to let Saudi women know well their rights. Religion and government
give women her rights, so it is not accepted for women to be unaware of her rights. (FL)

She stresses that her motivation is definitely not money, ‘otherwise I would have left this job a long time
ago’. One of the misconceptions that FL wished to correct was that there is no difference between genders
working in the media:
You insist there is a difference in the situations between both genders which is not true. Here in
Sayyidaty, the same task is assigned to everyone; he/she who can get it will be brilliant. Whether
male or female, the good work that is performed right on time is appreciated and rewarded. One
more point, cooperation is highly important in our work, we are one institution at the end of the
day.
FL is now working as an office principal and marketing manager and she states her preference for
working with both genders, depending on what needs to be done:
I have tried working with both genders. I prefer to work with both, because situations are various. For
instance, if there is a feminine event, I would send a female journalist. I remember we once sent
Abdallah Oun to cover a story, he returned beaten with torn clothes. It’s hard to determine, but you
know. Men perform tasks fast, they may write 3 lines about the topic. However, women perform tasks
accurately and less fast, they may write 6 pages about the same topic because women have the
accuracy and professionalism in work.
She also notes that ‘we work in a team-working environment where appreciation and respect are
apparent.’ In contrast with some of the other interviewees, FL makes it clear that teamwork is important;
she finishes work at 4pm and others take over, as news on social media needs to be updated very quickly.
However, she does not feel this diminishes her role as a female journalist because ‘I’m in charge of
covering all the topics. Colleagues send me emails, I follow up all the topics.’
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6.5

Summary

This chapter has provided an account of the way women journalists perceive their job working in the
media. It has shown that there were a number of reasons why they had entered the profession, although
one of the main reasons was simply personal interest. Their experiences indicate that it has been a
difficult career for the women to be involved in and that they have had much support enabling them to
continue in this career. Despite the low pay, the women are dedicated to their work and are willing to face
up to the challenges they encounter. These challenges are varied, ranging from social disapproval to
limitations on what their gendered society allows them to do. That they have been able to succeed in this
difficult domain, indicates that the women have determination and are very focused; these are
characteristics that the women themselves note are needed for a female journalist. The case studies of five
of these women journalists give an indication of their determination to succeed in this field of journalism.
The next chapter provides the views of the male chief editors, whose role is to employ these women
journalists.
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Chapter 7 - Male Editors’ Perspective on Women Journalists

7.0

Introduction

This chapter provides further insight into the situation of women journalists in Saudi Arabia. Seven male
editors of newspapers or journal were interviewed to explore their views on females in the media. The
women in the previous chapter had spoken of their disappointments that females were not appointed to
positions as chief editors, as this position was reserved for males. In many ways this was not surprising in
a social environment that is traditionally male-dominated. However, in order to provide a balance, the
editors have presented their opinions on the work of women in this domain.
In most cases the editors did not differentiate between males and females and when it came to recruitment
they looked first at relevant academic qualifications and then how well they performed at a personal
interview. It was during this interview process that editors would evaluate the enthusiasm of the candidate
as well as their seriousness about the work. They also had the opportunity of taking young trainees from
the university and offering work experience, so they could make judgements on their suitability for the
job. This involved a three month probation period and the women would need to prove their worth by
showing their efficiency, their skills, and their ability to sell newspapers by contributing newsworthy
stories.
Females with good skills in English were always in demand, whether they came from Saudi universities
or foreign universities. Even more welcome were those with experience in the journal domain, as they
could easily be trained in the newsroom under the supervision of highly qualified journalists. However,
the editors were not prepared to let novices loose in the newsrooms and it was only after the women had
proven their efficiency and skilfulness in writing for journals, and showed the ability to draft and edit
news ready for publication, that they would be given any autonomy. Only then would they be given the
opportunity to be independent in finding resources and editing news professionally. It was, therefore,
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considered an apprenticeship when working in a newspaper environment and the women had to prove
themselves before being given any real responsibilities.
Another way of getting into a journalism job was through mediation, although this was simply an
introduction. The women still needed to have some experience and show productivity. However, it was
with a word of warning that the editors gave to any potential recruit; the newspaper industry was
notoriously low paid and there was often no continuity in the work as newspapers had to let employees
go, as they could no longer afford to employ them. Nevertheless, there were many applicants for a small
number of jobs and it was still a selective process. The editors explained how they had communication
with universities, asking them to nominate students who had the talent and experience to work in
journalism; they wanted to be able to take only the top graduates and there was always a lot of
competition for the positions.
In this chapter the editors provide their views on the characteristics they are looking for when recruiting
and which may be applied to both men and women. They then divulge the opportunities and advantages
they believe women have in the media workplace. In this chapter the editors are asked for their plans for
increasing the number of women in journalism, although it is unclear whether they think this is part of
their role. However, they do give their opinion on ways in which they consider women excel in
journalism. The next section discusses the characteristics the male editors want to see in their journalists.

7.1

Recommended characteristics

There were certain characteristics that editors looked for when recruiting women journalists, mostly based
on their own experience of what good journalism entails and the kind of attributes that journalists need in
the profession. Most of the interviewees did not differentiate between men and women, believing that the
characteristics of males and females needed to be the same. Table 7.1 lists the main attributes that the
editors believed should be present in any female wishing to choose journalism as a career.
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Courage

Good communication skills

Accuracy

Language mastery

Confidence

Interest in people

Creativity

Sense of journalism

Curiosity

Talent in writing

Table 7.1

Characteristics for journalists

The most important characteristics, according to Editor 1, were ‘thinking enlightenment and spontaneity’.
Furthermore, Editor 1 stressed that a good journalist, male or female, needed to be curious: ‘a good
journalist is characterised by his/her curiosity and desire for knowledge’. This meant they should have a
desire to find out more about things, to want to acquire knowledge, and to question this information in
order to clarify. He suggested that any potential journalist should be able ‘to ask six questions before
conducting an interview and writing an article: Who? What? Where? When? How? Why? Through these
questions a journalist can know the whole truth to be delivered to people’. In effect journalists were
conduits of knowledge, finding out about some event and presenting the full story to others. Without such
curiosity, a journalist would not be able to find out about areas that might interest the readers, therefore
they had to be prepared to ask the questions and not just accept what they were told, or what they
observed. It is notable that Editor 1 made no reference to differentiation between men and women
journalists. Whilst this may indicate a non-discriminatory viewpoint, it may also point to this editor not
being very supportive of women. He could have provided some examples, perhaps, of where women
showed particular promise due to certain characteristics they possessed, but he instead remained
objective.
Mastery of the language was essential for any journalist as they needed to be able to ‘express thoughts
clearly, simply and accurately (Editor 1). They should be able to use words to their advantage, be
creative and imaginative in their use of language; ‘language is like a musical instrument that attracts an
audience to listen and enjoy’ (Editor 1). Language mastery was important as women ‘had the opportunity
to engage in the females’ society and write about feminine things which male journalists could not write
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about’, according to Editor 3. Editor 1 describes language as a musical instrument and consequently uses
evocative language himself, which shows that he loves language. It is this love of words that can make
people want to read. Again, Editor 1 could have made more reference to the fact that women are generally
better with their use of emotive language and the ways in which their stories resonate with their readers;
this was in effect what Editor 3 managed to convey, by stating that male journalists could not write about
feminine things. Being able to communicate with the readership is clearly beneficial, as Editor 5 explains:
‘the successful female journalist has effective communication skills with the audience’.
Having an interest in people was a skill that was very much needed as ‘a journalist plays the role of a
mediator between people and what they want to know. A good journalist is the one who gets engaged
within people, talking to them, understanding their concerns and observing their action’s (Editor 1). This
indicates that having some knowledge of psychology and behaviours could be a very useful background
for journalists. Editor 2 added that ‘liveliness’ was another characteristic he looked for, which again
would imply that a more social person would be better at the job. ‘Although specific traits may be innate,
a journalist may work on such traits, develop and enhance them, such as fostering curiosity and language
mastery, and urging people’s concerns through his/her words’ (Editor 1). Emotion in language is
significant as it evokes a passion that shows the writer is clearly putting across an argument that means
something to them. Being able to make the story more personal, through use of language, enables the
readers to be able to relate to that story. This again shows the difference between Editor 1 and Editor 2;
Editor 1 implies that characteristics can be developed, whereas Editor 2 suggests that a trait of liveliness
is something that is already there when he makes a decision to recruit. Indeed liveliness is a trait more
likely to be associated with females than males.
Editor 1 also noted that ‘journal work is normally hard and tough, a journalist is expected to be able to
work under pressure and stress, and also he/she should be well-prepared for strong reactions’. There is
acknowledgment that journalism is not an easy option for men or women. A journalist ‘is expected to set
priorities in a proper way and perform tasks on time’ (Editor 1). This was not something that many
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women could readily accomplish as they usually had families to look after, therefore there may be the
suggestion here that journalism is not suited to women. There was no easy way of carrying out the job,
which was why Editor 5 determined that the successful female journalist should be:
The one who is intelligent, clever, well-prepared, fully aware of the topic or article to be posted,
able to develop her own style, has effective communication skills with the audience, valid and
accurate to be trusted and thus developing her strategies in journalism taking into consideration
the differences of the educational, social or cultural levels of the audience. (Editor 5)
There is understanding that the level of language used has to be appropriate for the readers and journalists
had to know this audience; however, in many ways this was where women could come into their own, as
they could identify with the women who read the news. However, this also indicates that these male
editors see the women’s role as being determined by a female readership.
A successful women journalist, according to Editor 2, was ‘one who could think outside the box, have a
good idea and then execute this idea in a professional way, taking into consideration any ethics that may
be involved’. This concern for a good idea was repeated by Editor 3, who said that women journalists
needed to ‘find interesting topics to write about’. The same concept was described as ‘having a sense of
journalism’ by Editor 6, as well as Editor 7, meaning ‘talent in writing and creativity in thinking’ (Editor
7). It seemed that women were expected to show more creative aspects to their work than the male
journalists. Editor 2 made a point of talking about ethical considerations, which indicates that perhaps
women were not so aware of these; in contrast to the men, they had less freedom and so needed to take
more care.
‘Courage and self-confidence’ were traits that Editor 4 proposed as being necessary in a journalist. He
also suggested that women journalists needed ‘continuous knowledge of news details before coverage’. In
the same way they needed to know how to research ‘the biography of the person before conducting an
interview with him/her’. Furthermore, Editor 4 believed women should ‘put on decent clothes’, which
makes one wonder if might say the same about a male journalist. A successful female journalist should
have ‘the psychological readiness to work with tough persons and work under pressure’ (Editor 4). There
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is no doubt that journalism is a difficult field to work in and the editors are anxious to inform that a lot of
preparation was involved in order to get accurate coverage. In addition, interviewing can be stressful, and
women journalists must be able to cope with tough situations. They must know ‘how to raise indirect
questions and get the required answers’ (Editor 4). In emphasising these points, Editor 4 seems to be
implying that women journalists may not have such characteristics.
Both Editor 4 and Editor 6 put ‘courage’ at the top of their list and it is interesting that this attribute is
mentioned in the context of women journalists. As in the previous chapter, it has been seen that women
face many challenges and that they must not be easily discouraged. The women journalists face societal
pressures and they are working in a domain that is not highly popular, therefore they must learn to
withstand the pressures placed on them by those who are critical of their work. Other characteristics
suggested by Editor 6 were ‘good communication skills, the art of speech with others and the ability to
trust people’. Trust was not a characteristic mentioned by the other editors, yet it is an interactive trait; if
trust is given, then it is equally likely to be returned. Interviewees are therefore more likely to confide in
someone they trust, they will tell their stories to a trustworthy recipient. Women may have the advantage
in this as they project a more trusting demeanour. If they can show that they trust those they are
interacting with, then that same trust is likely to be reciprocated.
The strategy for employing female journalists was disclosed by Editor 5, and from his comments, there
does not appear to be any discrimination in the way the female journalists are recruited:
When I was the chief editor in Saudi Gazette, there was a plan concerning the employment of
female journalists. First of all, females who have good skills in reading, writing and speaking
English are welcomed to join this domain, whether those living in KSA or outside it, graduated
from Saudi universities or foreign ones. Those females who have experience in the journal
domain are better welcomed. Then, such females are trained in the news room under the
supervision of highly qualified journalists for a certain period of time. When those females prove
their efficiency and skillfulness in the journal work and ability to draft and edit news to be
published, they are then given the opportunities to be independent in getting the resources and
edit news professionally. (Editor 5)
The desire to find out about things, in exploring the unknown and following up on events to satisfy their
curiosity were other aspects that were proposed. Editor 6 argued that knowing more than one language
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was a definite advantage as that meant journalists could ‘get news from various sources’. Talent and
experience in coverage, drafting, writing and editing were highly desired attributes in either men or
women, but women bring a different dynamic to the workplace and they can introduce aspects that would
not be present in an all-male domain. Editor 3 suggested this was characterised by their ‘liveliness,
commitment, skillfulness’ indicating their presence is appreciated in the workplace. The characteristics
highlighted by the editors are overall general attributes that would be expected in any journalists yet the
editors also manage to convey attributes specific to women journalists. The next section explores the
advantages and opportunities that are available to women in journalism in Saudi Arabia.

7.2

Advantages and opportunities for women

The editors were asked whether it was better for women to stay in Saudi Arabia and work as journalists or
whether they might be better served gaining experience in a more international environment such as
Dubai. Table 7.2 shows how editors were divided equally on this question. Editor 1 thought it would be
‘better for them to move and work outside Saudi Arabia as in KSA there are lots of papers that need
development concerning the female issues’. This could also indicate that Editor 1 would be quite willing
for women journalists to practise their profession in another country as this would mean he would not
have to deal with them in his own domain.
However, Editor 2 had contrasting views as he believed that ‘the opportunities for women’s work are not
related to any specific country. It’s open to catch the good hunt anywhere’. In other words, if a woman
journalist was good, she would succeed anywhere. In addition, he pointed out that ‘Saudi female
journalists are beginning to play good and important roles in this domain’ and that whether they were in
Saudi or outside the country, ‘what counts is the aspiration and a desire to achieve goals’. He was
therefore much more optimistic about the future for women journalists, especially if they had the
commitment and enthusiasm to succeed. In agreement with this was Editor 3, who stated ‘the work of a
female journalist in KSA doesn’t differ from that in other countries.’
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Should women journalists stay in KSA?
Yes

No

50%

50%

Table 7.2

Stay in Saudi Arabia or leave

The fact that women journalists can attract a female readership was highlighted by Editor 4, who stressed
‘the female journalist can handle feminine issues which have a large number of readers’. Nonetheless, he
also admitted that there were ‘some challenges when the female journalists work in the field’. However
much they try and work with males and females equally, there are still issues with the mixed society they
are operating in, which makes it hard for men and women to be treated in the same way. This indicates
that women journalists in Saudi Arabia may have to work harder than male journalists to be noticed. It is
not limited to Saudi women, of course, as women in most other parts of the world have experienced
similar discrimination and have had to work harder to prove their worth; this was noted by female officers
in police forces in Western countries, where they felt they had to work much harder than men as it had
been a male-dominated profession for so many years (Workman-Stark, 2017).
Editor 3 suggested there ‘are many benefits of hiring female journalists, including the ability of females to
get into the Saudi society and come up with interesting and significant topics to handle. Females are
generally respected, kindly accepted and appreciated in Saudi society’ .Good journalists will always do
well, according to Editor 5:
The good female journalist is required where locally or regionally. Unfortunately, the cadre of
professional female and male journalists is few, even if those distinguished journalists are
supported and have high salaries. And so competition in being professionally distinguished is the
strongest criteria in the sustainability of the journalist work. (Editor 5)
The women must distinguish themselves professionally, in the same way as the men, as this is the
strongest criterion for their journalist work being sustainable. In other words, Editor 5 suggests that
women must try and be competitive in order to succeed. Women often do not have the same competitive
aspect to their personalities as they are conditioned in different ways socially from men, but they must
show they are professionals by being distinguished by the work they do. After all, as Editor 7 confirms,
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‘we need female journalists in our society, just as we need male journalists. We can’t ignore the feminine
part at all’. Yet it may still be more difficult for women to gain the recognition they deserve when there
are so many limitations to what they can do and where they can go.
There may a ‘lack of professional and qualified female journalists, but the working environment could be
inappropriate in KSA’ (Editor 6). However, there are opportunities for women in Saudi Arabia as ‘women
generally care less about financial matters especially when they work out of hobby and desire’ (Editor 6).
In many ways this demeans what the women journalists are doing, saying they are not working for
money, it is just a hobby for them. As was apparent in the interviews with the women, many worked very
long hours and made sacrifices to carry out their job. For an editor to consider they were not really
interested in journalism as a profession, that is was something that simply kept them occupied, is
detrimental to the way in which women journalists are perceived by their employers. In addition, there
were many complaints from the women journalists interviewed about the disparity in salaries between
what they earner and what the male journalists earned. Editor 6 complains that there are not enough
professional journalists in Saudi Arabia, yet at the same time he seems to imply that he would give them a
job as they are cheaper to employ than male journalists. On the other hand, he also suggests that women
would be better served going to other countries. Whether they would then be able to return to Saudi
Arabia and be treated as professionals, who deserved the same level of wages as male journalists, is a
disputed area. There is no guarantee that they would be able to claim salaries at the same level as the
males, although it is clear that not all papers differentiate on pay.
Given the advantages the editors believe exist for women journalists, it would be expected that they
would want to increase the number of women working for them. Furthermore, the editors are clear that
there are financial benefits to them as employers in that the women journalists are not as concerned as
men about financial matters. However, it may be social constrictions that prevent them from increasing
the number of women in the workforce and it is clear they do not see women as equal in status to their
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male journalists. The next section gives their thoughts on strategies that may be put in place for increasing
the number of Saudi women journalists in the workforce.

7.3

Strategy for increasing number of women in the media

There were mixed thoughts on strategies for increasing the number of women in the media. This was
possibly because the male editors had not given this much thought before. Editor 1 suggested he could
‘communicate more with the female journalists and know their abilities’. However, this does not really
sound like a plan for increasing numbers, rather it sounds more like a strategy for retaining the good
journalists. There was acknowledgement that there were advantages in hiring women, mainly the variance
in the abilities between male and female journalists as this meant there was a good balance in the news
being presented. Editor 1 suggested that having women journalists consequently ‘increased profits’ due to
‘the variance in abilities.’ Women writing stories targeting women readers was certainly a good strategy
for the newspaper, if not for increasing opportunities for women. It indicates that Editor 1 may limit any
opportunities for women to participate fully in the workplace and cover stories of universal interest. He
sees women as being able to increase his profits as they bring in a wider range of readers, namely other
women.
According to Editor 2, ‘every paper has its own policy for running its female departments and
determining the number needed to perform tasks’. He argued that ‘the number varies from one paper to
another, but he did not suggest that there was a strategy for increasing female journalists. His focus was
more on the business aspect of having the right number of employees to fulfil the roles required of them.
This did not involve any increase in the females at the expense of the larger male departments, as he saw
‘no predetermined merits for female journalists’; he said his paper paid them similar rates. However,
there were more opportunities for males and promotion as women were restricted in the ranks they could
hold within the sector: ‘the merits could be less to females concerning the ranks distribution’, he
confirmed. As the female journalists had stated previously, they could aspire to being chief editors but the
reality was that only men were given these positions.
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Recommendations were made by Editor 4 for increasing the number of female journalists working in the
field. First of all, he suggested that ‘only journalism graduates should be hired’. This is interesting in that
it has not been long since universities opened up the journalism degree courses for women undergraduates
and many of the current women journalists have other degrees, such as from Literature or Psychology, as
seen in the profiles of the participants in this study. Such a strategy might serve to limit the women
entering the workforce as it would create an extra barrier. Nor does he suggest that this should be in place
for future recruits straight out of the universities, although even this might be a bit harsh for the other
graduates. If this strategy were to be put in place, it would mean that the women journalists already in the
workforce could find themselves unemployable if they were to apply for another job in the media.
Nevertheless, the new journalism programmes at the universities seem to be creating awareness and
interest, if Editor 4 believes recruitment solely from such sources would increase the number of women in
journalism.
However, Editor 4 goes even further, proposing that ‘a university or institute be established that would
confer a diploma in journalism’. This would give specialist status to the domain. Furthermore, he
suggests that there should be ‘an evaluation or initial assessment based on academic or professional
standards that would determine the level of journalists’; this would place journalists in ‘beginner,
average or expert’ categories. This would serve to raise the standing of journalism and show that it was a
professional career route. In this way more women may be attracted to the profession. On the other hand
it could also be a deterrent and result in a decrease in applicants. However, the concept is valid and the
thought of developing a professional accreditation for women journalists may well be a way of attracting
more females to the domain. It could also be a way of enticing more graduates to journalism rather than
taking the public relations route that so many seem to prefer. If it were to be regarded as a postgraduate
qualification, it could well add the additional training for the workplace that many young graduates may
need.
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For Editor 5 there were ‘no merits’ in hiring women, which indicates that it will always be more difficult
for female journalists to be employed by quality newspapers, such as the one headed by Editor 5.
However, he does stipulate that the number of women journalists could be increased:
The best strategy is to maintain the remarkable journal climate, whether in providing
distinguished training programs inside the paper, or providing opportunities to train them in
international papers and empowering the female journalists to compete others in papers like the
Guardian, New York Times, and others as we used to do in the Gazette. (Editor 5)
This indicates that he may find many of the women journalists not providing the quality work he requires.
It suggests that Editor 5 may feel that the women journalists do not have the skills required for
employment in quality newspapers. This may be due to a lack of good university courses preparing them
for the role; or it may be that women are reluctant to apply for quality newspapers where they may be
subject to more scrutiny. There is also a sense that Editor 5 may not fully approve of women journalists in
the workplace and may be suggesting routes that would lead them away from his domain.
In order to increase the number of women journalists, Editor 6 suggested:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Good cooperation with universities
Giving opportunities of training to the new female journalists to hire them afterwards
Increasing the salary and presenting incentives and necessary motivation
Improving the working environment
Setting code of conduct and ethics

Editor 6 likes the idea of giving training opportunities to new female journalists before making any
decision on hiring them. In other words, he believes that newspapers should be able to evaluate a female
journalist before employing her, and this evaluation should show whether or not she had the potential to
add value to the paper. Nevertheless, he was not above paying more for women, and he did propose that
the salaries of women journalists should be increased. This would also incentivise and motivate the
women and encourage them to be more productive, but it would also mean that more women might be
attracted to the sector as low pay was definitely a barrier. Editor 6 also suggested improving working
conditions for women journalists and setting a code of conduct and ethics for them. This seems unusual,
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unless he has had a bad experience with employing women in the past. He was the only editor who
mentioned a code of conduct, as the others all seemed to accept the behaviour of the women journalists
and did not mention any reason for needing such a code. It is possible that he meant this would reassure
the parents and husbands of the women journalists that there would be protection in the workplace for the
women. He did state that women journalists ‘are generally accepted by all parties, except by strict men of
religion’. At all times it should be recognised that Saudi Arabia is a religious country and that its rules,
regulations and policies are set within the confines of Islamic law. The fact that some religious men
frowned upon women working in journalism could affect the acceptance of many families to allow their
daughters to enter the sector.
There is much that is changing in the world and electronic publishing is becoming more important as
people are using the internet to read the latest news. The benefits of this are that they are constantly
updated, as opposed to printed newspapers, which are often out-of-date by the time readers receive them.
Editor 7 suggested that a strategy for increasing the number of women journalists could be ‘expansion in
journal departments and electronic publishing in the colleges of information and communication.’ He
also proposed that ‘trainings be provided in the departments of information and specialised institutes’.
This would be beneficial in many ways as it would allow the women to work from home, thus reducing
the costs to the employer. In addition, the women would be able to make contact digitally with people and
potentially get stories out to the public well in advance of other media. It would give an advantage to the
women and was likely to increase numbers, as there would be less disapproval from families, and from
society in general, about women working in the media and being exposed to mixed communities. Editor 7
also suggested that ‘merits are important and required to encourage the female journalists’. If given in
areas of ‘journal creativity’ (Editor 7), this would serve to encourage and inspire others, who would look
upon such women journalists as role models. It is clearly important for women’s work to be promoted and
for their efforts to be recognised as this would show other young women that they too could emulate these
women journalists.
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Despite the few women journalists working in the domain and the limited number who are given
recognition for the quality of their work, there do not appear to be any clear and consistent strategies for
encouraging more young women to enter the profession. This may be because the male editors still
perceive women as being able to access only a limited readership and therefore they only require a token
number to enable them to reach this readership. There is also an overall sense that some of these editors
do not fully approve of women in their workplace. Nevertheless, it is evident that there are definite
benefits to having women journalists in the workforce and the editors recognise this, as can be seen in the
next section.

7.4

Ways in which women excel in journalism

There have been certain benefits to the newspapers in employing women journalists. They have
introduced more creative writing into the domain and subsequently increased profits as the readership has
expanded. However, Editor 1 argues that it is in the ‘administrative works, news shooting in feminine
places, writing in all of the domains, designing the cover page for magazines and papers’. It is clear that
there are places for both men and women in the journalism field as males are unable to cover female areas
and females are unable to cover male areas; there are limitations on interviewing and only men can
interview men, whilst women can only interview women. Nevertheless, the fact that Editor 1 is
highlighting the role of women journalists in administration and in design may not be appreciated by the
women, who want to be respected for the news stories they produce.
Editor 2 reported that:
Female journalists have contributed to engaging into the world of females, talk about women’s
interests, concerns, cases which definitely help the decision makers to handle a lot of cases.
Women journalists have generally excelled at feminine issues in papers and magazines, related to
fashion, design, cookery, decoration etc. Female journalists are distinguished in the feminine
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cases concerning justice and law, charitable organisations, Ministry of social affairs and social
security agencies. (Editor 2)
It is clear that Editor 2 appreciates these issues being addressed and is satisfied with the reports provided
by the women journalists. This is probably because he is able to open up the readership to women as the
focus is more likely to be on areas of interest to women written by women. However, despite the obvious
benefits to having female journalists in the workplace, Editor 2 pointed out that they were actually more
costly to employ as they needed private drivers for transportation to get their stories, plus their medical
insurance was higher than males: ‘Some of the challenges are the transportation where private drivers
help female journalists in moving from one place to another. That is costly. Add to it the medical
insurance, low salaries, little in or out training.’ These additional costs served to put them at a
disadvantage when editors had to consider whether to employ males or females. It means that women
cannot be recruited on merit alone as there may always be underlying issues that create barriers to their
recruitment. Despite excelling in certain spheres, the women may be overlooked for economic reasons
and male journalists may consequently be the beneficiaries.
The female journalist has been a positive force, according to Editor 3, ‘because the female perspective is
more humane and emotional’. This editor also suggested that females were more ‘supportive to the issues
of females’ and were prepared to highlight women’s achievements, an area that may have been
disregarded by the males. There is no doubt that local news is something that women can make into very
interesting stories and this engage the local community, although this may be limited to the local female
community. Nevertheless, this is half the local community that would otherwise be ignored. Editor 3 also
stressed that ‘women excelled in the domain of localities and socials rather than economics and politics.
This may not be well received by some of the women participants in this study, who specialised in these
areas. It seems that Editor 3 has some preconceived ideas about the abilities of women journalists, as
there are many women who are skilled in areas of finance and politics. The difficulty is that Editor 3 may
consequently disregard any women recruits who specialise in these areas and not allocate them work that
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is in their specialism, thus depriving them of showing their skills and abilities in this field. It also
indicates that any women journalist working for Editor 3 would need to be exceptional before she came to
his notice as being worthy of covering such stories.
Nevertheless, there are many ways in which women excel in the field and Editor 4 claims ‘the quality of
news is better compared to the times before, mainly when feminine pages are activated’. Women have
changed the ways in which news is presented and there is now much more focus on humanitarian issues,
and so-called soft news about the family:
We can see more news about humanity, soft news about family, women’s problems,
unemployment, thanks to the efforts exerted in reaching women’s experiences and presenting
them from feminine perspective. Women are more capable of uncovering humane aspects
compared to men.(Editor 5)
There are some fields of news that men will not cover as they see it as women’s work and this means that,
if it were not for the female journalists, there would be a more one-sided bias to the news being reported:
‘some males are not cooperative with females and refuse the job of females in general’ (Editor 5). The
inclusion of women in the newsroom provides a balance and indicates the changes happening in Saudi
Arabia, where women are being given much more prominence. Coverage of women’s interests and issues
is now very important to editors, but it seems that that is as far as they are allowed to go. The women
journalists continue to be restricted to what the male editors believe is their feminine domain.
Although he agrees that ‘women can excel at anything, just as the male journalists’, Editor 7 argues that
‘some female journalists could get into the world of journalism efficiently. They could achieve their goals,
but they are few.’ He declares that they can excel in areas ‘such as writing the news and investigations’,
but they are not prominent enough to make a difference. Editor 7 states it is ‘social traditions’ that have
had the greatest impact on women journalists, mainly because they are often prevented from doing their
jobs by, for example, not being able to be ‘in mixed places’. This means they cannot fulfil their role and
make the most of their skills and abilities. However, as some of the other editors show, the women
journalists are making a difference by reporting on areas of interest to women; not all women journalists
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can gain wide recognition for their work but some do, while the others carry out their job efficiently.
There is no indication that the editors are unhappy with the work produced by the women journalists; on
the contrary, they are satisfied that they are gaining new and valued readership in the shape of women
readers.
Nevertheless, there are always social and political forces in play when it comes to the employment of
women in Saudi Arabia. The social aspect means that women cannot be sent to cover a wide range of
stories that may be of interest to a wide readership. The news that women produce is often limited to a
female readership only. This makes the women of limited use in a busy newsroom, where journalists may
be needed to cover stories at short notice. Women may then also need to call upon a driver to take them to
the source and they may also need to be accompanied by a male. In terms of political pressures, the
editors have been appointed by the state and they do not want to upset the status quo, as their funding
depends on it. They may therefore pay lip service to the employment of women, and there is no doubt that
they value having a limited number in their workforce. However, this does not mean that they welcome
more women into the domain.

7.5

Summary

This chapter has shown how there are many challenges to being a women journalist in Saudi Arabia. The
male editors have given their views on the characteristics they expect to see in the journalists they
employ, although they do not differentiate between males and females. Journalism requires a certain kind
of person and the editors would be looking for those whose language was very good and who showed
extremely high communication skills; confidence was also desirable and language, communication skills
and self-confidence could all be ascertained at an interview. However, that was not enough to indicate
that the female journalist would be effective and productive in the workplace, therefore editors also
looked for courage, accuracy, creativity, curiosity, an interest in people and talent in writing.
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Advantages in employing female journalists seemed to be mainly focused on the ways in which women
could access other females and gain stories that the males could not. This means that female journalists
could engage with other females and thus expand the readership of a newspaper, given that half the
readership was then likely to be feminine. The way in which feminine issues were handled enhanced the
sales of the newspaper and accordingly brought in more profits. However, there were also
acknowledgements that women provided more accurate and valid information, and they were patient in
waiting to get their stories.
Editors contrasted in their views on whether female journalists should seek opportunities outside Saudi
Arabia. Some believed that they should learn from the international exposure they would gain outside the
country, whilst others said that good journalists would do well, wherever they were. Nonetheless, some
felt that the limitations of working in Saudi Arabia meant that female journalists were not able to show
their full abilities. This ambivalence was also seen in the editors’ ideas on how the number of women
journalists could be increased. Some seemed to feel that this was outside their control as it was not a
government directive, whilst others suggested more training was required and only journalism graduates
should be eligible to work in the media. On a more practical note, the editors recommended raising
salaries for women and expanding areas of electronic publishing, where women would not be so restricted
by social conventions.
Women were regarded as excelling in all areas to do with feminine issues and often the editors saw this as
very valuable to them as it increased their readership significantly. This was clearly beneficial to the
newspaper as it meant they could engage with female readers, which was something they could not
manage with the male journalists. There were attractions in employing female journalists to bring in the
extra readership, yet there was also caution in the way that the editors spoke of the extra costs involved in
employing women. These costs came from paying for transportation for women to fulfil their reporting
duties, for maternity costs and for ensuring there were specific places where women could work in the
workplace without mixing with the males.
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The next chapter discusses the issues and challenges raised by both editors and the women journalists.
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Chapter 8 - Discussion and Conclusion

8.0

Introduction

This chapter discusses the perceptions of the women journalists and those of newspaper editors regarding
the environment within which the women are working. There have been few studies on the position of
these journalists and the available ones tend to have focused on how women are marginalised in the
media; few women are working in this sector and its importance in understanding the role of women in
Saudi Arabia may not have been fully recognised. It is not just the women journalists and their positions
in a male-dominated society, but the messages they are conveying to other women through their writings.
This has special significance in light of the government’s focus on Vision 2030, which is to ensure all
women have a role to play in developing the Saudi knowledge economy. Women make up half the
potential working population in Saudi Arabia, therefore it is important that they are included in
contributing to the economy of the country. This goes against many of the cultural traditions, where
women stayed within the family domain and were not expected to have role outside the family home.
Saudi women are therefore breaking away from cultural expectations as the government faces the
challenge of preparing a workforce that meets the future needs of the country.
The study was developed within a feminist framework, specifically Islamic feminism. Although it is
commonly believed in Western circles that women in Arab countries, such as Saudi Arabia, are defined
by a religion that imposes strict codes on them, the women journalists in this study have shown this not to
be the case. They have not in any way defied the rules of their religion, they have kept strictly to the
codes and values they believe in. Islamic feminists tend to believe that the Islamic laws have been
wrongly interpreted (Al-Rasheed, 2013) and the women in this study provide evidence that women
journalists are as able as their male counterparts in producing quality work and holding down a
responsible job. The women are not challenging Islam, they are challenging the social structures that have
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been established a tradition where women are valued solely for their contribution to family life. There are
signs that women such as these journalists are gradually changing the well-established traditions: for
example, the criminalisation of domestic abuse and the lifting of the ban on women driving. In the stories
of these women journalists it can be seen that they are embracing the principles of Islamic feminism
(Fawcett, 2013) by seeking an inclusive environment that recognises the different roles of men and
women.
The aim of this study was to explore the position of women, with a focus on those working in the media.
In order to gain a full perspective of the subject, the male editors were also surveyed, so that their
perceptions of the women journalists working for them could be voiced. Furthermore, the policies in
Saudi Arabia that related to women at work were also reviewed in order to provide some context to the
working environment for females; this has been a gender-segregated environment, therefore there are a
number of challenges, as this chapter discusses.
There were specific research questions that this study set out to answer and these were as follows:
RQ1. How do women journalists perceive their role within their media organisations and society as a
whole?
RQ2. How do male editors perceive the role of women in media?
RQ3. To what extent do policies in Saudi Arabia promote women’s access to journalism?
RQ4. What are the challenges facing women in their choice of journalism as a profession?
These questions have been answered by reviewing gender and the media through an Islamic lens, by
analysing the regulations under which Saudi women journalists are employed, and by evaluating the
challenges that face Saudi females working in the media. The chapter then discusses the limitations to this
study and makes recommendations for further studies.
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8.1

Gender and the Media

Participants in this study found that gender segregation prevented them from aspiring to positions in the
media where they would have a more significant role as influencers. In today’s world the visual impact of
television has more power than the radio. The women, however, are not encouraged to present on
television because the conservative Saudi society, as AG noted, preferred not to see women with
uncovered faces. In addition, Saudi television is censored, especially with regard to the portrayal of
women, so any broadcast relating to women would be scrutinised. Nevertheless, progress is being made.
In September 2018 the state-sponsored national channel Saudi TV broadcast their evening news bulletin
with Weam Al Dakheel, a female anchor, presenting the news (The National, 2018). This was widely
applauded by other broadcasters and shows that the opportunities for Saudi women in the media may be
starting to expand. Much of this is due to the reforms being brought in by the Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman, who has been instrumental in trying to improve the status of women in order to comply with
international laws on human rights. He also sees the value of women in the workforce, who will be the
driving force behind the success of Vision 2030.
At the same time, the anomaly is that a female TV presenter was being investigated for violating the dress
code for women. Whilst reporting on the recent lifting of the ban on women driving in Saudi Arabia,
Shireen al-Rifaie’s abaya blew open and revealed her clothes underneath (BBC, 2018). This was regarded
as being against the Sharia laws that require women to wear clothing regarded as decent; in most cases,
this would imply the abaya, which is a loose-fitting, full-length covering that hides a woman’s shape from
view. As soon as one victory is marked up, another pitfall awaits; al-Rifaie was reporting on women
being allowed to drive in the country for the first time, which was a remarkable landmark, yet an
inadvertent malfunction in her otherwise respectable and respectful clothing allowed her report to be
overshadowed. Women’s clothing is defined by their gender, as their bodies must be covered from the
view of unrelated males; they must always be completely circumspect when in public and ensure that no
part of their body can be seen. Unfortunately for al-Rifaie, the clothing she was wearing under her abaya
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did not convey full coverage, and consequently there were accusations against her of being naked; in any
other society the clothes that were revealed would have been regarded as perfectly normal.
That does not detract from the overall progress that is being made in the media sector. Although there are
conservative groups with strongly held views, claiming that the West is trying to influence Saudi women
with ideas of liberation, there are equally other groups that encourage the freedom of women from many
of the restrictions placed on them. It is interesting that the women participants in this study did not
consider restrictions as being limitations and indeed believed that both genders were treated equally. This
may be due to the conditioning the women have had all their lives that makes them believe they hold a
special place in their society. However, it resonates with Islamic feminism, which looks for a just society
for both men and women, whose roles in life may be different. Islamic law makes it clear that men and
women should be treated equally, but interpretations of the law have placed women in a position where
they are seen as more vulnerable and in need of male protection. Women accept lower wages than men as
they understand that a man needs to earn money to keep a family, for example, because a girl’s duty in
life was to be a good housewife and mother (Alireza, 1987).
The education of women has, consequently, been shaped by the precept that their role is to nurture, so any
possible career choice would be directed to vocations such as teaching and nursing (Alireza, 1987). Until
quite recently, there was a very limited choice of education and training for girls but in 2018 women
accounted for over half the university places. Given this expansion in female students, there were also
calls for more choice of programmes and the number of university courses included media and
communication programmes open for female applicants. The first media department that admitted female
students was Al-Qura University in 2006 with a total of 99 enrolments; in 2018 there were 1025
undergraduates and 30 on a Master’s programme. Although the majority of women tend to opt for public
relations, a significant number are now showing interest in journalism. This indicates that media is
becoming more socially acceptable as a career choice for women, and Saudi education policies are aiding
this growth.
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Nevertheless, there are many challenges in trying to change social conditioning. One example of this is
the case of Rania Al Baz, who was a well-known presenter on the state-run Channel One. After a trivial
domestic argument, her husband attacked her, beating her up so badly that she was given just a 70%
chance of survival (BBC News, 2004). Because of her high profile status, she was able to publicise her
story and her beaten face was shown around the world, encouraging debate on domestic violence.
Although she had much support, there were also those who suggested that a woman should not have been
working on television and she should never have betrayed her husband by publicising her story (The
Guardian, 2005). When she wanted to return to her job, she found that public opinion was against her and
she became a social outcast. Even though she had full justification for challenging the culture of violence,
Saudi society found it hard to accept the way she had used her position to disclose an event regarded as
being protected by family privacy boundaries. High expectations are placed on women to conform to
social conventions (Naser, 2004). This may also be an indication of why there are mixed feelings about
female family members working in the media. Families are aware of how even high-profile women
working in the media can be marginalised by society, if they are perceived as behaving in a way that
contravenes social expectations.
The struggle to gain acceptance in the world of media is partly to blame for the underrepresentation of
women journalists in Saudi Arabia. Despite the plethora of university degree courses now catering to the
needs of women in media, the majority of female graduates choose to follow a career pathway in public
relations and do not select the media route. Public relations means that the women will be able to hide
behind someone else, not put themselves to the fore; they will be working behind the scenes and their
names will not be publicised. Participants in this study told of how their families did not want them to
publish under their own names. This was to protect the family name as some families were concerned it
would bring shame upon them to have it known their daughter was working in a sector that did not avoid
genders mixing.
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Nevertheless, it is enlightening that AG sees gender as not being an issue in terms of the media, as outputs
depend on professionalism of the writers and are not determined by gender; but she notes that females are
not always given the opportunities that would lead to them having higher aspirations.
It is the professionalism of work that determines the good performance, not the gender. However, I
want by Allah’s permission to change the way female journalists are treated. I have a limitless
ambition. Why don’t we see females in the posts of chief editors or editing managers? Why can’t they
have independent voices and leadership roles? It is not acceptable for the female journalists to stay
locked within their offices. When male journalists write topics, they have permission to follow up
their topics in the printing press, unlike female journalists who follow up their materials with the
audience, due to the restrictions of mixing in society. Moreover, the Ministry of Information is highly
recommended to conduct training seminars and sessions for the professional female journalists, not
only for the beginners. It’s our right to travel to other countries and see how other international papers
are running, such as the Washington Post. I think when females get posts in the Ministry of
Information, things will positively change. Contrary to male journalists, the female journalists work
in this domain for a few years then leave because they are not given any opportunities for professional
development. (AG)
The questions that AG asks are legitimate for a professional to ask, and it is clear that AG does have
ambitions. However, there are already women in chief editor positions. In 2014 Somayya Jabarti was
appointed chief editor of the Saudi Gazette, which was a significant achievement as she was the first
female to be promoted to the position (The Guardian, 2014). To gain such recognition, Jabarti showed she
was exceptional and deserved the approbation. She had over ten years of experience as a women
journalist before being appointed, worked as a Deputy-in-Chief of English publications in Saudi Arabia
and was the only Saudi reporter covering the 2011 revolution in Egypt (Debusmann, 2016). Furthermore,
Jabarti states that women are making a difference in the media and her own position indicates that women
are not prevented from top positions. AG talks of women being locked in their offices, but it is clear that
Jabarti did not get to her position from within an office environment; she went out to show she could
compete on an equal basis with the male journalists. It is also noted that Saudi male journalists did not
make the effort to report on the uprising in Egypt, despite it being a more typically male topic. Jabarti did
not confine herself to a female domain, although the participants in this study tend to focus on areas they
consider to be of interest to women. By breaking away from the reporting of feminine-related topics,
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Jabarti was able to get herself noticed and this placed herself where she could be recognised for her
journalist abilities.
There are many ways in which women in the media are being promoted, indicating the progress that is
being made. In September 2018 it was announced that the first all-female media and public relations
company was being established in Makkah, with a view to serving pilgrims; the role of the women
journalists will be to provide journalistic content and communicate with women’s media outlets (AlThaqafi, 2018). It indicates that the role of women in media is recognised and appreciated. Although it
may be within the female domain, it resonates with the concept of Islamic feminism, and highlights the
empowerment of women that is occurring in unexpected places.
Furthermore, women can apply to work in other countries. When the male editors were asked whether
they felt the women journalists should gain experience in Dubai or in Saudi Arabia, they were equally
divided. Although one suggested there may be more opportunities outside Saudi Arabia, another
cautioned that it was a competitive world. He argued that the main criterion for any journalist, whether
local or international, was their record of professional work. Others agreed, saying that the work of
female journalists would be the same, whichever country they worked in; another editor stated that female
journalists were beginning to play an important role in Saudi Arabia and the opportunities were there for
them. This reinforces the belief that the quality of their work is more important than gender and that the
good journalists will make their name well-known, whether they are male or female. However, this
contradicts AG’s perception that female journalists are not as well treated as their male colleagues.
A further point that AG made was related to training and professional development. In all professions it is
accepted that change means updating of skills and journalism is no exception. From AG’s comments it
seems that training is provided for new entrants but these are the ones who may well have benefited from
access to the required skills in their university courses. The women needing their skills to be updated may
be those like AG, who left university with an unrelated degree. Furthermore, there have been many
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advances in technology in the past few years and the speed of change makes it more necessary for the
enhancement of existing skills; such professional development courses should involve areas such as IT
and digital skills, quality control and fact checking, time management and communication (Spilsbury,
2014). Although they may have basic journalist skills, which are regarded as the ability to write well,
curiosity and skills to communicate effectively (Spilsbury, 2014), in the age of social media there are
more expectations of a professional journalist. There is, therefore, reason to believe that professional
development training would raise the skills levels of the women journalists; the experience of women
who have been working in the media is important and this may reduce the attrition rate of these
journalists, as AG suggests.
If the Saudi government had the resolve to support women working in the media, the Ministry of Culture
and Media and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs could initiate a campaign to try and change the
negative stereotypes of women working in the media. If further supported by more religious leaders, this
would facilitate the acceptance of families for their daughters and wives to work in this important
profession. With the backing of Saudi leaders, families would begin to understand that women working in
the media are role models who can make a very positive and significant contribution to society. The
strategic positioning of women for the success of Vision 2030 has begun to take shape in the reforms
permitting women to drive, laws criminalising domestic violence and the flexibility of some of the dress
codes for women in the drive to increase women’s participation in the workforce from twenty-two per
cent to thirty per cent. Vision 2030 states clearly:
Our economy will provide opportunities for everyone – men and women, young and old – so they
may contribute to the best of their abilities. We will place a renewed emphasis on lifelong training
and we will seek to make the most of the potential of our workforce by encouraging a culture of high
performance. Saudi women are yet another great asset. With over 50 percent of our university
graduates being female, we will continue to develop their talents, invest in their productive
capabilities and enable them to strengthen their future and contribute to the development of our
society and economy. (Vision 2030, nd)
This indicates that women play a vital role in the future economy of Saudi Arabia but there is still some
way to go before they are fully integrated into the workforce. In order to be productive they must benefit
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from the lifelong training that is proposed in the vision. Attending training courses and workshops would
open up new opportunities for women as it would enable them to exchange ideas and network with other
women. Although some of the participants have expressed concern about other women being jealous and
competitive, it would be more beneficial for women in general to work together to support each other,
recognising the strengths of other women. Studies have suggested that ways of moderating these feelings
of envy and jealousy involve women not comparing themselves to colleagues and not feeling threatened
by loss (Buunk et al, 2012). It appears from participants’ responses that many have a sense that they need
to get stories before their colleagues in order to validate their position. They feel a need to compete,
which may be an indication of their lack of confidence in their own value, although MS acknowledged
that women should be more cooperative and share information with colleagues. However, it does show
the challenges that are facing some women, as GM advises keeping a distance between oneself and
colleagues as she believes it is extremely rare to find friendship in the media workplace.
Whereas there may be excellent reasons for wanting to get women contributing to the workforce, there is
also concern that many women may be undermined by the position they have held in Saudi society for so
long; as RX admits, they are not used to a mixed duties environment. Confidence in their own abilities
may be compared with success of males, especially when it was noted by many participants that all the
chief editor positions were reserved for men. They are aware of their predicament as HN suggests that
women are mostly misunderstood in the media domain and QW states that women need to be strong to
protect themselves in a masculine society. Yet there is still a call for women to be valued for the work
they do, for their skills, their mind and personality, rather than, as LR says, for the fact that they are
women.
Gender clearly defines the roles that women have in the media, although there are some breaking the
mould. It is not going to be easy for women claiming their place alongside men, as males may also object
to having women working in their domain. One participant noted that some men were not willing to work
with women because they were very strict in their observances and did not feel that women should be
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working outside the home. Despite Vision 2030 and the reforms that are taking place in Saudi Arabia, the
deeply entrenched traditions and customs are likely to take many years to be moderated into acceptance.

8.2

Regulating the Female Work Environment

It is commonly accepted, particularly in Western contexts, that Saudi women are not permitted certain
freedoms because of religious constraints. However, this is not so as the Islamic religion does not
discriminate in any way against women. Indeed it encourages equality, as mentioned above. There is no
reason for women not to work in the media or in other work domains, and it is anticipated that more
women will be seen in the workplace in future, given the objectives of Vision 2030. It may be that the
workplaces will continue to be limited to sectors considered suitable for women, because of cultural
constraints.
From the interviews with participants in this study, it was seen that there was much initial objection from
families when they were embarking on a career in the media. Such objections came not from Islamic laws
but from cultural understandings of traditions believed to be immersed in Islamic laws. This influence
came from the patriarchal Saudi social culture that a woman’s place was in the home and that all
decisions inside that household were made by the dominant male and endorsed by others living there.
Elamin and Omair (2010) report that Saudi males hold very traditional views on women working outside
the home, although this may be mediated by age; younger males had a more flexible attitude, though not
if they were married.
Married men do not like their wives being exposed to male contact outside the home, especially when
they have no control over such contact. This is especially prevalent when working in the media, where
women are working in a mixed gender sector, in addition to the long hours the wife may be expected to
work. It was illuminating that participants described the job as being very difficult and exhausting. This
may also because the women tend to work harder to prove themselves, as many spoke that they are given
work because of their commitment; for example, IO reported that she and her female colleagues were
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asked to cover important events as they actually attended them rather than pick up emails, like the men. In
addition, AG felt that, however hard women worked, they would not be given the same opportunities for
promotion as males.
Surprisingly, many of the participants stated that they preferred working with male editors at work as they
found they were not as competitive as the women. This may be because it is clear the women journalists
contribute much to the profits of the newspapers as they reach a target readership that cannot be achieved
by the male journalists. The male editors are secure in their positions as they know that women are not
able to compete, but it may well be different for the women, who see their jobs at risk unless they do
better than the others. In addition the women have had to be extremely competitive to reach higher
positions as they are judged not just on their own merits but have to prove they are better than their male
colleagues. Working in the media is a very competitive world as individuals must always show they can
write stories that sell papers, as well as work to strict deadlines. Research has shown that the practices
journalists employ in the workplace are defined by the values from their socio-cultural background
(Deuze, 2002; O’Sullivan & Heinonen, 2008). It has also been found that journalists from non-Western
contexts are more flexible in their ethical views and more interventionist in the perception of their role
(Hanitzsch et al., 2011: 284). Because they are so eager to meet deadlines and produce interesting stories,
some journalists may not check the accuracy of their sources, and IO alludes to this when she speaks of
the male journalists working on the basis of information on emails, whereas the women go and attend
events. Furthermore, FL confirms that whilst men may perform the task quickly, they may write only
three lines about the topic, whereas women are not so fast but are more accurate and professional, and
will write six pages on the same topic.
Nevertheless media outputs tend to be influenced by political constraints according to their geographic
location (Mellado & Humanes, 2012). O’Sullivan and Henionen (2008) argue that an inter-connected
media environment, due to the internet, mean that the principles and standards for journalism have
changed from traditional views. However, where the media is dependent on government funding, the
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autonomy of editors and journalists is limited, yet their output is being broadcast globally. It was found by
Garcia-Aviles et al. (2014) that the public stopped buying newspapers when it was seen that editors were
succumbing to political pressure and printing what the government wanted; they had lost their
independence. The situation in Saudi Arabia appears to indicate that editors keep women journalists in
roles where they can cover socially acceptable stories, which appeases the political masters as well as the
conservative society. It is more difficult to change societal attitudes and the male editors are aware that
their own positions are due to state approval. They would therefore not be likely to provide avenues for
women journalists to defy social constrictions.
When working with male journalists, there was a certain amount of conflict on the part of the women.
Oni-Ojo et al. (2014) suggest that conflict can be exacerbated by diversity in the workplace and argue that
the introduction of ethnic minorities, women and individuals from different backgrounds into the
workplace means that conflicts are likely to increase. This may account for the women and men feeling a
certain amount of discomfort when working together. It is against their social structure and there has not
yet been a way to resolve the issue of segregation in the workplace; this has clearly resulted in segregation
of tasks and this appears to be a bone of contention with some of the women. They see the distribution of
tasks as being an evaluation of their ability and they resent not being asked to cover stories of interest that
they know they can deal with more effectively than their male colleagues. The areas the women cover
show that they are very much focused on local news, culture, feminine issues, and humanitarian cases.
Until they are given the stories that involve politics, finance, business and international issues, they are
unlikely to feel they are being treated in a way that enables them to showcase their skills and abilities.
In a study by Alkameis (2015), it was found that Saudi policies played a role in inhibiting women from
working in the media; this was mainly because they did not provide a working environment that complied
with social traditions.

In addition, Alkameis (2015) also found that the Ministry of Culture and

Information did not advertise the media as being a career choice suited to women; consequently, there
was little information about possible jobs available in the sector, and this may have contributed to females
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not giving a high preference rating to working in the television sector in full view of others, although they
would not be averse to working behind the scenes. However, the editors in this study were more focused
on the training that women could have to prepare them for working in the industry. They welcomed the
new journalism and communication courses now on offer from the universities and one editor proposed
that women should gain international experience to raise their profile and to raise the quality of their
outputs. This may suggest that the editor believes the women journalists are just as good as the men but it
is easier to employ men; by suggesting the women sharpen their skills in another country almost intimates
that he does not wish to have the women in his domain.
With the Saudi university courses for women studying journalism are now relatively well-established,
there would seem to be no reason for them needing more training or international experience. There may
once have been an argument that women were not offered opportunities for training and were less
experienced than males but since 2004 there has been a flow of women graduating from media studies. It
may also be wondered if the women, who gained international experience, would be allowed to use that
experience to its full potential when they returned to Saudi Arabia. The women journalists, as well as the
editors, talk about the areas they specialise in, and these are mainly feminine areas, where they are
drawing in female readers. The women are not given the big, important stories that they may have earned
when working in an international environment. The Saudi context is more limited and, no matter what
experience they have gained while working abroad, the women may never be permitted to put that
experience to its best use. The results of this study are aligned with Makki (2005) and Alkameis (2015),
who both found that the role of women was defined by their culture; the decisions made by family and the
male editors are accordingly shaped by the prevailing socio-cultural context and any resultant changes are
likely to be cumulative. This has been shown in the way that journalism has been gradually opened up to
women over the past decade with the introduction of university courses for female applicants.
In terms of the inclusivity that is embedded within Islamic feminism, the women journalists have
succeeded to a certain extent by gaining the opportunity to work in the media, which has traditionally
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been a male-dominated sector. It can also be seen that the women are accepting of the differences in their
roles and that society’s expectations are that they will work within a gender defined environment. The
women found valid reasons for not being sent on certain assignments, understanding that this was
society’s ways of protecting them as women, who were valued within that society. Although there may be
some resentment at men being given more interesting stories to cover, this is likely in any media
environment and is not especially limited to the Saudi context. The women are asserting their right to
question whether the best person for the job is being allocated the assignment. They are able to show they
can make a judgement on the quality of their work being superior to male colleagues, and this in itself
embodies how deeply Islamic feminism is now embedded in the ways in which women perceive the value
of their work.

8.3

Evaluation of the Challenges

Saudi traditions are perhaps the main challenge for women journalists. Saudi women in general are not
able to act without the approval of a father, husband or brother. There must always be a male permitting
her to act in a certain way. This accounts for the Saudi women journalists not recognising that they were
severely restricted in their role, certainly from the perspective of other female journalists operating in
international domains; their perceptions are shaped by a culture that does not recognise women as
autonomous individuals. The empowerment of women in a Saudi context is still overseen by men. In the
home, the women need to have approval from husbands or fathers, whilst in the workplace they must
have the approval of male editors; they then seek to endorse this approval by producing work that meets
the expectations of the males. In IO’s case, her father did not fully approve of her working as a journalist
until she became better known for her stories, then he wanted his name to be put alongside hers. Her
success would therefore be attributed to him as well, as he was the one who had made the decision to
allow her to work for the newspaper.
Family life is regarded as private and is deep-rooted in many Arab cultures, consequently individuals are
expected to conform to behaviour patterns that do not bring attention to the family; high expectations are
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placed on individuals to conduct themselves appropriately (Naser, 2004). Behaviour that contravenes
expectations is punished, as was shown in the instance where a Saudi woman appeared in a mini dress in
a video and was consequently arrested; this caused much international debate (O’Neill & Gallagher,
2017). It was interesting to note that many of the comments were related to issues of gender, sexism and
societal issues in general, upholding the right of a nation-state’s to determine its own laws. Although
many may not have agreed that the woman should be arrested because she dressed in a certain way, they
did defend the Saudi Arabian government’s right to apply its laws in this case. The expectations of the
dress code laws were known and the woman broke the law. Nevertheless, Quamar (2016) points out that
societal attitudes towards the dress code are changing and enforcement of the wearing of a veil is more
flexible than previously; this in part may be due to women’s economic value in the workplace.
Within the family structure, women have always held a special place and the home has been seen as their
responsibility and their domain; although decisions may be seen to be made by males in the household, it
is often the women who have made these decisions in the first place. This is noted in the way that some of
the participants in this study described how their families were against them entering the media world; LR
explained how, 30 years ago, her parents were fiercely opposed to her choice, but she still went ahead
against their wishes and over time they accepted her decision, especially when she started to become
famous. It was a similar situation with OU, who described herself as ‘confused and lost’ as she struggled
to ensure her choice to become a journalist would be vindicated. In addition, FL says she was from a
conservative tribe and her husband refused to allow her to become a journalist but in the end I made my
decision. If the decisions had been solely based on male domination, these women would have submitted
to that disapproval and would never have embarked on a journalist career. The strength of the women is
clear and indicates that there are Saudi women empowered to make their own decisions about their choice
of career, overriding negativity emanating from male members of the household.
Family commitments are an issue that is seen through the comments of a number of participants. This is a
universal challenge for working women, not just for Saudi women, and shows the price that needs to be
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paid for wanting the freedom and opportunities that come from independence and career choice. Family
pressures and commitments are given as one of the main reasons that women do not take on leadership
roles in business (Jayaram, 2016); this was particularly relevant in Asian societies where women were
expected to take up traditional parental roles. Reddy et al. (2010) discuss the conflict that arises when
family and work responsibilities are not compatible; however, this may be mitigated if the woman enjoys
her job. There is clearly conflict on the part of GM, who puts this down to the hours she needs to work
and the juggling she must do in order to fulfil both a work responsibility and a home responsibility. It is
also seen in FL’s comment that her family misses out because she has to rush off and cover a story. At the
same time, FL shows that she is completely immersed in her work and thoroughly enjoys the challenge of
working life:
As a journalist, we make the news. We make questionnaires for our readers. We are at the top in
social media. We study the readers’ attitudes and reactions. Every so often, we set up a focus group,
for instance for fashion designers, business women, university professors and university students. We
aim at having their opinions in our magazine, the topics, the headings.. We study the data for
developmental purposes. (FL)
There can be no doubt that FL enjoys her work and this helps her overcome any problems she encounters
at home. She speaks of the family she has at the journal where she works, where everyone works as a
team, appreciating and respecting each other, and often praising good work through the medium of social
networks. This makes every employee feel valued and this is important in understanding the reasons why
women enjoy their work. It has been found that there is a positive relationship between job satisfaction
and the working environment (Gazioglu & Tanselb, 2006; Skalli, Theodossiou, & Vasileiou, 2008) and
FL highlights this aspect of her work life; she enjoys the ambiance within the work team. Motivational
factors also have an impact as FL speaks of the posting of messages praising journalists who have done a
good job. Whereas the work environment provides external happiness, Herzberg et al. (1959) suggest that
internal happiness comes from motivational factors. Being happy at work means that FL is more able to
deal with the conflicts she faces at home.
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Many of the challenges that the Saudi women journalists are facing are very similar to those faced by
women in other contexts. Every society has its cultural limitations, within which women must operate, yet
it has been seen that reforms are happening in Saudi Arabia and these reforms are gradually opening up
opportunities for women. The traditions in Saudi Arabia are not necessarily Islamic principles and the
reforms are in recognition of this. In order for social acceptance, these reforms are being implemented
gradually and are on the understanding that women are an economic force and can contribute to society
outside the home as well as within the family domain. A new generation that has benefited from
opportunities to study abroad may help Vision 2030 be achieved; as has been mentioned earlier, over 50
per cent of Saudi university graduates are female and many of these have been encouraged to participate
in scholarship programmes to study for higher qualifications outside Saudi Arabia. One of the statements
in the Saudi manifesto adds:
One of our most significant assets is our lively and vibrant youth. We will guarantee their skills
are developed and properly deployed. While many other countries are concerned with aging
populations, more than half of the Saudi population is below the age of 25 years. (Vision 2030,
nd)
This indicates that a new generation of women and men educated abroad will have different aspirations
and attitudes to the more conservative values in the traditional society. Young people have the chance to
develop a more flexible society, still within Islamic principles, but helping to modernise the nation and
comply with international standards. In this way the women of Saudi Arabia may find their country needs
their contribution in areas that have not been predominantly feminine domains. It is likely that women
will take on a more significant role in the media as their voice will become more representative of a
changing society; they will be defined by the way in which they are contributing to their society.
The issue of technology was also raised by some of the women; AG regarded it as an invasion of privacy
but it was also seen as a tool for checking validity of interviewee opinions. There is no doubt that social
media has an important role to play in the lives of Saudi women and the women journalists need to be
able to use this to their advantage. It is likely that they need to have training in digital skills to be able to
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use social networking to its best effect. They would then be comfortable with issues of privacy, which are
very important in Saudi society. There are strict laws that determine the content allowed and by making a
mistake and posting the wrong kind of content through social media is now considered a cybercrime
(Barnes, 2018). This may deter some women journalists from using social media effectively, unless they
have the confidence of knowing what they are able to post. Ongoing training courses would enable the
journalists to keep up-to-date with changes in the law that may affect them and prepare them for a future
that is influenced by the power of social media. In this way the women journalists may find their voice.

8.4

Research Limitations

There were certain limitations associated with this study. These have been identified as follows:
1. The sample interviewed women journalists on the basis that their editors allowed them the time to
take out for this purpose. As permissions needed to be obtained from the editors, this was a
purposive sample but also one of convenience and depended on my father contacting the editors
to be able to initiate this. Despite trying to make contact with women journalists through social
media, there was no response, therefore the study was limited to Jeddah. If the study had included
more women journalists from regional areas, the responses may have differed as opportunities
may have been shaped by the regional context.
2. The interviews were conducted to gain in-depth understanding of the problem; if these interviews
were supported by a quantitative survey, it may have revealed more challenges and potential
issues experienced by a wider range of women journalists and thus contributed more areas for
investigating.
3. Because the editors were contacted personally to allow access to their employees, it limited the
representation of different kinds of media and focused mainly on newspapers and journals.
Further investigation of female journalists working in television and online may have provided a
more comprehensive perspective across the industry sector.
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4. A limited number of male editors were surveyed and their views and attitudes may have been
probed more by conducting interviews as some of their statements required further explanation
that was not possible through responding to a questionnaire.

8.5

Reflection

I wanted to study this phenomenon due to the scarcity of academic studies in the Saudi society in the field
of journalism and media in general and the absence of awareness among a large sector of women towards
their rights guaranteed by Islamic law. The marginalization of the role of Saudi women, or even excluding
them in many cases, from participating in matters and issues pertaining to them is a matter of concern for
me. The topic of this research was to find women who speak, write or contribute in this field to support
their rights to reach equality between them and men. This is especially now that the direction of the Saudi
government is to support women's rights, and the Vision of the Kingdom 2030 has attached great
importance to the role of women in the development and community participation of its goals.
The desired change will not be achieved immediately, as it needs time for society to accept this idea, just
as it will not be achieved individually. This will not come without the support and strong desire of the
journalists themselves to present a realistic picture and the living reality of the status of women; it is the
journalists who have a vital role in advancing development at all social, political and economic levels, and
thus shape the culture of the position of women in Saudi Arabia.
In my perception, there is no difference between a female pen and a male pen. However, the best person
to express the concerns, hopes and aspirations of a woman is the woman herself. Female writings
highlight the most important health, social and cultural issues and concerns facing women in the
workplace, home and media. It can be considered one of the most effective tools for changing the
behaviour and beliefs of individuals, thus correcting misconceptions about women and their effective role
in society.
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The research process was not always easy, especially the selection of interviewees and arranging to meet
them. These Saudi journalists were always very busy and many times interviews had to be rescheduled,
thus taking much longer than originally anticipated. It was rather daunting as I felt they were sometimes
trying to interview me, rather than the other way round; this was of course their journalist training coming
to the fore. Upon reflection, I would perhaps have probed a little more to get deeper insight into some of
the responses they gave, although I am unsure how much they would have told me. Interviewing requires
trust and I would have liked to develop the relationship a little more beforehand in order to gain their
trust. However, this reflection is in hindsight and I hope it makes me a better researcher in future.

8.6

Further Research Studies

This study highlighted the experiences of female journalists working in a Saudi context and was
conducted within certain time and financial constraints. There are more opportunities for further studies
within this field and the following suggestions are made for other researchers to continue exploring the
phenomenon.
Although this study has been focusing on the role of women journalists, there has been no male voice to
balance the perceptions. A study that enabled comparisons to be made between the roles of male and
female journalists in Saudi Arabia would be useful. Some of the participants in this study stated they were
treated the same as the males, whilst others felt the males were given preference for the best stories. It is
therefore necessary that both sides are heard before making judgements on whether there is any
discrimination against women journalists in Saudi Arabia.
The women journalists in this study were working at lower levels of employment in the media. Even the
women who had more managerial roles were working in a female domain. A study of women working in
environments that are not wholly female and where they have more of a management role, which has
been gained through their own abilities, would offer inspiration to the many young journalists who may
be entering the profession.
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This study was limited to one city. It does not take account of the many women who may be working in
more regional areas and who may, or may not, have different experiences. Another researcher may wish
to explore the experiences of women journalists in more regional or rural communities.
The issue of professional development has been raised. Not only would it enhance the skills of female
journalists, it would also offer them incentives and motivation. A study that investigated the opportunities
available for journalists and the professional development courses available for both new and experienced
women in the media would be able to identify any gaps in the provision, and then make recommendations
for these to be improved.
It has been noted that more female graduates from the university media programmes are opting for public
relations courses rather than journalism. To be able to understand the reasons for this flow and to balance
the number of graduates choosing each career option, there needs to be research into the phenomenon.
This would support any assumptions based on the attractions of one over the other and would enable
university courses to be more targeted to the needs of the students. In addition it would help to identify
perceptions of young graduates towards a career in journalism.
To balance the views taken by the male editors, there should be interviews conducted to gain more indepth information. As this research was carried out in Saudi Arabia, it was not possible for a female
researcher to conduct such interviews. Therefore, there is an opening for further research to be carried out
on how male editors perceive the position of women in the workplace and how they envision women
journalists having equal status with male journalists.
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APPENDIX 1 List of participants
Interviewees (Journalists)
Name

Age

Experience

1

AG

37

5 years

2

BH

42

13 years

3

CI

40

5 years

4

DJ

25

6 years

5

EK

40

20 years

6

FL

38

12 years

7

GM

31

8 years

8

HN

41

15 years

9

IO

27

6 years

10

JP

26

4 years

11

KQ

26

12 years

12

LR

47

30 years

13

MS

30

3 years

14

NT

30

5 years

15

OU

38

6 years

16

PV

55

19 years

17

QW

26

2 years

18

RX

37

6 years

19

SZ

28

7 years
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APPENDIX 2 Consent Form

CONSENT FORM
Title of the Project: Saudi female journalism – challenges and opportunities
Name of researcher: Kholoud al-Juaid
Position: MPhil/PhD student
Contact address of Researcher: kholoud.aljuaid@study.beds.ac.uk
Please tick Box
1.

2.

I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet
for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask
questions.
I understand that my participation is voluntarily and I
am free to withdraw at any time, without giving reasons.

3.

I agree to take part in the above study.

4.

I agree to the interview being audio recorded.

5.

I agree to the use of anonymised quotations in
the final report.

Name of Participant

Date

Signature

Name of Researcher

Date

Signature
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APPENDIX 3 Information Sheet

Information sheet
Name of researcher:
Student number:
Title of project:
Degree:
Director of Studies:

Kholoud al-Juaid
1118769

Saudi female journalism – challenges and opportunities
MPhil/PhD project
Prof. Noha Mellor

This project focuses on the female journalists in Saudi Arabia. The aim of the project is to
examine the challenges, obstacles as well as opportunities for Saudi female journalists who have joined
the journalism profession over the past few decades.
This project involves conducting interviews with Saudi journalists. The participation is
voluntarily. You have the right to withdraw from the whole project at any stage without giving any
reasons. The interviews will be audio recorded and you have to give the permission to be recorded. The
data will be confidential and kept in a password protected computer with a password protected folders.
The data will only be viewed by the researcher and information will be used only for the academic
purposes. Data will be destroyed after completion of the project.
Every participant will be provided with a consent form to sign before the beginning of the
interview for the formal consent to participate in the project.
In case any questions might cause any discomfort or stress, the participant has the right not to
answer and withdraw from the whole project. In addition, questions asked in the interview must not be
leading which might lead interviewees to specific answers. The researcher should be neutral and
unbiased in order to produce valid and unbiased results of the project.
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